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Studie eines modifizierten Germaniumdetektors mit punktfo¨rmigem Auslesekontakt fu¨r
Anwendungen bei einem tiefen Untergrund
Germaniumdetektoren mit einer punktfo¨rmigen Ausleseelektrode (PCGe) spielen bei der Erforschung
von Themen wie dem neutrinolosen doppelten Betazerfall, der direkten Wechselwirkung von dunkler
Materie, dem magnetischen Moment des Neutrinos und der koha¨renten Streuung von Neutrinos am
Atomkern, eine zentrale Rolle. Diese Doktorarbeit pra¨sentiert eine experimentelle Untersuchung von
zwei kommerziell erha¨ltlichen, fast identischen PCGe-Detektoren mit großem Volumen (∼ 760 g). Die
punktfo¨rmige Ausleseelektrode wurde, mit Hilfe von spezifischen Simulationen vom elektrischen Feld im
Detektor, schrittweise vera¨ndert. Die Verkleinerung der fast punktfo¨rmigen Ausleseelektrode verbesserte
sowohl die Unterdru¨ckungseffizienz von Untergrundsignalen durch die Analyse der Signalform bei eini-
gen MeV wie auch das elektronische Rauschen. Der tiefste Anteil vom Rauschen an der Energieauflo¨sung
war (299 ± 2) eV und (336 ± 2) eV (Halbwertsbreite) fu¨r die beiden Detektoren. Die bessere der bei-
den Auflo¨sungen entspricht einer Energieschwelle von 1 keV fu¨r ein Experiment mit einem niedrigen
Untergrund. Eine Sensitivita¨tsstudie kam zu der Schlussfolgerung, dass eine Auflo¨sung von mindestens
150−180 eV no¨tig ist, um die koha¨rente Streuung von Neutrinos an Germaniumatomkernen in der Na¨he
eines Atomreaktors zu messen. Das ist ein Faktor zwei besser als das, was bisher erreicht wurde.
Zusa¨tzlich, wurde mit zwei verschiedenen Ansa¨tzen der Fano-Faktor bestimmt. Beide finden ein kon-
sistentes Ergebnis, das bessere Ergebnis ist 0.1076± 0.0005. Damit diese optimierten Resultate erreicht
werden konnten, war es wichtig, drei verschiedene Pulsformfilter (der cusp Filter mit abgerundetem
Maximum, der trapezoidale Filter mit abgerundetem Maximum und der gaußfo¨rmige Filter) zusammen
mit einer Korrekturmethode fu¨r das ballistische Defizit, zu evaluieren. Danach wurden die als ideal
befundenen Filter benutzt, um die Auswertung durchzufu¨hren.
Study on modified point contact germanium detectors for low background applications
Point contact germanium (PCGe) detectors play a vital role in research such as, neutrinoless double
beta decay, direct dark matter detection, the neutrino magnetic moment and coherent neutrino-nucleus
scattering. This dissertation presents an experimental investigation of two commercially available,
almost identical large volume PCGe detectors (∼ 760 g). Their point contact size was stepwise modified
according to specified simulations of the electric field in the detectors. The reduction of the point contact
size improved both, the pulse shape discrimination efficiency of background signals at a few MeV and
the noise from electronics. The lowest contribution of noise to the energy resolution was (299 ± 2) eV
and (336± 2) eV (FWHM) for the two detectors, respectively. The better value translates to an energy
threshold of 1 keV for an experiment with a low background level. A sensitivity study concluded that a
resolution of less than 150− 180 eV is required to detect the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering near
nuclear reactors. This is a factor of two better than the currently obtained value.
Additionally, two different approaches have been used to determine the Fano factor. They both
yielded consistent results, the better result is 0.1076 ± 0.0005. Before the most optimal results could
be obtained, an evaluation of three shaping filters (the rounded-top cusp, rounded-top trapezoidal
and Gaussian filter) and a ballistic deficit correction was performed. Once completed the most ideal
combinations of filters were used to procure the dissertation’s findings.
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1 Introduction
The origin of germanium detector technologies reaches back over half a decade. Although
tremendous advances have been made in the meantime, technological developments take place
at a rather slow pace. Particularly in the initial years intensive efforts were undertaken to
understand these detectors that are currently used in a large range of different fields that
stretch from nuclear physics and safeguard to fundamental research in particle physics. This
thesis should help paving the way, so that this technology can also be used for many new
exciting applications in the future. In order to do so, a particular, relatively new type of
germanium detector will be studied – point contact germanium (PCGe) detectors.
1.1 Point contact germanium detectors
PCGe detectors, are cylindrical detectors that have been produced from germanium. On one
base of the cylinder they have a circular electrode (contact) embedded. The contact radius is
usually kept small – close to point like – which explains the name.
These detectors are the central subject of this thesis. Compared to previous studies, this the-
sis tries to take a more systematic approach in studying these detectors. The central question
that should be answered is how these detectors are affected by changes in their geometry. In
order to answer this question, special care will be given to the application and implementation
of old and new computational methods so that the best performance can be obtained. Signal
processing will therefore be a recurring subject that is nearly as important as the geometrical
study itself. The study will additionally address several physics related topics. A material
property, the Fano factor in germanium, will be measured and the potential of such detectors
for the detection of coherent nucleus-neutrino scattering studied.
The point contact design of a germanium detector was first proposed by Luke et al. in 1989
under the name low capacitance large volume shaped-field germanium detector [1]. The initial
aim of this detector type was to measure dark matter. The detector however suffered from
strong charge trapping and was not used in actual research. Nevertheless, they reached their
aim to produce a detector with a capacitance of close to 1 pF. Many years later, in 2007,
Barbeau et al. [2] brought again up this design for applications in fundamental research. This
time the detector they tested did not show the problematic trapping effects that Luke et al.
observed in their earlier study. The design subsequently has been quickly adopted for various
application in fundamental science. This will now be discussed in the next section, before the
focus is shifted away from fundamental science to detector physics.
1.2 PCGe detectors as a gateway to new physics
Point contact detectors are mostly used to study neutrinos and their interactions. Neutrino
properties that are or have been investigated with PCGe detectors include coherent elastic
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Figure 1.1: The expected signals in a germanium detector at a neutrino flux of (1013 cm−2s−1) close
to a nuclear reactor (neutrino emission spectrum according to [3] and [4]). The magnetic
moment interaction of neutrinos and electrons is represented for µν = 2.9×10−11µB , the cur-
rent limit on the interaction. The displayed coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering spectrum
must furthermore be corrected by the quenching factor, to gain the ionization energy. The
calculations have been performed by Thomas Rink, Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Kernphysik,
Heidelberg.
neutrino-nucleus scattering, the neutrino magnetic moment and neutrinoless double beta de-
cay. Neutrinoless double beta decay can be measured in detectors that are directly built from
material enriched to roughly 88% in the isotope under investigation (76Ge). The other effects
are not dependent on germanium as a detection material, but make use of the inherent char-
acteristics of these detectors. Furthermore, hypothetical dark matter models such as Weakly
Interacting Massive Particles (WIMP) are being searched for with PCGe detector.
1.2.1 Coherent Elastic Neutrino-Nucleus Scattering
Coherence is a quantum mechanical process that considerably can enhance the cross section
of an interaction. An occurrence of this phenomenon is the elastic scattering of a particle
(here the neutrino) from a system that is composed of many similar constituents (here the
nucleus, built of nucleons) [5]. The direction and magnitude of the momentum of the incoming
particle is altered through simultaneous interactions with the constituents of the system. The
total scattering amplitude is thus given by the sum of the contributions from the individual
interactions. In general, they are not in phase, therefore the relative phases of the scattering
amplitudes must be taken into account. If the de Broglie wavelength of the momentum transfer
is large compared to the size of the system, then the relative phase factors are irrelevant and
can be neglected. The total scattering amplitude can then be approximated by the number
of constituents A (the number of nucleons, assumed for now all equal) times the scattering
amplitude of an individual interaction. The differential cross section is given by the squared
norm of the total scattering amplitude. Thus, the total cross section is enlarged thanks to the
coherence by A2. The condition relating the momentum transfer (respectively its de Broglie
wavelength) to the size of the nucleus translates into a rough neutrino energy upper limit
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of 50 MeV [6]. Above this energy the neutrino actually sees the constituents of the nucleus
and coherence is not assured. A nucleus is built of protons and neutrons, thus the scattering
amplitudes of the two types of constituent are different and they must be considered separately.
The actual differential cross section of coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering is given
by [7]:
dσ
dΩ
=
G2F
16pi2
Q2WE
2
ν(1 + cos θ)F
2(Q2), QW =
[
N − (1− 4 sin2 θW )Z
]
. (1.1)
The angle θ was chosen to be between the incoming and the outgoing momentum of the
neutrino, Eν is the neutrino energy and GF the Fermi coupling constant. The weak nuclear
charge QW depends on the number of protons Z and neutrons N in the nucleus. The weak
mixing angle θW (Weinberg angle) is known and accordingly 4 sin
2 θW ≈ 0.944. This means
that the number of protons in the nucleus Z has practically no impact and can be neglected:
QW ≈ N . The form factor F depends on the momentum transfer squared Q2 = 2E2ν(1− cos θ)
and for low values of Q2 the form factor can be approximated to be 1. Furthermore, for small
momentum transfers we can use a classical treatment. Therefore, the recoil energy is:
T = Q2/2mN = E
2
ν(1− cos θ)/mN , Tmax = 2Eν/mN , (1.2)
with mN being the mass of the nucleus. The maximal recoil Tmax is observed if the neutrino
is back scattered (cos θ = −1). A germanium detector is sensitive to the recoil energy of the
nucleus. In order to detect a large signal either large neutrino energies are required or the mass
of a nuclei should be small. Equation 1.1 can be expressed as a function of the recoil energy
by explicitly stating the solid angle Ω = 2pi cos θ and using Eq. 1.2:
dσ
dT
=
G2f
4pi
N2mN
(
1− mNT
2E2ν
)
, (1.3)
where we used all simplifications introduced so far. The total cross section can be found by
integrating this formula over all possible recoil energies:
σtot =
G2FE
2
νN
2
4pi
. (1.4)
The total cross section thus increases with both, the neutrino energy and the numbers of
neutrons in the nucleus. Typical values for the cross sections of neutrinos with an energies up
to 50 MeV are in the order of 10−39 cm−2. This is relatively high compared to other neutrino
interactions at a similar energy. Nevertheless, coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering has not yet
been observed in experiments. One of the reason for this is that the recoil energy depends
on the nucleus mass, as described in Eq. 1.2. A neutrino of 10 MeV (in the upper range of a
neutrino spectrum from nuclear reactors), for example, produces a maximal recoil of 3 keV in
germanium. This signal is furthermore reduced by the quenching factor [8], as not all the recoil
energy is converted into ionization of charge carrier. For a recoil energy of 3 keV the quenching
factor in germanium is roughly 0.2. This means the actually observed signal in the detector is
only 600 eV, thus below typical energy thresholds of commercial germanium detectors.
In recent years, the efforts to measure the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering were intensi-
fied. New PCGe technologies emerged as a good candidate to measure a signal from coherently
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scattered neutrinos, as they are sensitive to the energy range where these interactions actually
occur. A good source of sufficiently large quantities of neutrinos (∼ 1013 cm−2s−1 in close
proximity to the core [9]) are commercial nuclear power reactors that emit neutrinos at an
average energy of roughly 2 MeV, with the neutrino spectrum dying of between 8-10 keV. Al-
ready in 2008 Barbeau et al. [2, 10] tried to measure coherent neutrino scattering with a PCGe
detector at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) that was closed in 2013 and
is currently being decommissioned. They were not able to measure the effect because there
were high backgrounds, especially in the reactor off spectrum. At the same time the Taiwan
EXperiment On NeutrinO (Texono) collaboration started to investigate the performance of
different types of germanium detectors for use at the Kuo-Sheng Reactor Neutrino Laboratory
(KSNL) [11].
The number of events expected from coherent neutrino scattering as a function of the recoil
energy in germanium for a typical reactor flux are represented in Fig. 1.1. The most crucial
points for the detection of the coherent scattering of neutrinos at a nuclear power plant are a
high reactor flux, close proximity to the reactor (the flux falls off with the distance squared),
low backgrounds (∼ 1 count/keV/kg/day) and a low energy threshold (< 500 eV).
The sensitivity could be further increased by observing neutrinos with a slightly higher
energy than those from nuclear reactors. The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory completed in 2006 [12] for example can potentially be used in this
regards. As a byproduct, the SNS produces a neutrino beam of 107 cm−2s−1 flux, with a sharp
peak at 30 MeV of muon neutrinos and a broad peak at a similar energy of electron neutrinos.
Although the flux is small compared to reactors, the higher neutrino energy turns this facility
in an attractive experimental site for coherent neutrino scattering studies.
1.2.2 Neutrino magnetic moment
Neutrinos can also interact with the medium by scattering off the electrons of atoms. These
interactions are described by the Standard Model and the differential cross section is given by
[13]:
dσW
dT
=
G2Fm
2
e
2pi
[(
1− T
Eν
)2
(1 + 2 sin2 θW )
2 + 4 sin4 θW−
2(1 + 2 sin2 θW ) sin
2 θW
meT
E2ν
]
. (1.5)
The cross section is again expressed through the recoil energy T .
Neutrinos are considered massless in the Standard Model, thus with the observation of
neutrino oscillations and their interpretation with finite neutrino masses, the first observation
of Physics beyond the Standard Model was realized. This property introduces a new term to
the total cross section that describes the electromagnetic interaction between the neutrino and
an electron:
dσEM
dT
= pire
(
µν
µB
)2( 1
T
− 1
Eν
)
, (1.6)
with re being the classical electron radius. In this expression the neutrino magnetic moment
µν was introduced, which is often expressed as a fraction of the Bohr magneton µB. The
magnitude of µν depends on the model that describes neutrinos, particularly if neutrinos are
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assumed to be Dirac or Majorana particles. In a minimally extended Standard Model with
Dirac neutrinos the neutrino magnetic moment is related to the neutrino mass mν and found
to be [14]:
µν ≈ 3× 10−19µB · mν
1eV
. (1.7)
This value is many magnitudes smaller than the sensitivity of any current experiment. Some
special models describing Physics beyond the Standard Model are predicting a neutrino mag-
netic moments up to a level of 10−10 − 10−12 µB [15].
When investigating Eq. 1.5 and 1.6 it is obvious that the cross section dependence on the
recoil energy is quite different for the two contributions. The Standard Model cross section
is nearly constant at low recoil energies, while the electromagnetic cross section has a strong
1/T -dependence. This difference makes it possible to distinguish both processes. Moreover,
at low energies the electromagnetic contribution should be larger than the Standard Model
contribution and thus should be measurable.
Usually, experiments looking for coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering can also exploit
their data to define new upper limits of the neutrino magnetic moment and vice versa. Although
both, the Texono collaboration [16] and Barbeau et al. [2], published new upper limits based
on their investigations at nuclear power plants, the best limit of the magnetic moment is
measured by the Gemma collaboration [17]. Their limit of µν ≤ 2.9 × 10−11µB (90% C.L.)
was measured with a semi-coaxial HPGe detector at 13.9 m distance of a reactor core at the
Kalinin Nuclear Power Plant (KNPP). At this location they expect the anti-neutrino flux to
be roughly 2.7× 1013 cm−2s−1. The spectrum that is expected from both the standard model
contribution and the electromagnetic contribution of the neutrino magnetic moment with a
value of the currently best lower limit is indicated in Fig. 1.1.
It is complicated to improve the experimental limits for the neutrino magnetic moment be-
cause the sensitivity roughly scales as (B/(Mt))1/4 [16], where B, M and t are the background
level, detector mass and measurement time. As all these parameters are taken to the power
1/4, improving on any of the typical characteristics of a detector setup only has a small impact
on the sensitivity to the magnetic moment. Other possible ways to improve the sensitivity are
by using a higher neutrino flux, lower energy threshold and higher neutrino energies that all
do not show the to-the-power-1/4 behavior.
1.2.3 Dark matter detection
Although the appearance of neutrino oscillation was the first prove that there must be Physics
beyond the Standard Model, there are other strong hints that our current understanding of the
universe is not complete. One of the indications for this is dark matter (a short comprehensive
overview is Ref. [19] or [20] and the references therein). It has not yet been detected directly but
cosmological data show strong evidence for its existence. Dark matter cannot be of baryonic
nature and its distribution in cosmological structures has been established through numerical
simulations and lensing observations. The recent Planck data [21] furthermore shows that it
makes up roughly 85% of all matter in the universe and thus roughly 25% of all energy.
Particle physicists came up with a variety of candidates for dark matter particles, of which
the Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) is the most popular one. Its mass must be in
the range from 50 GeV to a few TeV and as its name suggests it should be detectable through
its weak interaction with baryonic matter. The dark matter density of the Milky Way halo at
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Figure 1.2: The current limits on the spin-independent cross section (left) and the spin-dependent cross
section (right). The enclosed areas are regions of interest from possible signal events. The
Figure was taken from Ref. [18].
the location of the solar system is assumed to be ρ0 = 0.3 GeV/cm
3. Dark matter is assumed
to be at rest, and the solar system therefore moves at a velocity of roughly v0 = (220±20) km/s
with respect to the dark matter [20]. Furthermore, earth moves around the sun at a speed of
roughly vE = 30 km/s, which slightly alters (in an annual mode) the overall relative velocity of
dark matter with respect to earth. If dark matter is composed of WIMPs they would elastically
scatter off nuclei in an experimental setup through the weak interaction and the recoil of the
nucleus could be observed.
The differential cross section is traditionally split into a spin-independent (SI) and spin-
dependent (SD) contribution. The spin independent contribution is related to an effective
scalar coupling between the WIMP and the mass of the nucleus and it is coherently enhanced
by the number of interacting nucleons. The spin-dependent contribution originates in an effec-
tive coupling between the spin of the WIMP and the total angular momentum of the nucleus
[22]. Fig. 1.2 shows the current limits of direct WIMP searches as well as some claimed signals.
The best limits on the spin-independent scattering cross section have been reached by the
Lux collaboration in a few hundred kg of liquid Xenon with a minimum of 7.6 × 10−46 cm−2
[23]. These results are in conflict with the claimed observation of an annual modulation of
the Dama/Libra [24] and CoGeNT (Coherent Germanium Neutrino Technology) [25] ex-
periments. The latter operated a single modified point contact germanium diode of 443 g at
the Soudan Underground Laboratory (SUL). The Majorana Low-Background BEGe at Kim-
ballton (Malbek) experiment used a similar germanium detector of 465 g at the Kimballton
Underground Research Facility (KURF) [26, 27]. They did not measure any excess of events at
low energies and decided against an analysis of the annual modulation because of large noise
observed in their read out electronics and pollution of their energy spectrum by slow pulses
(see Sec. 3.4). Furthermore, the Texono collaboration searched with a 900 g PCGe detector
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at the Kuo-Sheng Reactor Neutrino Laboratory [28] and the China Dark Matter Experiment
(Cdex) with two 1 kg PCGe detectors at the China Jinping Underground Laboratory (CJPL)
[29] for a WIMP signal and did both exclude the CoGeNT region. Recent new results from
the Xenon100 collaboration further disfavor models that tried to explain the discrepancies
between the different experiments, suggesting that the observed signals might be due to unac-
counted systematics [30].
Although the high resolution and low energy threshold of PCGe is very favorable, it must
be considered that the detected signal is reduced by the quenching factor, as the recoil of
the nucleus does not directly translate to an ionization signal. This drawback is addressed in
cryogenic experiments (Cdms,Edelweiss) that run weakly biased germanium detectors at mK
temperatures, so that the phonon signal together with the ionization signal can be detected
[31, 32].
The best limits on the spin-dependent cross sections are less stringent and are found primarily
in bubble chamber experiments with fluorine, because the isotope 19F is particularly sensitive
to the spin-dependent interaction. Limits in the range of 10−38 cm−2 were measured by the
Simple and Coup collaborations [33, 34] (see also Fig. 1.2).
1.2.4 Neutrinoless double beta decay
Neutrinoless double beta decay is characterized by a final nucleus with an increased proton
number by two units and the emission of two electrons:
(A,Z)→ (A,Z + 2) + 2e−. (1.8)
Compared to the two-neutrino double beta decay, which additionally involves the emission
of two anti-neutrinos, lepton number is violated in this process. It has been noted that the
observation of neutrinoless double beta decay implies the existence of a Majorana mass term
of neutrinos [35]. This term however can be as small as 10−23 eV and in this case it is too
small to explain the observed neutrino flavor oscillations [36]. Therefore the two phenomena
must not be directly linked and even if neutrinoless double beta decay is observed the neutrino
could still be a Dirac particle. In such a scenario lepton number violation must be caused by
another process that could be studied at locations such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
The standard interpretation of the decay is that it is mediated by two light massive Majorana
neutrinos and in the following discussion only that case will be considered.
The two-neutrino double beta decay can be observed in 35 even-even isotopes that do not
allow the normal beta decay. Their ground states are energetically lower than their odd-odd
neighbors. They however allow two beta decays to happen simultaneously. In that case the
final state is at a lower energy. The two neutrinos carry some of the energy, which currently
cannot be measured. Thus only the sum of the energy of the two electrons is observable as
a continuous spectrum. If it exists, neutrinoless double beta decay could also be observed in
these isotopes. There are no neutrinos created in this process, thus the total energy would be
seen in the electron signal and the decay would create a sharp line at the Q-value of the decay
Qββ .
The decay is characterized by its half-life T 0ν1/2, which is found to be inversely proportional
to the square of the effective mass mββ divided by the square of the electron mass me:(
T 0ν1/2
)−1
= G0ν(Qββ ,Z) |M0ν |2
(
mββ
me
)2
. (1.9)
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The phase space factor G0ν can be calculated with high accuracy, not so the matrix element
M0ν , which requires approximations and thus are strongly dependent on the underlying model
and its parameters. The different models deviate by a maximal factor of 2-3, thus, at this stage
from the half-life only an order of magnitude estimation for the effective mass can be gained.
The effective mass or effective electron neutrino mass is:
mββ =
3∑
i=1
U2eimi. (1.10)
Uei are the electron related elements of the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix
that translates the neutrino mass states ν1, ν2, ν3 to the neutrino flavor states νe, νµ, ντ :
να = U
∗
αiνi (assuming there are only three generations of neutrinos). The PMNS elements
appearing in the right hand side of the equation contain the two Majorana phases, and in the
most unfavorable case their value is such that the expression cancels and thus the effective
mass is zero.
One of the isotopes that do not allow beta decay but allow two-neutrino double beta decay
is 76Ge, with a Q-value of 2039 keV. It is possible to build germanium detectors from material
enriched up to 88% in this isotope. These detectors have been successfully operated with a
sufficiently clean environment to measure the two-neutrino double beta decay and set limits
on neutrinoless double beta decay in 76Ge. The most recent experiments in this category
are the Gerda and Majorana experiments. The Gerda collaboration operated germanium
detectors (semi-coaxial and point contact detectors) of a total weight of 20 kg in a 64 m3
cryostat filled with liquid Argon in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso (LNGS). The
Gerda collaboration reported in 2013 a new limit on the half-life of the neutrinoless double
beta decay of 2.1 × 1025 yr (90% C.L.) [37]. This limit can compete with other current best
limits from the Xenon based experiments Exo and KamLAND-Zen [38, 39]. Gerda is
currently undergoing an upgrade that adds 30 new PCGe detectors (of roughly 20 kg mass)
and a scintillation light sensitive instrumentation of the liquid Argon to their setup [40]. The
Majorana collaboration is currently building two large vacuum cryostats at the Sanford
Underground Research Facility (SURF) that should be filled with PCGe detectors of up to
45 kg. One of their aims is to prove that this technology could be adopted for a ton scale
experiment to be constructed in the future [41].
1.3 A short overview over what follows
The effect of the geometry on the performance of a PCGe detector is evaluated mainly through
an experimental study: the geometry of two almost identical germanium detectors is modified
in multiple steps and characterized at each stage. This section will provide a brief overview
over the main subjects that are addressed. The detailed concepts behind each point will be
introduced in subsequent chapters and thus are not yet discussed in detail.
Energy resolution: The energy resolution is one of the most important characteristics. The
underlying physics, how it is measured and some values from actual measurements will
be covered.
Pulse shape discrimination: This is a method used to differentiate signal by their temporal
profile. It is one of the PCGe detectors central strength and is important for any exper-
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iment in fundamental science. The discussion here will be limited to high energetic lines
(MeV region) that are of importance for neutrinoless double beta decay experiments.
Low energy threshold: Point contact detectors perform especially well at low energies. The
detectors performance all the way down to energies that are polluted by signals from
noise fluctuations will be studied.
Sensitivity study: The sensitivity of the two PCGe detectors to coherent neutrino-nucleus
scattering will be explored.
Fano factor: The Fano factor is a central characteristics of germanium. A measurement of its
value will be provided.
Noise measurements: Particular at low energies, electronics noise is of importance. A new
method will be presented that allows measurements of the noise properties in a data set
lacking an analog pulser signal.
Analysis tools: The analysis of data requires specific software. Furthermore, simulations have
been performed. The programs that have been partially developed and validated within
the scope of this thesis will be presented.
Filter development and studies: Some novel and traditional filter methods will be thoroughly
studied to find the most ideal filters for a given analysis.
Ballistic deficit corrections: A new method used to prevent the different temporal profiles of
pulses to negatively affect the energy resolution will be described and compared to other
established methods.
There are many other topics related to PCGe detector that are also of interest. However,
a complete discussion of all of them would exceed the scope of this thesis and will be left to
further generations of physicists.
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Germanium detectors are semiconductor devices with a pn-junction that are run in the inverse
bias mode to form a region depleted of free charged particles, that is sensitive to energy
deposition from radiation. In this depleted region, incoming radiation can interact with the
detection medium and free previously bound charged particles, which drift in an applied electric
field and induce through their movement a current into the electrode. The current is integrated
with an charge sensitive amplifier and the height of the resulting signal is proportional to the
amount of charged particles created in the depleted region and thus proportional to the amount
of energy deposited by the radiation. Dedicated electronic circuitry is used to measure the
pulse height of these signals and therefore it reconstructs the amount of energy deposited in
the detector.
The first section of this chapter will introduce different types of radiations that can be mea-
sured in a germanium detector. This discussion is then followed by a brief outline of physics of
semiconductors in regards to the usage of such devices in radiation detection applications. The
chapter is concluded with the presentation of some of a germanium detectors characteristics.
2.1 Radiation and its interaction with matter
Although any particle can interact with the material of a germanium detector, the most com-
mon application of germanium detectors is spectroscopy, the measurement of photons. Ger-
manium has a density that is high compared to silicon, another very common semiconductor
material and can be produced sufficiently thick (a few centimeters) to also be sensitive to
high energetic photons (above 1 MeV) that penetrate through thinner and less dense materials
without interacting with the medium. Germanium detectors are used to detect photons over
a broad range of energies, starting from a few keVs up to tens of MeVs. Photons in this range
are usually characterized as either γ-rays or X-rays, depending on their origin. γ-rays are emit-
ted during a radioactive decay of a nucleus, while X-rays are emitted by electrons outside the
nucleus. X-rays tend to be found at lower energies than γ-rays, however their typical energy
range overlap. It is therefore not possible to distinguish these two radiations only by the energy
of the photon or by the signal they leave in a detection system. Furthermore, the name γ-rays
is also used for very high energetic photons (up to the TeV range), which are not considered in
this work. Here γ-rays will only be used to refer to photons that originate from a radioactive
decay and that can be detected with germanium detectors.
Photons are one particular type of radiation, however, next to it there exist other types. In
total there are 4 categories of radiation that are relevant in γ-ray spectroscopy:
• Heavy charged particles: Ions and α-particles
• Electrons: β-particles
• Photons: X-rays and γ-rays
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• Neutrons
Depending on the properties and energy of the penetrating radiation, each of these interact
with the constituents of matter – mainly the electrons and nuclei – through different physical
processes. The different processes occur with a certain probability that is governed by the laws
of quantum mechanics and that are described in the framework of quantum field theory by the
cross section.
In physics experiments often a large amount of particles interact simultaneously in a medium.
A realistic setup thus consists of a particle beam of a flux F hitting a large target. The interac-
tion with the target material either deflects the particles from their original path (scattering)
or absorbs the particle entirely. The differential cross section, considers this by describing the
number of particles Ns that are measured at a certain reflection angle per unit time, normalized
by the flux:
dσ
dΩ
=
Ns
F
(2.1)
The incoming flux must be defined as the number of particles per unit time crossing the
intersecting area between particle beam and target. The total cross section σtot is calculated
by integrating over all possible angles dΩ = sin θ dθ dφ.
In real situation the target is of a certain thickness, so the total cross section allows to
calculate the amount of particles that are scattered or absorbed over that thickness. In the
most simple case (i.e. photons) the probability of a particle penetrating a thickness x of a
material follows an exponentially decaying function of the form exp(−µx) [42, p. 19]. The factor
µ is called the attenuation coefficient and if the material is homogeneous, with a scattering
site density n then the attenuation coefficient is given by µ = nσtot. The mass attenuation
coefficient µ/ρ is approximately constant for a large range of materials, as the amount of
scattering sites scales roughly with the density of a material.
The total cross section is defined by different physical processes, that in turn are dependent
on which type of radiation penetrates what type of material. Thus different types of radiation
behave differently when traveling through germanium.
2.1.1 Heavy charged particles
Heavy charged particles primarily interact with the atomic electrons through the Coulomb
force. These interactions either excite electrons to a higher atomic shell or remove them
completely from the atomic nuclei. The energy required for the respective process is provided
by reducing the kinetic energy of the heavy charged particle. The particle simultaneously
interactions with many electrons of the medium, thus continuously losses its energy and slows
down until it comes to a halt. As the number of interaction is high and the deviations from the
initial path are small, the statistical fluctuations are also small and individual heavy charged
particles penetrate the material in a similar fashion and are absorbed at a similar depth.
Accordingly, it is practical to define the average range, a heavy charged particle penetrates
into a material before losing all its initial energy (continuous slowing down approximation
range). The energy dependence of this range is shown in Fig. 2.1 for germanium. As the
range is small most of the radiation is absorbed very close to the surface, where the detector
is not capable of detecting the radiation. Thus, this type of radiation only is marginally of
importance.
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Figure 2.1: Average penetration depth (projection of the continuous slowing down approximation range
on the initial particle trajectory) of α-particles (solid line) and protons (dashed line) in
different materials [43].
2.1.2 Electrons
Similar to heavy charged particles, β-particles (electrons) interact mainly with the orbital
electrons from atoms in the material. The mass of the incoming particle is equal to the mass of
the scattering center, therefore a much larger fraction of the energy can be absorbed in a single
interaction. In addition, electrons suffer repeated elastic Coulomb scattering from nuclei, each
interactions resulting in a small deflection of the particle. The particles thus do not follow a
straight line and the average penetration depth into the material is shorter than the average
path length of a particle. It is possible that most of the electrons energy is absorbed in a few
collisions, therefore even in very thin materials some of the electrons will be lost.
Fig. 2.2 represents the average path length of an electron in various materials. As the
electrons are deflected in interactions with the nuclei, their path length is an upper limit to
the penetration depth. As illustrated in the figure, the range bends down at very high energies
which is due to additional radiative losses through Bremsstrahlung. Nevertheless, above an
energy of 1 MeV electrons can penetrate a few millimeters into the material, so at these energies
they can be easily detected with typical germanium detectors. Furthermore, β-particles emerge
as secondary particles of photon interactions and thus take an important role in the formation
of the actual detectable charge signal.
2.1.3 Photons
Compared to the interaction of charged particles by the Coulomb force, photon interactions
with matter are not as likely and therefore photons penetrate further into matter before being
absorbed or scattered. There are three major interactions that are of importance in the typical
energy range of γ-ray spectroscopy:
• Photoelectric absorption
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Figure 2.2: Average path length (continuous slowing down approximation range) of electrons as a
function of their energy [43].
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Figure 2.3: Attenuation coefficient for the most important interactions of photons in germanium [44].
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• Compton scattering
• Pair production
Photoelectric absorption is the absorption of the photon by an atom and the simultaneous
ejection of one of the atomic electrons. The atom must absorb the recoil momentum, hence
this process only happens with an entire atom and never with a free electron. The energy
conservation defines the energy of the ejected electron to be Ee− = hν − Eb, where hν is the
energy of the incoming γ-ray and Eb the binding energy of the electron. The vacancy usually
is filled by a free electron from the medium or through a rearrangement of the electrons in the
atoms and the emission of a characteristic X-ray. The cross section of this process is complex
as it must account for the entire atomic structure, particularly the energy levels of the electron
shells in the atoms. The cross section thus has sharp steps at energies where the γ-energy is
large enough to eject an electron from a new shell. The photoelectric effect is dominant at low
energies (below 100-200 keV) and its contribution to the total mass attenuation coefficient is
represented in Fig. 2.3 for germanium.
Compton scattering takes place between a γ-particle and an free or lightly bound electron
(lightly bound means the energy of the photon is high compared to the binding energy). The
process is well studied and the scattering angle and energy transfer can be obtained from
the equations of energy and momentum conservation (see for example [45] the original paper
published by Arthur Compton for more details). The differential cross section of the process
(its contribution to the mass attenuation coefficient is shown in Fig. 2.3) has been calculated
by Klein and Nishina and the detailed form can be found in their initial publication [46]. The
Klein-Nishina equation allows to calculate the energy distribution of the recoil electron, which
corresponds to the signal that can be measured in the detector for Compton scattered photons
from a monoenergetic source[42, p. 57]:
dσ
dEe−
=
pir2e
mec2γ2
[
2 +
s2
γ2(1− s)2 +
s
1− s
(
s− 2
γ
)]
, Emaxe− =
2hνγ
1 + 2γ
, (2.2)
with re the classical electron radius, γ = hν/mec
2 and s = Ee−/hν. A typical example of
the distribution described in Eq. 2.2 is given in Fig. 2.4 for the 208Tl line at 2614.5 keV. It is
apparent, that the single Compton scattered events form a continuous distributions, that is
called the Compton continuum. For monoenergetic sources it is however also likely that the
entire energy is deposited in the detector, thus at the energy of the incident photon a sharp
peak appears – the full energy peak (FEP). The sharp cut of at Emaxe− is called the Compton
edge and single Compton scattering is not possible above this energy. The scattered photon,
however can interact in secondary processes and deposit additional energy within the detector.
Therefore, events can also be found in the gap between the Compton edge and the full energy
peak.
For a γ-particle of more than 1022 keV (twice the rest mass of an electron) pair production,
the transformation of a photon in an electron-positron pair, is energetically possible. The
conservation of momentum requires this process to happen in the vicinity of a third body,
usually a nucleus. The presence of the nucleus increases the complexity of calculating the cross
section of the process, therefore, for different energy ranges different approximations are used.
The contribution of the pair production cross section to the mass attenuation coefficient is
shown in Fig. 2.3. The positron and electron normally travels only a few millimeters before
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of the single Compton scattering continuum (following Eq. 2.2) created by
the 2614.5 keV γ-rays of 208Tl. The full energy peak an the two escape peaks are indicated in
addition. Both, the precise height of the individual peaks and the strength and form of the
multiple Compton event region above the Compton edge depend on the geometry and size
of the detector. Their representation here does not follow a physical meaningful equation.
they loss all the kinetic energy to the surrounding material. The positron annihilates with
an electron from the absorber and both disappear while two 511 keV photons are emitted.
These secondary photons either escape the detector or interact by some other processes in the
detector. The annihilation of the positron is particularly important for monoenergetic γ-rays,
as they create additional structures in the energy spectrum. If both photons are absorbed
in the detector then the entire energy of the incoming photon is deposited and the photon
contributes to the full-energy-peak (FEP) of the incoming gamma-ray. However, if one or
both of the annihilation photons escape the detector, their escape reduces the total energy
deposited in the detector by the amount of energy (511 keV) carried away by the photon.
Instead of having a single peak, additional characteristic escape peaks are formed at an energy
of 511 keV (single escape peak, SEP) or 1022 keV (double escape peak, DEP) below the full
energy peak (FEP). This is illustrated in 2.4 together with the Compton continuum.
The time spans over which the interaction chain of a γ-particle takes place is much shorter
(a few nanoseconds) than the actual response of the detector (a few hundreds of nanosec-
onds), therefore it is impossible to distinguish the different forms of interactions. However, the
interaction of the annihilation photons usually appear at a certain distance from the initial
Compton scatter position. Some detectors have sufficient sensitivity to the location of energy
deposition sites to separate these processes from others that only consist of a single energy
deposition.
2.1.4 Neutrons
Neutrons are generally classified by their kinetic energy. The most common classes are thermal
and fast neutrons. Thermal neutrons are neutrons in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding
(usually at room temperature), thus they have lost most of their initial energy in collisions with
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the medium. Fast neutrons have an energy above 1 MeV and usually originate from nuclear
reactions. Neutrons interact through the strong force with the nuclei of the absorbing material.
This force acts over a very small range, accordingly, the chance of an interaction is relatively
small. Fast neutrons are mostly elastically or inelastically scattered and thus continuously
loss kinetic energy to the medium (moderation). In an elastic scattering process, some of the
neutron’s kinetic energy is transferred to the recoiling nucleus which partially is converted
into an ionization signal and thus can be observed in a germanium detector. In the inelastic
scattering process the neutron is absorbed and re-emitted at a lower energy, leaving the nucleus
in an excited state. The excited nucleus decays after a certain amount of time through the
emission of some form of radiation (usually a γ-ray), that can be detected. The most common
interaction of thermal neutrons is neutron capture by the nucleus, forming an isotope of an
increased mass number by one unit. The final isotope often is found in an excited state, and
emits a de-excitation photon. Thermal neutrons furthermore can induce fission, the break up
of the nucleus, which is connected with a large release of binding energy.
2.2 Semiconductor physics
In order to understand the functioning of germanium detectors it is required to describe a few
basic principles from solid state physics. The description here is very limited and will focus
mainly on the physics of semiconductors. The discussion is based on Ref. [42, 47, 48] and the
interested reader is referred to these references for more information on the topic.
2.2.1 Band structure
Quantum theory predicts that the wave functions of electrons, that are bound to an atom, can
only be observed in electron shells, quantified energy levels. Each shell holds a fixed number
of electrons; the respective quantum numbers of the system define the number of electrons
in each shell and how they are divided into sub-shells. Electrons filling the outer most shell
are called valence electrons and define the chemical properties of the element. In solids the
wave functions of the valence electrons of neighboring atoms can overlap. The overlapping
wave functions cause the energy levels of the valence electrons to be separated, therefore when
atoms are combined in a periodic lattice the discrete energy levels are broadened by the overlap
of many different wave functions and energy bands are formed. These bands can overlap (as in
metals) or be separated (as in insulators and semiconductors) and therefore define the electrical
properties of the solid.
Semiconductors need to be build of group 4 elements in the periodic table (octavalent), that
means they have 4 valence electrons. The Pauli exclusion principle forces the valence electrons
in group 4 elements to be split over two sub-shells (two in the s-state and two in the p-state,
both with opposite spins). Therefore the valence electrons take two distinct energy levels, that
are separated from each other, the p-level being the higher of the two. In a semiconductor
the atoms are arranged in a diamond lattice structure and form 4 covalent bonds with their
neighboring atoms. This arrangement in a sufficiently large periodic lattice will broaden the
s and p-level into two energy bands: The energetic lower band – the valance band – has
just enough bonding states to accommodate all the electrons of the lattice. Therefore in the
absences of any excitation no higher energy states are occupied, but also no additional states
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are available in the valance band. The higher energetic band – the conduction band – in this
situation is empty.
2.2.2 Charge Carrier
An electron can gain sufficient energy, through thermal motion of the lattice or transferred
from incident radiation, to leave the covalent bond it is forming with neighboring atoms and
by doing so, be elevated from the valence band across the gap into the conduction band. In
the conduction band, the electron is not bound to the crystal structure and therefore can move
freely through the lattice. The excited electron leaves behind a positively charged vacancy,
that can be filled by electrons from neighboring atoms, leaving behind another vacant state
at a different location. Therefore, similar to the free electrons in the conduction band, this
vacant state in the valance band – called ”hole” – can move freely through the crystal, behaving
similar to a positively charged particle. As each electron moving to the conduction band leaves
behind a hole, the two particles are often referred to as electron-hole pairs or charge carriers.
An electron from the conduction band can fill up a vacant covalent bond and hence recom-
bination between an electron and hole occurs. In a pure semiconductor the chance for this
process is rather small, therefore the lifetime of the charge carrier can be in theory in the
order of seconds. However, in most semiconductors there is an important amount of impurities
present that form so called recombination centers, which capture both electrons and holes and
trap them for a certain amount of time. If two charge carriers of opposite types are captured
simultaneously they recombine. Such recombination centers are one of the main reasons why
in real semiconductors the lifetime of charge carriers is less than 10−4 s.
2.2.3 Intrinsic materials and doping
The band gap in a semiconductor is relatively large (e.g. 0.7 eV in germanium) compared
to typical thermal energies (i.e. at room temperature, roughly 26 meV). The probability of
occupying a certain energy state is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution, thus the probability
of an electron occupying a state in the conduction band is tiny (4.4×10−10). The high density
of states however assures that electron-hole pairs are constantly being generated. Under the
assumption, that no impurities are present in a semiconductor (intrinsic material), the number
of electrons ni and holes pi must be equal (each electron moving to the conduction band leaves
behind a hole in the valence band). The amount of charge carrier is then defined by the
temperature T and the band gap Eg:
np = ni = AT
3/2 exp
(−Eg
2kT
)
, (2.3)
where A is a material dependent constant and k is the Boltzmann constant. As long as the
electrical properties are dominated by this contribution from thermally created charge carriers
and not by the amount of impurities in the detector, the material can be considered an intrinsic
semiconductor. A typical value for the numbers of holes/electrons in germanium at 300 K is
roughly 2.5× 1013 cm−3.
Some residual impurities are present even in very clear materials. These materials behave
according to the dominant type of impurities as either p-type or n-type material:
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n-type: The impurities are dominated by group 5 elements (pentavalent), that occupy the
place of a normal group 4 atom (tetravalent). This arrangement results in one of the 5
valence electrons of the pentavalent material being incapable of forming a covalent bond
with the surrounding atoms, adding an excess electron to the lattice (donor). The donor
electron is lightly bound to the impurity atom and very little energy is required to break
the bond and release it into the conduction band. These electrons form energy levels,
that lay within the band gap, close to the conduction band (only 0.01 eV below it in
germanium).
p-type: In this case the impurities are dominated by group 3 elements (trivalent), and by
replacing a tetravalent atom they add a vacancy to the lattice structure, which can be
filled by a valence electron (acceptor). As the electrons filling the vacancy are only weakly
bound to the lattice, their corresponding energy level is in the band gap, just above the
valence band. By borrowing an electron from the lattice they leave behind a hole in the
valence band that can move freely through the crystal structure (hole).
Due to the close proximity of the energy levels formed by the impurities to the respective bands,
the thermal energy required to ionize the impurities is very small and all the impurities directly
add charge carriers to the conduction band of the material. Even at relatively small impurity
concentrations ( 1013 cm−3) these additional charge carriers dominate the conduction band.
One type of charge carrier is more prominent (majority carriers) compared to the other type
(minority carriers). This shifts the equilibrium between electrons and holes, especially the
number of recombinations that occur. The number of electrons n and holes p is related to the
intrinsic case by the relation n · p = ni · pi.
It is difficult to create materials pure enough to use their intrinsic properties and sometimes
easier to artificially add impurities of the opposite type to compensate for the natural occurring
impurities in those materials (doping). In this way, materials with properties close to intrinsic
semiconductors can be created. The material used in high purity germanium detectors is of
high enough purity (impurities of the order of 1010 cm−3) to be considered intrinsic and no
compensation is required.
Semiconductor materials can be heavily doped to create layers with a high conductivity that
can be used as electrical contacts (electrodes). These layers are specifically designated as p+
or n+.
2.2.4 pn-junction
The impurities in a semiconductor can easily be controlled, so that the impurities change from
n-type to p-type, forming a pn-junction. The usual technique to reach this goal is to have
lithium drift under high temperature into a uniform p-type material. The lithium does not
replace tetravalent atoms in the crystal structure, instead, because of its small size, it occupies
the space between the atoms of the crystals (interstitial). In sufficiently large amounts the
monovalent lithium then can turn the p-type material into n-type material.
At the boundary of the junction, one side is dominated by electrons from donor atoms,
while the other side is dominated by holes from acceptor atoms. This situation forces the
more abundant particles to diffuse naturally into the region with a low concentration of the
respective charge carriers. The diffusion of charge over the boundary creates a region with a
net charge on each side of the junction. The build up of this opposing charge creates an electric
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potential, consequently an electric field is formed that reduces the tendency for further charge
diffusion over the boundary until an equilibrium is reached.
The intermediate region, or depletion region, has very attractive properties for radiation
detection. It is devoided of charge carries and thus forms a capacitor, with the depleted
region being the dielectric layer and the two adjacent undepleted layers being the electrodes.
The formation of an electric field over the intermediate region causes any electrons and holes
entering this zone (i.e. created through ionization by radiation) to drift along the field gradient
towards the n- or p-region. This motion in the electric field will cause an electrical signal being
induced into the electrodes, that then can be read out.
The spontaneously formed depletion region is very thin (a few µm) and the potential created
by the charge separation Vi is small (∼1 V). Additionally, the capacitance of such a junction is
high, so when it is connected to an external read out circuit, the noise properties are quite poor
(see Sec. 4.1 for an explanation of the relationship between capacitance and noise). Therefore,
such a depletion region is not very practical for radiation detection application. However,
the depleted zone can be increased by applying a reverse bias voltage. This means a positive
voltage is applied to the n-type side of the junction in respect to the p-type side. This attracts
additional electrons and holes across the boundary and therefore enhances the naturally formed
depletion region.
The depletion region extends in both direction and the actual extend can be determined in
the simplest (one dimensional pn-junction, extending to infinity in the other two dimensions)
case analytically from the Poisson equation (see any of the above mentioned references for the
details). The depletion width x depends on the donor Nd and acceptor Na concentrations
(which here is assumed to be equal to the concentration of the respective charge carriers n and
p in the individual layers) and the applied bias voltage Vb:
xn =
√
2ε (Vb + Vi)
eNd (1 +Nd/Na)
, xp =
√
2ε (Vb + Vi)
eNa (1 +Na/Nd)
, (2.4)
with e being the electronic charge and ε the absolute permittivity (dielectric constant) of the
material. The total width is simply formed by the sum of the two contributions. In Eq. 2.4
the voltage created by the thermal diffusion of electrons and holes across the junction Vi can
be neglected then the bias voltage usually is between 1 and 10 kV and therefore much larger
than Vi.
Most detectors are asymmetrically doped. This means a small part of a very lightly doped
material is highly doped, for example p-type material with lithium, turning it into a n+ layer.
The depletion layer then extends predominantly into the lightly doped bulk of the detector
and the depletion width is given by:
w ≈ xn =
√
2ε (Vb + Vi)
eNd
. (2.5)
This is valid for a one dimensional pn-junction, hence the geometry is identical to a simple
parallel plate capacitor. The capacitance is given by:
C =
εA
w
= A
√
εeNd
2 (Vb + Vi)
. (2.6)
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Consequently, by applying a bias voltage the capacitance is reduced, which affects the noise
in a system positively (see Sec. 4.1). Furthermore, the bias voltage also increases the drift
velocity of charge carrier created withing the depletion region, hence reducing the chance of
charge trapping and recombination. Most detectors are of a more complex geometry and the
exact relations between the above mentioned variables can only be found through simulations
of the electric potentials.
A tiny residual current can even flow through a highly biased pn-junction. Some current is
caused by thermally created charge carriers in the depleted region. This current thus depends
on the band gap and temperature. In germanium the band gap is small, so at room temperature
the thermal current is large and the detectors need to be cooled to reduce this contributions.
Additional current flows over conducting paths that form between the two electrodes on the
surface of the detector material. Great care is given in the fabrication process of semiconductor
devices to avoid contaminations on the surface that facilitate the formation of such surface
currents, but they can not be removed entirely. These currents (called leakage currents) add
to the current that is observed from drifting charges in the depleted region. If leakage currents
are large, tiny fluctuation in the current can be sufficient enough to corrupt the signal coming
from charge carriers. The surface leakage currents grow with increasing high voltage, therefore,
the bias voltage can not take an arbitrary large value. Furthermore, in high electric fields the
charge carriers can gain sufficient energy to create secondary electron-hole pairs, eventually
leading to a destructive avalanche.
2.2.5 Signal formation
Thermal energy causes charge carriers to move along random tracks, even when an electric field
is absent. This random motion, generally identified as diffusion, causes the charge carriers to
move from a region of high concentration to regions with lower concentrations. Assuming the
charge carriers being confined to a point like region at t = 0, then after some elapsed time t
the concentration profile forms a Gaussian of variance:
σ =
√
Dt. (2.7)
The diffusion constant D is a material dependent property.
In the presence of an electric field, the charge carriers move parallel to the electric field
vector. The drift direction is defined by their charge; electrons move against the field vector,
holes follow the field vector. During this motion the charge carriers interact strongly with the
crystal lattice creating phonons (quantized lattice excitations). This causes the charge carriers
to slow down and instead of being accelerated infinitely they reach a constant velocity that
depends on the strength of the applied electric field:
vh = µhE, ve = µeE. (2.8)
The proportionality constant is the mobility µ of the respective particle type. The hole trans-
port involves sequential transition probabilities, therefore they tend to move slightly slower
than the electron. The mobility and the diffusion constant are linked through the Einstein
equation:
µ =
e
kT
D, (2.9)
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where e is the electric charge, k the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Typical
values for the mobilities are µe = 3.6×104 cm2/V/s and µh = 4.2×104 cm2/V/s in germanium
at 77 K. For high electric fields (E > 103 V/cm) the drift velocity saturates. The saturation
velocity vs is roughly 10
7 cm/s and reached at an electric fields of 104 V/cm.
Let us consider the situation where diffusion is negligible and the electric field ~E(~x) constant
in time and known in the entire detector volume. Furthermore, a certain amount of electron-
hole pairs is deposited at t = 0 in the detector. In this situation, the path of the electrons and
holes are entirely defined through Eq. 2.8 and the position of the electrons and holes can be
calculated at any point in time t > 0 through integration of this equation.
The presence of a moving charged particle induces a current into the electrodes, which can
be monitored by an external read out system. The motion of the charge can be derived from
Eq. 2.8. It remains to calculate the current induced into the respective electrode. In general
this is possible through Gauss law, which relates the total charge Q in a volume to the flux of
the electric field through the surface S enclosing the volume:
Q =
‹
S
ε ~E · d~S, (2.10)
where ε is the permittivity of the medium. The above integral can be evaluated at a given
time t, assuming that the charge carriers in the volume are static at that very moment. This
is the quasi-steady state approximation, which is equivalent to assume, that the electric field
propagates instantaneously through the detector volume. This is a good approximation as the
speed of light (at which the electric field propagates) is large compared to the charge carrier
drift velocity in semiconductor detectors. If the surface is chosen such that it encloses the
electrode, then the above equation describes the charge Q on the electrode at each moment in
time. It changes as the electric field is altered by the relocation of the charge carrier in time.
The integral therefore must be reevaluated for any position of the charge carriers.
2.2.6 Shockley-Ramo Theorem
Fortunately, the calculation of the induced current in Eq. 2.10 can be simplified with the
Shockley-Ramo theorem, which was discovered by W. Shockley [49] and S. Ramo [50] indepen-
dently.
To derive the Shockley-Ramo theorem, let us consider a certain amount of electrodes (in-
dividually numbered by the index i) with a surface Si and a fixed potential Vi arbitrarily
distributed over a volume containing stationary space charges defined by the charge density
ρ(~x) and a single moving charge q [51]. The potential at any point in the volume is then defined
through the Poisson equation with Dirichelet boundary conditions:
− ε∇2ϕ = ρ(~x) + qδ(~x− ~x0), φ|Si = Vi (2.11)
The permittivity ε is considered constant, however, it can be proven, that the Shockley-Ramo
theorem is also valid in the case of an inhomogeneous permittivity [52]. Because of linearity ϕ
can be be split into three distinct parts, that are defined by the following equations:
∇2ϕ0 = 0, ϕ0|Si = Vi (2.12)
∇2ϕs = −ρ(~x)/ε, ϕs|Si = 0 (2.13)
∇2ϕq = −qδ(~x− ~x0)/ε, ϕq|Si = 0 (2.14)
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The first equation describes the electric potential ϕ0, caused only by the applied voltage to the
electrodes. The second equation characterizes the electric potential ϕs created by the space
charge. The third equation expresses the electric potential ϕq related to the charge q. The
electric field is related to the potential ~E(~x) = −∇ϕ(~x), so the induced charge on electrode i
can be expressed as a function of these three potentials:
Qi = −
‹
Si
ε∇ϕ0 · d~Si −
‹
Si
ε∇ϕs · d~Si −
‹
Si
ε∇ · ϕqd~Si. (2.15)
The first and second term in this equation are independent of q, therefore they do not add any
variation to Qi. Variations of Qi and thus of the induced charge are only dependent on the
position of the charge q and its potential distribution in the device.
Let us consider the following fields:
∇2ψi = 0, ψi|Sj = δij , (2.16)
where the second equation expresses that the field ψi related to electrode i is unity on its
surface and zero on the surface of all other electrodes. Furthermore, Green’s second identity
is given by: ˚
V
Φ∇2Ψ−Ψ∇2ΦdVˆ =
‹
S
Φ
∂Ψ
∂n
−Ψ∂Φ
∂n
dSˆ. (2.17)
Then, as described in Ref. [53], Ψ = ψ(~x) and Φ = ϕq(~x). The volume V is consider to exclude
the interior of the electrodes and its surface is accordingly the sum of the surfaces of all
electrodes. With this definition, ∇2Ψ = 0, so the first integral on the left cancels and Φ|S = 0,
so the first integral on the right is zero. Additionally, Ψ|S = δij , ∂Ψ∂n = ∇Ψ · ~n = − ~Eq(~x) · ~n
and ∇2Φ = −qδ(~x− ~x0)/ε, therefore the equation reduces to:
˚
V
qψi(~x)δ(~x− ~x0)dVˆ =
∑
j
‹
S
εδij ~Eq(~x) · ~ndSˆ =
‹
Si
ε ~Eq(~x) · d~Si = Qi, (2.18)
where we moved the ε in the first equality from the left hand side to the right hand side. The
sum in the second equality can be removed by evaluating the delta function. The equation of
Gauss’s law for the ith electrode will remain, which is simply equal to Qi. The integral on the
left hand side together with the delta function can be removed by setting ψi(~x) to ψi( ~x0). The
equation therefore is:
qψi( ~x0) = Qi. (2.19)
This equation is Shockley-Ramo’s theorem and expresses, that the induced charge Qi for a
charge q at ~x0 can be found from the potential ψi which was defined in Eq. 2.16. This potential
is commonly referred to as weighting potential. Once the weighting potential is known, it is
straight forward to calculate the induced charge for any position of the charge.
Taking the time derivative of Eq. 2.19 one finally, finds the induced current Ii = dQi/dt on
electrode i to be related to the weighting field Eψi(~x) = −∇ψi(~x):
q ~Eψi( ~x0) · ~v = Ii. (2.20)
To derive the left hand side of this equation the chain rule in three dimensions was used.
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Figure 2.5: A semi-coaxial detector (on the left) and a point contact detector (BEGe, see Sec. 3.2) with
a groove (on the right). The detectors are not to scale.
In reality, as discussed in the previous chapter, a charge cloud is formed, that is composed of
equal amounts of electrons and holes. Electron and holes are always created in pairs, therefore
at the time of creation the position of the electron and of the hole is the same, but their charge
is of opposite sign, therefore at that moment they cancel each other in Eq. 2.19. Through their
interaction with the electric field the electrons and holes drift in opposite directions and are
separated. The weighting potential at their location differs and net induced charge appears on
the electrode, that allows to derive the observed variations in current.
2.3 Characteristics of germanium detectors
It is required to produce relatively bulky detection devices from a dense material to detect
at least some of the high energetic γ-rays (above a few hundreds of keV). The density of ger-
manium (ρ = 5.32 g/cm3) is twice as high as the one of silicon (ρ = 2.33 g/cm3), increasing
the probability of γ-rays interacting with the material per unit thickness substantially. Fur-
thermore, the high purity that can be reached with germanium allows to produce detectors of
centimeter-thickness. The slightly smaller band gap in germanium also increases the number
of charge carriers, therefore it offers a slightly superior energy resolution. The downside of
germanium is that the amount of thermally produced charge carrier at room temperature is
large, therefore the detector has to be operated at low temperatures (usually close to liquid
nitrogen temperature of approximately 77 K).
The following section will discuss the production method of germanium detectors and one
of the most vital characteristics, the charge carrier statistics.
2.3.1 Production of germanium detectors
There are two main techniques to produce germanium suitable for radiation detection appli-
cation. The first is the compensation of impurities through lithium ion drifting. The residual
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impurities in a p-type material can be balanced in a relatively thick layer of up to a few cen-
timeters by the lithium donor atoms. Such compensated Ge(Li) detectors have been produced
from the early 1960s onward and were the first commercially available large volume semicon-
ductor detector systems. These detectors have to be kept perpetually at low temperature,
because the lithium drift continues at room temperature and finally will render the detector
inoperable.
In the early 1980s sufficiently pure germanium crystals has been produced so that lithium
compensation is no longer necessary. Detectors, that are produced from ultra pure (close to
intrinsic) germanium are known as high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector. HPGe detectors
can be stored at room temperatures for multiple years without rendering the detector inoper-
able, so with the emergence of this technology the production of Ge(Li) detectors ceased and
most manufacturers have discontinued the production.
Ultra pure germanium is produced through the technique of zone refining [54]. The process
starts with material of already high purity prepared in a similar fashion as the materials used
in the semiconductor industry. The material then is locally heated and the melted zone slowly
moved from one end of the sample to the other. When the material solidifies after melting,
impurities more easily remain in the molten zone instead of being incorporated into the crystal
structure, and thus are transferred to one of the ends of the sample as the melted zone is
moved through the crystal. The process is repeated many times until impurity levels down to
109 cm−3 are reached. From this zone refined material large single crystals are grown to be
manufactured into HPGe detectors.
p+ electrodes are usually created through boron ion implantation [55]. A monoenergetic
beam of boron ions produced by an accelerator is reflected on the surface of the semiconductor,
so that the ions penetrate a well defined range into the semiconductor material. The impurity
profile can be control by varying the energy of the boron ion beam. With this technique it is
possible to produce very thin (< 1µm) highly doped layers. The n+ electrodes are produced
most often through lithium diffusion. The semiconductor material is exposed at temperatures
of 200-500 ◦C to a gaseous ambient or a paste (salt) of the desired dopant [56]. The diffusion
process is accelerated through the high temperature, so within a short time the lithium drifts
deep into the medium. The layers produced with this method tend to be thicker in the order
of a few hundred of micrometers.
Any surface not covered by an electrode is at risk to develop conductive paths over the surface
and enhance leakage currents. The surface of germanium oxidizes naturally when exposed to
oxygen or water vapor. A thin silicone oxide or amorphous germanium layer is applied to
the surface (passivation) to establish a controlled termination. Native oxides grown on the
surface can attract electrons and create weak field regions and conductive surface channels
[57]. Producing good passivated surfaces is one of the biggest challenges in the production of
germanium detectors and the manufacturers are very secretive about their solution. If possible,
detectors are fabricated in such a way, that as much surface can be covered by electrodes and
as little as possible needs to be passivated.
Independent on the type of the original material, usually both, a p+ and a n+ electrode, are
required to produce a germanium detector. One of the electrodes is used to provide the high
voltage the other one is kept at zero potential and used for the read out of the charge signal.
The simplest configuration is the planar HPGe detector, which is formed by a high purity
germanium disk, with the two electrodes covering the two flat surfaces. The maximum depletion
depth of such a planar detector is limited to 1-2 cm.
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Figure 2.6: The Fano factor and yield as a function of the fraction Etot/Ethr derived in a Monte
Carlo simulation of the algorithm described in Sec. 2.3.2. At each value the algorithm was
executed 106 and the number of charger carriers filled in a histogram. The Fano factor was
then calculated by F = var(N)/N¯ of the bin distribution and the yield was calculated by
N¯ · Ethr/Etot. The error bars assume a normal distribution of the outcome of the various
simulations.
The active detection volume can be enhanced by bringing the germanium into the form of a
coaxial cylinder. This geometry enables the production of detectors with a mass up to 2-3 kg.
Here, one electrode covers most of the outer surface of the cylinder, while the other electrode
covers the central hole that passes through the cylinder. Often the hole only extends partially
through the cylinder forming a closed-ended coaxial or semi-coaxial detector (see Fig. 2.5),
which offers less passivation and a planar front. In this configuration the core electrode is
commonly used for the data read out as the surface is smaller. The down sides of the coaxial
configuration are reduced resolution caused by a large read out electrode (see Section 4.1).
This limitation has been addressed with the introduction of point contact detectors. Similar
to the coaxial detector, they have the form of a cylinder but are slightly smaller in diameter
and height. Therefore, they don’t need a central core. Instead, they contain a small circular
read out electrode on one of the flat surfaces of the cylinder. The remaining surface is covered
by the high voltage electrode. Their name derives from the point like read out electrode and
sometimes they are also referred to as (small) point contact detector or p-type point contact
(PPC) detectors. The later name indicates that these detector are in general manufactured
from p-type high purity germanium. This thesis will be mostly concerned with this type of
detector, so they will be covered in detail later (see Sec. 3.2).
2.3.2 Signal variance
The incident radiation interacts with the electrons in the medium and transfers part of its
energy to these electrons, allowing them to move into the conduction band (band gap of 0.7 eV
in germanium) and creating an electron-hole-pair that can move freely through the crystal
lattice. If the initial energy transfer was large enough, these secondary particles can have
sufficient kinetic energy to create free electron-hole-pairs themselves. This process initiates a
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cascade of ion pairs, that only ends once the kinetic energy of the secondary particles is too low
to further ionize the medium. This illustrates, that not all the energy of the absorbed radiation
is available for the creation of electron-hole-pairs, but some of it appears as a residual kinetic
energy of the charge carriers, that is eventually dissipates into lattice vibrations (quantized as
phonons). Moreover, in germanium the highest energetic value in the valence band and the
lowest energetic value in the conduction band are not found at the same value of momentum in
the phase space. Therefore the transfer of an electron from the valence band to the conduction
band, must coincide with a transfer of momentum to a phonon. The energy required for
creating an electron-hole-pair therefore is increased by the amount of energy required for the
creation of phonons.
The final number of charge carrier created by a fixed energy therefore fluctuates. If the
individual electron-hole-pair creation events are independent and have a small constant prob-
ability, then the mean number of electron-hole-pairs and the variance can be calculated by
applying Poisson statistics and are given by:
var(N) = N¯ = Etot/, (2.21)
where Etot is the total energy deposited in the medium by the radiation and  is the mean
energy required to produce a single electron-hole-pair. However, the charge carrier creation
events in a germanium detector are not independent of each other. The structure of the cascade
and the mechanism governing the electron-hole-pair creation in a semiconductor needs to be
taken into account, causing the observed variance to be smaller than predicted by Poisson
statistics:
F =
var(N)
N¯
, 0 < F < 1 (2.22)
The dimensionless Fano factor F was first introduced by Fano in 1947 [58], who tried to
explain the resolution of gas proportional counters. His work was followed by many investi-
gations, that primarily focused on understanding the detailed development of the ionization
cascade, including thermal loss to lattice vibrations.
The appearance of a Fano factor below unity can be illustrated by considering a simple
model that can be easily implemented in a Monte Carlo simulation. Although the model
can illuminate some of the statistical aspects it is by no mean sufficient to calculate an exact
expression of the Fano factor or explain the main physical mechanism that is responsible for
the appearance of the Fano factor. Sadly, up to now the Fano factor in germanium and other
semiconductors is still not well known and more efforts need to be undertaken to shed some light
on the issue. The simple model that will be studied was initially proposed by van Roosbeck in
analogy of cutting a board in different pieces [59]. The model partitions the total energy Etot
of the primary particle in a recursive algorithm and analyze the number of charge carriers that
can be produced. In each step the energy of a single particle E0 is split up into the energy
required for the creation of a new electron-hole-pair Ethr and the kinetic energies of the initial
and newly formed particles:
1. If E0 < Ethr, then no further charge carriers can be produced, the remaining energy is
lost to lattice vibration and the algorithm stopped.
2. If E0 > Ethr, then the creation of an new electron-hole-pair is possible, the required
energy for the electron-hole-pair creation is subtracted from the total energy (Er =
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E0−Ethr). The remaining energy Er is randomly divided into two fractions, the remaining
kinetic energy of the primary particle E1, and the shared kinetic energy of the newly
created electron-hole-pair E2. The latter fraction E2 is furthermore divided (in the
simplest case equally) to form the individual kinetic energy of the electron Ee and hole
Eh, such that E2 = Ee + Eh.
3. The newly formed fractions E1, Ee and Eh are considered as primaries and step 1 and 2
are applied to each piece individually until no further division is possible.
In this manner, the amount of energy deposited by the radiation in the medium is divided into
individual pieces that can not be further divided and the amount of electron-hole-pairs created
in the process can be estimated. The algorithm with Eh = Ee has been simulated through a
small program (implemented in C) and the results illustrated in Fig. 2.6 for different fraction
of Etot/Ethr. It can be seen, that for Etot  Ethr both, the Fano factor F = var(N)/N¯ and the
yield Y = N¯ ·Ethr/Etot are constant and do neither depend on the total deposited energy nor
the minimal ionization energy. Even at small values of the ratio Etot/Ethr the deviations from
a constant value are small (in the order of 1%), thus also in that range the Fano factor and
the yield can be considered as constant. The value of the Fano factor found with this simple
model F ∼ 0.13 is in good agreement with values from literature for germanium in the range
0.06 to 0.15 (see [60] for a comprehensive overview). The average energy per electron-hole-pair
 can be calculated from the yield Y and is  = Ethr/Y . Assuming Ethr ≈ 1 eV, this would
mean that the simulated value for the yield is roughly a factor of 2 smaller than what was
found experimentally (3.6 eV in silicon and 2.96 eV in germanium).
This simple model shows, that a Fano factor much smaller than unity appears naturally if a
finite dispersion in the kinetic energy of the charge carrier is assumed. Apart from Monte Carlo
simulations, it is possible to describe the effects in an analytic framework and to incorporate
phonon losses into the model [59].
Next to this simple model, there are many other models based on similar assumptions,
that try to phenomenologically describe the appearance of the Fano factor in semiconductors
[60]. Unfortunately, the details of the formation of the ionization cascade, as well as some
fundamental aspects of semiconductors are not yet sufficiently well understood to establish a
satisfactory description of the Fano factor. Moreover, the reported values from experimental
setups are found in a relatively large range and discrepancies between measurements have not
yet been explained [61]. It has not even been established yet if the Fano factor indeed is a
material constant or if it changes with energy and temperature as some studies with silicon
would suggest [62].
In chapter 7.3.1 the Fano factor will be experimentally determined and some of the com-
plexities that such an evaluation can create will be discussed.
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Point contact detectors are cylindrical diodes with a small point contact embedded into one of
the bases. An example of such a detector is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The most common applica-
tion for PCGe detectors in fundamental research have been described in Sec. 1.2. Their wide
spread use in these fields is explained by their beneficial properties: They have an exceptional
energy resolution and low noise. Furthermore, as will be discussed in Sec. 3.5, they allow
to distinguish certain types of events solemnly on the time profile of the current pulse. One
major drawback is, that they are limited in size. The largest germanium detectors that can be
produced are in the range of 2-3 kg and of a coaxial geometry. It is currently not possible to
produce PCGe detectors of a similar size; the maximal size of these detectors is around 1 kg.
There are PCGe detectors available, that are produced from n-type materials, however most
of the available PCGe detectors are produced from p-type materials, thus only this case will
be considered in the following discussion.
3.1 Production techniques
As discussed in the previous chapter, the two most common production methods of electrodes
are lithium diffusion and boron implantation. The lithium diffused layer drops gradually and
the exact depth is relatively hard to control (see Sec. 3.4 for effects caused by this layer). In a
typical PCGe detector the lithium diffused electrode covers most of the detectors surface and
is used to apply the high voltage.
The boron implantation produces a fast drop over a few hundred of micrometers (usually
roughly 0.3µm) and is mostly used for the creation of the point contact (although other pro-
cedures are also very common). Some of the manufactures remove a thin stripe of a few
millimeter thickness around the point contact to obtain a better separation between the elec-
trodes (groove), others leave the germanium in that region intact. In both cases, the region
between the electrodes is passivated to better control conductive paths along the surface.
The size of the detector is mainly limited by the methods available for crystal pulling It is
possible to pull crystals with a radius of more than 4 cm. However, detectors of that size often
have weak electric fields (in the corners) with increased charge carrier trapping effects. Large
detectors are also more prone to high leakage currents. Typical large volume HPGe detectors
are produced with a weight between 500 g and 1 kg. The same technology, however, is also
used to produce detectors of much smaller size.
3.2 Existing PCGe detector designs
There are two major companies producing HPGe detectors; Canberra Industries Inc. [66] and
ORTEC [67]. Furthermore, there are some smaller companies, such as Baltic Scientific In-
struments, Ltd. (BSI) [68], that also have long lasting experience in the production of HPGe
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Gerda CoGeNT Malbek Majorana Texono Cdex
[63] [25] [64] [65] [28] [29]
Production Canberra Canberra Canberra Ortec Canberra Canberra
Weight 467-827 g 443 g 450 g ∼800 g ∼ 500/900 g ∼ 1 kg
Height 23-35 mm 31 mm 30 mm ∼ 50 mm ∼ 50/60 mm ∼ 62 mm
Radius 33-37 mm 30 mm 30 mm ∼ 31 mm ∼ 50/60 mm ∼ 62 mm
Wrap around up to G. up to G. up to G. ∼ 5 mm Conf. Conf.
Table 3.1: Different detector layouts for PCGe detectors used for particle research. Information about
the point contact (P.C.) radius and the groove (G.) are often not available as they are
confidential.
detectors. All the experiments mentioned in Sec. 1.2 purchased their detectors with one of
these companies. Accordingly, the detectors are all rather similar.
Canberra Industries Inc. sells their PCGe detectors under the name Broad Energy detector
(BEGe) and their detectors are optimized for the usage in routine γ-ray spectroscopy analysis.
They normally produce diodes from p-type HPGe with a total weight of roughly 0.2-1.0 kg,
a radius of 2.5-4.5 cm and a height of 2-3 cm. The point contact is produced with boron
implantation on one of the bases of the cylinders. The point contact is surrounded by a
groove or ditch, an indent of a few millimeter depth that separates it from the second electrode
covering all the remaining surface. The second electrode is produced with lithium diffusion
and can reach up to 1 mm thickness.
ORTEC has a line of p-type semi-planar detectors, which are very similar to the Canberra
BEGe detectors and have roughly the same weight, radius and height. They also use boron
implantation for the point contact but also offer an alternative low noise contact technology.
The high voltage electrode is again produced with lithium diffusion and of a similar thickness
as for BEGe’s. The main difference is that ORTEC seems to not add a groove to their com-
mercially branded detectors. Instead they implant the point contact directly into the center
of the planar base of the cylinder and cover the remaining area with a passivation layer. The
high voltage electrode does not wrap around onto the base with the point contact.
The producers of germanium detectors in general are very secretive about their technology
and scientists often are told to not release to much information about the detector they use.
Thus data on the exact detector configuration in most fundamental experiments are sparse.
Table 3.1 lists some exact numbers that have been released in publications. Details about the
point contact size only were found for the Malbek detector. It has a radius of roughly 3 mm.
It is apparent that some of the experiments deviate quite a bit from the standard geometry
produced by ORTEC and Canberra. The Majorana, Texono and Cdex detectors for exam-
ple are higher than the standard geometry. The reason for this decision is most likely a lower
surface-to-volume ratio and thus a reduction of unwanted external backgrounds. Furthermore,
the Texono collaboration works with a 500 g n-type PCGe detector. Gerda uses a standard
geometry, as the relative safe and standardized production methods in that case should assure
the proper working of as many of the detectors as possible. This entails a relatively large
contact size.
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3.3 Capacitance
In their publication about the shape field detector Luke et al. [1] pointed out that the small
size of the central electrode leads to a small capacitance, which is particular beneficial for
applications where low noise properties are required. They introduced an approximation that
can be used for estimating the capacitance of such a detector and that is valid as long as the
outside dimensions of the detector are much larger than the central electrode. In that case the
central electrode is close to be hemispherical in shape (of radius r) and the following equation
can be found for the capacitance:
C = 2piε0εrr. (3.1)
The free space permittivity ε0 = 8.85× 10−12 F/m and the dielectric constant of the material
εr = 16 are known, thus it can be calculated that the capacitance is rough 5 pF for a radius of
5 mm.
The effect of the detectors capacitance on the noise is discussed in Sec. 4.1. It is found that
a lower capacitance reduces the noise contribution to the resolution. This is of importance
for low energy applications, where the resolution is dominated by the electronics noise. At
higher energies (MeV region) the contribution from charge carriers statistics (see Sec. 2.3.2)
dominates.
The rough estimation proposed by Luke et al. is sufficient to get an order of magnitude of
the capacitance. If it is required to predict the capacitance of a detector in more detail, it is
possible to derive it from the simulated electric potential in the detector (see Sec. 4.4). The
calculation starts from Gauss’s law of electricity (Maxwell’s macroscopic equations):
‹
S
~D · dSˆ =
‹
s
ε0εr ~E · dSˆ = Q. (3.2)
The integral in this equation describes the flux of the electric field ~E through the surface of
a volume V , which contains a charge Q. ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and εr the relative
permittivity in the material. The above equation also contains contributions from the space
charges, however, as it has been discussed in Sec. 2.2.6 it is possible to split Eq. 3.2 into the
contributions from the geometry ~E0 and from the space charge ~Ec, which in turn also allows
to split the right hand side of the equation into the respective charge contribution Q0 and Qc.
As we are only interested in Q0 the contribution from space charges can be cancelled and we
can calculate the induced charge on the electrode Q0 from the electric field ~E0, without any
space charges in the detector.
3.4 Slow Pulses
In a PCGe detector the high voltage is applied to the electrode covering most of the outer
surface, while the signal is read out at the central point like electrode (p+ contact). The
surface electrode is produced by lithium diffusion and usually chosen to have a thickness of
the order of 1 mm. This helps to reduce the background from α and β-particles which can not
penetrate through this layer. γ-rays usually have a penetration depth large enough, so that
they easily travel through this layer and reach the depleted zone. However, at energies below
50 keV the penetration depth is less than a millimeter, therefore some γ-rays do not reach
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the depleted zone and deposit their energy in this surface layer. The condition in the lithium
diffused layer are different from the depleted zone. This affects the shape of these signals.
3.4.1 Lithium drift layer
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Figure 3.1: The lithium impurity concentration as a function of the penetration depth in a 1 cm thick
planar p-type germanium detector of 1010 cm−3 impurities (important for the calculation of
the depletion depth). The profile corresponds to a diffusion of lithium at 200◦C for 6 hours
and an impurity concentration at the surface of 3 × 1015 cm−3. The dead layer depth was
estimated to be at an impurity concentration of 1014 cm3.
The production process of the n+ electrode with lithium diffusion can be described by a
simple diffusion process with an infinite source at the surface. The analytic solution for the
one dimensional diffusion equation with infinite source at one boundary is given by [56]:
c(x, t) = cserfc
(
x√
4Dt
)
, (3.3)
where erfc is the complementary error function, cs is the concentration right at the surface,
D is the diffusion constant, which is entirely defined through the temperature [69] and t the
diffusion time. The surface concentration can be estimated from the solubility in germanium
which is temperature dependent and between 3 × 1015 cm−3 at 200◦C and 2 × 1018 cm−3 at
500◦C [70]. A typical concentration profile of lithium in germanium is shown in Fig. 3.1.
The impurity concentration in p-type germanium used for a typical PCGe detectors is in the
order of 1010 cm−3. The pn-junction is formed at the depth where the concentration from the
n-type and p-type material are equal. From the pn-junction on the n-type impurity gradient
rises fast towards the surface, thus even for large detectors the depleted region only reaches a
few hundred of micrometers into the n-type material.
Between the boundary of the depletion region and the surface the electric potential is con-
stant and therefore the electric field is zero. Charge carriers that are located in the region with
zero electric potential close to the surface can not be directly detected in the read out electrode
and thus do not induce a charge. Instead they follow a diffusive motion until they recombine
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and are lost. Some of the charge carriers created near the depletion border however can diffuse
into the depleted region, where they feel the influence of the electric field and induce a signal
into the electrodes (holes for p-type material). The lifetime of charge carriers in germanium
is reduced in highly doped materials [71]. Close to the surface of the diode the probability for
recombination is increased and it is very unlikely that holes created in that region can reach
the depletion border. The lithium diffused layer usually is divided into two regions according
to the efficiency of charge collection ε from this region [65]. The dead layer or recombination
layer is the region where all charges are immediately lost in recombination (ε = 0) and the
transition layer or diffusion layer is the region where at least a fraction of the deposited charge
is observable (0 < ε < 1). In the bulk or active layer the detector is depleted and a signal is
observed at the read out electrode (ε = 1).
The location of the depletion border is close to the pn-junction in the direction of the n-
type material and can be calculated from charge neutrality; the amount of holes moving in
the influence of the reverse bias voltage to the n-type material must be equal to the number
of electrons moving to the p-type material. At the depletion voltage all sites available in the
p-type material are occupied, thus an equal amount of sites must be occupied in the n-type
material. The number of sites in the p-type material can be estimated from the impurity
density and the volume of the diode, thus for a simple geometry (i.e. planar) the position of
the depletion border can be found from the impurity concentration profile.
The position of the border between the transition layer and the dead layer is not that
well defined. As the impurity increases gradually it can be assumed that the recombination
probability also increases gradually and thus there is no strict border between the two regions.
3.4.2 Signal formation in the transition layer
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Figure 3.2: The temporal distribution of the amount of holes that reach the depletion border for a
signal created at a certain distance (see color label) from the depletion border. Each signal
is normalized by the total number of created holes. The total width of the transition layer
was assumed to be 0.5 mm.
Electrons that are created in the n+ layer are instantaneously collected and can not induce
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Figure 3.3: A representation of the weighting potential (left) and electric potential (right) of a typical
PCGe detector (Canberra Broad Energy Germanium detector, see Sec. 3.2) simulated with
ADL3 (see Sec. 4.4).
any signal into the read out electrode (p+ contact). Therefore, within the transition region only
diffusion of the holes is of importance. Their movement is entirely described by the diffusion
equation:
∂c(~x, t)
∂t
= D∇2c(~x, t). (3.4)
The diffusion constant is related to the charge mobility by the Einstein relation in Eq. 2.9 and
can therefore be calculated from the hole mobility of 4.2 m2/(V·s) at 77 K [47]. The above
equation can be simulated with a finite difference algorithm and the hole movement in the
transition layer studied. In Fig. 3.2 such an algorithm was used to simulate the amount of
holes that reach the depleted volume as a function of time for different depth of the energy
deposition in the transition layer. The arrival of the holes in the depleted region is delayed and
spread out over a large time span. The charge collection of a typical signal happens within a
few hundred nanoseconds (see Sec. 2.2.5), thus the spread in charge caused by the diffusion in
the range of a microsecond is large and dominates the signal shape (see also Fig. 3.4). This
explains the origin of the term slow pulses or slow signals as their rise time is long compared
to typical signals. Although recombination was neglected it is apparent that not all the charge
carriers that are created are actually collected. The further away from the depletion border an
interaction takes place the more of the initial charge is lost. The measured energy of these events
is therefore lower than the energy of the γ-ray. For measurements near the noise threshold
these slow signals are often the dominant background and good suppression algorithms are
necessary.
3.5 Pulse shape discrimination
As presented in the left panel of Fig. 3.3, the weighting potential is strongest in a narrow
hemispherical region around the point contact and relatively weak in the remaining volume.
The electrical potential (see the right panel of Fig. 3.3) forces the positively charged holes to
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Figure 3.4: The 4 different pulse shapes that can be observed in a typical PCGe detectors (selected from
a measurement).
drift inwards, towards the point contact, and the electrons to drift outwards towards the high
voltage contact. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.6, the weighting potential at the position of the charge
defines the amount of signal induced into the external circuit. The outwards drifting electrons
only move through a weak weighting potential. Therefore, their contribution to the charge
signal is small. The main contribution to the signal, comes from the holes, that drift towards
the point contact and eventually pass through a region with a high weighting potential. The
typical signal induced into the electrode is therefore composed of a slowly increasing initial
slope (from the region with weak weighting potential), followed by a relatively sharp increase
to the maximum value (from the region with strong weighting potential). This is shown in
the first panel of Fig. 3.4. The signals of radiation that is deposited in the region with weak
weighting potential thus all have a very similar pulse shape (funnel effect [63]).
Unfortunately, this is only valid for events with a single energy deposition within the detector
(single site events). Particular at energies above a few hundred of keVs it is very common that
γ-rays undergo Compton scattering and deposit energy in multiple locations within the detector
(multi site events). Depending on where the holes have been created they need more or less
time until they arrive in the region with high weighting potential. The signals that are induced
into the electrode therefore are not aligned in time but show various sharp increases (see the
second panel of Fig. 3.4). This characteristics makes it possible to distinguish multi site events
from events with only a single interaction site. Backgrounds in the MeV region (e.g. multiple
Compton interactions) thus can be separated from rare signals (usually single site event like)
[72].
As already discussed in the previous section multi site events are not the only signal with a
very peculiar form. Energy that is deposited close to the lithium contact need to diffuse into
the depleted region to be collected and the measured signal rises slower compared to a typical
signal of a single site event (see third panel of Fig. 3.4).
Not all the surface is covered by the lithium diffused electrode. Particles can also penetrate
through the passivation layer or the point contact, which are both much thinner than the
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lithium layer. As represented in the fourth panel of Fig. 3.4, these events are characterized by
a fast rising pulse shape. In this case also the electron is moving through a high weighting field
region and thus its contribution to the signal can not be neglected. The shape of these two
singles deviates from a typical single and multi site event and can therefore be discriminated.
3.5.1 Pulse shape qualifiers
To distinguish the different classes of signals it is convenient to define qualifiers or discrimina-
tion parameters. It can be seen in Fig. 3.4 that the most distinct feature between the different
pulse shapes is the time over which the charge pulse rises from the onset of the pulse to its
maximum value. This is expressed as the rise time and requires to define two confining limits,
usually expressed in percents of the pulse height (e.g. 10-90% or 2-70%). However for a noisy
signal the pulse height is not very well defined and the limits strongly affected by the noise.
For a good estimation of the rise time therefore some filtering before the measurement of the
rise time is required to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio and allow a meaningful estimation of
the rise time.
Another method to quantify the differences between the different pulse shapes is to normalize
the current signal and measure the maximal amplitude. Figure 3.4 shows that the maximal am-
plitude of the current signal indeed differs considerably between the different pulse shapes. In
order to normalize the current pulse often the uncalibrated value for the energy (reconstructed
pulse height) is used. This explains the origin of the expression amplitude-over-energy or A/E
[72]. This procedure allows to get an almost energy independent discrimination parameter
for the different pulse shapes. The resolution of the amplitude measurement can be slightly
improved by filtering the current pulse before measuring the amplitude (see Sec. 4.2.2).
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The following chapter will discuss the data processing chain, from data amplification and ac-
quisition, based on electronic components, to the filtering techniques applied to the digitized
signals. New filtering methods and software will be presented in this chapter, that was devel-
oped together with collaborators within the scope of this thesis. The software and filter methods
were extensively used in this work for data analysis. Furthermore, the signal formation process,
that was discussed in the previous chapter can be implemented into a computational model to
simulate the response of a typical germanium detector and learn more about the performance
of a given system. Such a simulation tool, was adopted from previous work and was tailored
for the study of germanium detector optimizations. The tool is discussed in the second part of
this chapter.
4.1 Electronics
Electronic components in radiation detection systems serve three distinct purpose:
1. operation of the semiconductor detection device,
2. amplification of a detector signal,
3. shape the signal into a form to allow a measure of the investigated physical quantity with
the lowest possible signal-to-noise ratio.
The first point is covered by providing the necessary voltage for depleting the detector volume,
which is with a few thousand volts relatively high. The voltage supply must provide a constant
high voltage, which requires a regulation mechanism to compensate for long-term drifts such
as temperature and power line voltage fluctuations. Furthermore, it must be assured that
low-frequency noise in the high voltage supply can not affect the read out electronics, as any
fluctuation in the high voltage appears superimposed on the signal.
In the last two decades it became popular to digitize the signal and then perform an oﬄine
analysis in software, instead of altering the signal with dedicated analog electronic systems.
Because of this trend the electronic chain is considerably simplified and reduced to a simple
amplification stage feed into an analog to digital converter (ADC). Analog hardware imple-
mented shaping filters thus will only be covered if necessary and the following discussion mainly
focuses on the amplification of the signal. Digital shaping will be discussed in the next section.
4.1.1 Electrical components in the frequency domain
In the following discussion a system is a process that produces a characteristic response (output
signal) to a given input signal. Filters are just a special type of system, that remove certain
frequency components of a signal. A system is called linear if it preserves homogeneity and
additivity of the signals. The first requirement implies that if the input signal is multiplied
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by a constant value, the output signal is multiplied by the same constant value. The second
requirement means that two signals, that are added together and fed into the system, produce
the same output, as if the separate signals are passed through the system and the output
added together. These two requirements are sufficient to force two successive systems to be
commutative, that means they can be interchanged without affecting the output of the overall
transformation.
A system in the time domain can be characterized by its impulse response function. This is
simply the signal that is obtained at the system’s output, if a delta function is provided to the
system as an input signal. The signal measured at the system’s output for an arbitrary input
signal is then calculated with the convolution of the input signal and the impulse response
function. The convolution can be circumvented by analyzing linear systems in the frequency
domain. The description of a signal in one domain is equivalent to the other and they are
linked by the Fourier transformation. In the frequency domain a signal is represented by a
sum of different frequency components. The response of an arbitrary system to a generic input
signal can be analyzed for a single frequency ω. A specific input signal Vout(ω) (represented
in the frequency domain) can be multiplied with the transfer function of the system H(ω) to
find the signal observed at the output Vout(ω) = Vin(ω)H(ω).
The impedance Z is defined to be the ratio of the voltage and the current in a system
Z = V/I and is a complex quantity. The impedance for a capacitor ZC and a resistor ZR can
be derived from that definition and their respective responses in the time domain:
ZC =
1
iωC
, ZR = R. (4.1)
Furthermore, Kirchhoff’s first and second law are also valid in the frequency domain; at each
node of a circuit the sum of all currents must be zero and the sum over all voltages in a loop
is zero.
These few consideration are enough to analyze the amplification system that will be discussed
in the next few sections. A more thorough discussion can be found in any introductory analog
electronics book (for example [73]).
4.1.2 Amplifier
The signal induced into the electrode is tiny. A 1 MeV γ-ray for example produces roughly
3.4×105 charge carriers, which translates into 5×10−14 Cb or 50 nA (assuming charge collection
within 100 ns). To capture these weak signals, an amplifier is mounted close to the detector
read out electrode. Often parts (i.e. the junction gate field-effect transistor or JFET) of the
circuitry are kept at cryogenic temperatures to improve their noise properties (as we will see
noise in many electric components is proportional to the temperature). This first amplification
stage (preamplifier) is the most crucial component of an electronics chain and defines the noise
properties of the overall system.
An amplifier is a basic building block of analog systems and is characterized by its gain that
relates the magnitude of the output signal to the magnitude of the input signal. Both, the
input and output signals, can either be electrical current or voltage and any combination is
possible. A special type of amplifier is the operational amplifier, which is a DC-coupled voltage
amplifier with a high gain. An idealized operational amplifier is assumed to have infinite gain
and draws no current at the two input channels (therefore the impedance of the amplifier is
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Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of a charge sensitive preamplifier setup connected to a semi-
conductor detector. The index d relates to components of the detector, the index f to
components of the feedback loop.
infinite). By connecting the output of an amplifier to its input, a feedback loop is formed, that
in the case of an idealized operational amplifier will eliminate any voltage difference that forms
between the two input channels.
In reality these conditions are never satisfied. Often the gain is not only finite but also
strongly frequency dependent. However, the above assumptions are very practical and often
sufficient for analytical analyses of circuits.
The amplification system in most current radiation detection systems is composed of an
amplifier with a capacitor feedback loop (for alternative preamplifier systems see [48]). This
turns the amplifier sensitive to charge that is collected on the capacitor, thus they are known
as charge sensitive (pre)amplifier.
4.1.3 Response of a charge sensitive preamplifier
A typical diagram of a charge sensitive preamplifier system is drawn in Fig. 4.1. The pream-
plifier is connected to a detector, that here is symbolized through a capacitor Cd in parallel
to a current source Is (representing the induced current from charge drifting in the detector).
The feedback loop is formed by a capacitor Cf in parallel with a resistor Rf . The capacitor
accumulates the charge created in the detector Qs =
´
Is dt; the resistor simultaneously drains
the collected charge and enables to reset the output to its initial value. Usually the resistance
of the resistor is large (up to a few GΩ), so that the time scales of the reset are large compared
to the time scales of charge collection. The feedback loop can be reduced to a single component
with an equivalent impedance Zf of:
Zf =
1
Cf
(
1
1
τ + iω
)
, τ = RfCf . (4.2)
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In general, all variables in the following discussion are frequency dependent. For better
readability the frequency dependence, however, is not explicitly mentioned. This also applies
to the transfer function of the operational amplifier A = A(ω), which in all generality can
depend on the frequency.
The voltage at the output of the preamplifier is related to the voltage at its input through
Vout = −AVin. Furthermore, in Fig. 4.1 it can be seen that Vin = Vf + Vout, thus Vf =
(1 +A)Vin. The impedance of an ideal operational amplifier is infinite so no current flows into
the amplifier and the entire current observed at the input of the amplifier (coming from the
detector) flows into the feedback loop If = Iin, thus:
Zin =
Vin
Iin
=
Vin
If
=
1
1 +A
Vf
If
=
Zf
A+ 1
. (4.3)
This shows, that the feedback loop can be replaced with an equivalent impedance Zin in parallel
to the detector impedance Zd at the input of the amplifier.
If the operational amplifier is near to ideal (A 1 ∀ ω) no current flows into the amplifier.
Therefore all the current created in the detectors Is has to flow through the feedback loop
and be equal to If . The feedback loop furthermore assures that Vin is close to zero and thus
Vout = −Vf :
Vout
Is
=
−Vf
If
= −Zf = −1
Cf (
1
τ + iω)
. (4.4)
The transfer function of the system is thus dominated by components of the feedback loop and
independent from the detector capacitance Cd. The transfer functions can be studied in detail
by assuming a current signal Is(t) (in the time domain) positioned at t = 0 in the form of a
delta function Q0 = δ(t). The time dependence of the charge is then Q(t) =
´
Is(t) dt = Q0u(t)
with
u(t) =
{
0, ∀ t < 0
1, ∀ t ≥ 0 (4.5)
being the Heaviside step function. The current signal in the frequency domain Is(ω) = Q0 is
found through a Fourier transformation of the current signal Is(t). The output voltage in the
time domain is then given by:
Vout(t) =
ˆ +∞
−∞
−Q0
Cf (
1
τ + iω)
eiωt
dω
2pi
=
−Q0
Cf
u(t) e−t/τ (4.6)
This is an Heaviside step function with an exponentially decaying tail defined by the time
constant τ = RfCf . The rise time of the signal in a radiation detector is chosen to be small
compared to the decay time, therefore this description is relatively close to real signals observed
with germanium detectors. The gain of the preamplifier system G = 1/Cf is controlled solely
by the feedback capacitance. Accordingly a small value for the feedback capacitance must be
chosen to maximize the output signal. Investigating Eq. 4.4 in more detail, it can be observed,
that for the approximation to be true not only the gain of the amplifier A must be large,
but also Cd/A  Cf ∀ ω. Thus for a finite gain of the operational preamplifier it must be
assured that the capacitance of the detector is small enough compared to the capacitance of
the feedback loop, such that this inequality is valid.
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Figure 4.2: The different noise sources in a charge sensitive amplifier that are considered for the cal-
culation of the signal-to-noise ratio: in the detector’s and amplifier’s shot noise, en the
amplifier’s voltage noise and iR the resistors thermal noise.
4.1.4 Noise in electronics components
In the frequency domain noise is described by its spectral power density dP/df = 2pidP/dω.
The sources of noise are treated similar to the usual current and voltage sources, however the
power density is not a practical measure for the noise in such a source, instead a noise source
is rather characterized by its voltage spectral density en = d∆V/
√
df or the current spectral
density in = d∆I/
√
df , where ∆V and ∆I are the root mean square deviations (or standard
deviations) of the voltage respectively current fluctuations.
Thermal (Johnson) noise was discovered by Johnson [74] and first described by Nyquist
[75]. The spectral noise density at a temperature T is given by dP/df = 4kT , where k is the
Boltzmann constant. The primary source of thermal noise in an electronic circuit are resistors.
For a resistor, P = V 2/R = I2R, so this noise can either be described by the spectral voltage
density e2n = 4kTR or the spectral current density i
2
n = 4kT/R. The spectral density of shot
noise is given by i2n = 2eI, where I is the average current and e the electronic charge. Shot noise
is caused by leakage current in the detector but also by leakage currents from the transistors
gate in a non ideal amplifier. An amplifier furthermore produces voltage noise, which can
be approximated by e2n ≈ 4kT/gm + Af/f , where gm is the transconductance of the input
transistor [48, p. 267] and the second term is the contribution from 1/f noise. The name of 1/f
noise is derived from the spectral power density that scales inversely with the frequency and
its origin is not well understood, a possible explanation is charge carrier trapping in the FET.
A more thorough discussion of thermal, shot and 1/f noise is given in [48, p. 110-114].
4.1.5 Noise in a charge sensitive preamplifier
Let us assume that τ = RfCf is large enough, so that its contribution to Zf can be neglected
(in the next section it will be shown that this is true if τ is large compared to the optimal
shaping time of the filter). The impedance of the feedback loop simplifies to Zf = 1/(iωCf )
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and as before, the impedance of the detector is given by Zd = 1/(iωCd). Furthermore, let us
consider the three noise sources shown in Fig. 4.2:
i2n = i
2
a + i
2
d = 2e(IG + IL), (4.7)
i2R = 4kT/Rf , (4.8)
e2a =
8kT
3gm
+
2piAf
ω
. (4.9)
The voltage noise of the preamplifier ea contains the 1/f noise (reminder: 2pif = ω) and the
contribution from the amplifier is expressed with the transconductance gm. iR is the thermal
noise of the feedback resistor and in the shot noise created by the detector leakage current IL
and the transistor gate leakage current IG. These noise sources were chosen according to [76],
other text discussing the issue might include different noise sources according to their needs.
An actual charge sensitive preamplifier is composed of many more components that each may
or may not add noise, however for the purpose of this discussions the three mentioned noise
sources are sufficient.
The noise sources are independent from each other, so the contribution of each noise source
observed at the output of the preamplifier can be calculated separately, however the transfer
function of the system to each individual noise source must be considered. The total noise at
the output of the preamplifier is found by adding all the different contributions from individual
sources in quadrature.
Considering only the source ea, the two impedances act as a capacitor divider therefore the
noise at the output vout for this source is:
vout,e = en + Vf = en + en
Zf
Zd
= (1 +
Cd
Cf
)en. (4.10)
In the derivation of this equation the voltage drop over the input was assumed to be zero,
which is valid for an ideal operational amplifier.
Considering now only the two current sources in and iR. It can be shown, that the transfer
function of the system has the same impact onto these two sources. Therefore, their contribu-
tion at the output of the preamplifier is:
vout,n = inZf =
in
iωCf
, vout,R = iRZf =
iR
iωCf
. (4.11)
These three contribution are added in quadrature and the exact expression of the spectral noise
densities can be inserted to find the total spectral noise density at the output of the amplifier:
v2out =
8kT
3gm
(
1 +
Cd
Cf
)2
+
2piAf
ω
(
1 +
Cd
Cf
)2
+
1
C2fω
2
(
2e(IG + IL) +
4kT
Rf
)
. (4.12)
This expression contains three terms, one constant, one proportional to 1/ω and one propor-
tional to 1/ω2. Furthermore, the detector capacitance Cd also appears in the expression. This
is in contrast to the signal at the preamplifier output which only depended on the feedback
capacitance Cf (see Eq. 4.6). Its appearance in Eq. 4.12 is solely caused by the voltage noise of
the amplifier. Finally, the noise sources depend on the feedback resistance Rf and the leakage
currents IL and IG, so they also add to the observed noise at the output of the preamplifier
stage.
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Figure 4.3: An diagram of the RC-CR shaper; the CR at the input is a simple high-pass filter, the RC
at the output a simple low-pass filter. The two capacitances and resistors where chosen for
simplicity to be equal.
4.1.6 Equivalent noise charge
The main purpose of a shaping filter is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. When studying
the signal-to-noise ratio it is thus inevitable to also take into account a shaping filter. For
this purpose, it is possible to consider a generic shaping filter with a frequency response of
H(ω), that obtains the signal from the preamplifier output. However, it is more instructive
to consider an actual expression for the shaping filter. A simple band-pass shaping filter is
a CR-RC shaper depicted in Fig. 4.3. The transfer function can be easily derived from that
figure and is found to be [77]:
H(ω) =
(
iωTs
1 + iωTs
)(
1
1 + iωTs
)
⇒ |H(ω)|2 = ω
2T 2s
(1 + ω2T 2s )
2
, Ts = RC (4.13)
The characteristic time Ts of the shaper is known as the shaping time. Assuming the detector
creates the delta signal that was already used in Eq. 4.6, then at the output of the shaper the
following signal can be observed (in the time domain):
Vso(t) =
ˆ +∞
−∞
(−Q0
Cf iω
)(
iωTs
1 + iωTs
)(
1
1 + iωTs
)
eiωt
dω
2pi
=
−Q0
Cf
ˆ +∞
−∞
1
(Ts + iω)2
eiωt
dω
2pi
=
−Q0
Cf
t
Ts
e−t/Ts (for t > 0). (4.14)
Here it was assumed that the decay time τ of the preamplifer is much larger than the shaping
time Ts, thus the 1/τ term was removed from the transfer function of the preamplifier. This
explains why in the previous noise discussion the decay time term could have been neglected;
the noise properties are dominated by the shaping time, which in general is much smaller then
the decay time, so 1/τ is small compared to 1/Ts. The function found in Eq. 4.14 reaches its
maximum of Vso,max = Q0 e/Cf at t = Ts. This will be important for the calculation of the
equivalent noise charge.
The total noise power at the output of the shaper is found by multiplying Eq. 4.12 by |H(ω)|2
and integrating over all frequencies (the total noise power does not depend on if it is evaluated
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in the time or frequency domain):
v2so =
8kT
3gm
(
1 +
Cd
Cf
)2 ˆ ∞
0
|H(ω)|2 dω
2pi
+ 2piAf
(
1 +
Cd
Cf
)2 ˆ ∞
0
|H(ω)|2
ω
dω
2pi
+
1
C2f
(
2e(IG + IL) +
4kT
Rf
) ˆ ∞
0
|H(ω)|2
ω2
dω
2pi
. (4.15)
The transfer function in Eq. 4.15 can be replaced with the actual expression for the CR-RC
shaper, which leads to three integrals that can be evaluated with the identity:
ˆ ∞
0
ωm dω
(ωn + an)r
=
(−1)r−1piam+1−nrΓ[(m+ 1)/n]
n sin[(m+ 1)pi/n](r − 1)!Γ[(m+ 1)/n− r + 1], (4.16)
where a = 1/Ts and r = n = 2. The total noise at the output of the shaping filter is thus
found to be:
v2so =
8kT
3gm
(
1 +
Cd
Cf
)2 1
8Ts
+ 2piAf
(
1 +
Cd
Cf
)2 1
4pi
+
1
C2f
(
2e(IG + IL) +
4kT
Rf
)
Ts
8
. (4.17)
The equivalent noise charge is given by the relation:
Qn = Q0/(S/N), (4.18)
where Q0 is the magnitude of the signal at the input to the preamplifier stage and (S/N) the
signal-to-noise ratio observed at the output of the shaping filter for that very signal. Accord-
ingly, it expresses the noise level that is observed at the output of the shaping filter in units
of the input signal to the preamplification stage (i.e. number of charged particles, Coulomb
or eV). As the magnitude appears twice in the above expression (first in the definition of Q0
and then in the signal-to-noise ratio) the equivalent noise charge is independent of the signal
height and only expresses the actual noise level of a system. In the case of the CR-RC shaper
we thus find for the equivalent noise charge squared:
Q2n = Q
2
0
v2so
V 2so,max
=
e2
8
[
8kT
3gm
C2t
Ts
+ 4AfC
2
t +
(
2e(IG + IL) +
4kT
Rf
)
Ts
]
(4.19)
In this equation Ct = Cf +Cd is the sum of the capacitances in the system and e
2 is the Euler
number squared. The equivalent noise charge has therefore three terms, one is proportional to
Ts one is independent of Ts and one is inversely proportional to Ts. A similar result is found
for other shapers, thus the equivalent noise is in general expressed as:
Q2n = i
2
nFiTs + e
2
nFe
C2
Ts
+ FfAfC
2, (4.20)
where for universal validity the current noise sources are combined to in and the voltage noise
sources are combined to en. The time constant Ts is defined by the respective shaping filter
and its definition is not unique. The shaping factors Fi, Fv and Ff are constants and found by
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Shaper Fe Ff Fi
infinite cusp 1 2/pi 1
triangular 2 4 ln(2)/pi 2/3
gaussian 0.89 1 1.77
RC-CR 1.85 1.18 1.85
trapezoidal 2 1.38 5/3
Table 4.1: The shaping factors for a few common shaping filters. The trapezoidal filter presented
consists of a rising edge, flat-top and falling edge all equal to Ts. The values are taken from
[2], the columns of the infinite cusp has been flipped in the Reference, this has been corrected
here.
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Figure 4.4: A typical curve for the equivalent noise charge of a charge sensitive preamplifier. The repre-
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evaluating the integrals of the transfer function of the shaper. Parvel’s theorem can be used
to express, two of the three shaping factors in the time domain:
Fi =
1
Ts
ˆ +∞
−∞
[W (t)]2 dt, Fe = Ts
ˆ +∞
−∞
[
dW (t)
dt
]2
dt, (4.21)
where W (t) is the shaper’s impulse response. The shaping factor for the 1/f noise has to be
evaluated in the frequency domain. Values for the shaping factors of a few common shaping
filters are summarized in Table 4.1.
In Fig. 4.4 the equivalent noise charge for the CR-RC shaper is plotted as function of the
shaping time for typical values of a germanium detector read out system. At a low shaping
time the noise from voltage sources dominates the equivalent noise charge, while for a large
shaping time the noise from current sources dominates. The 1/f noise adds a constant offset
that if sufficiently large limits the minimal obtainable noise level. The optimal value for the
shaping time can be find by deriving the equation for the equivalent noise charge and setting
it equal to zero. However, from Fig. 4.4 it is obvious that the minimal noise is obtained if
the contribution from charge and current sources are equal. The only way to efficiently reduce
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the noise, is to reduce the total capacitance of the system as it affects both, the 1/f noise
and the voltage noise. Nonetheless, this will also lead to a much lower optimal shaping time,
which in some cases causes new problems, thus it might be required to simultaneously increase
the feedback capacitance. The current noise is usually dominated by the thermal noise of the
feedback capacitor, however if Rf is chosen sufficiently large eventually the current noise will
be dominated by the leakage currents (as shown in Fig. 4.4), which thus are a natural lower
limit to this type of noise.
4.2 Digital signal processing
Almost every detection system, not only germanium detectors, creates some sort of electrical
signal. These signals then often are converted into a digital form to analyze them with a
computer. The conversion of the analog signal into a digital form is performed by a analog to
digital converter (ADC). These devices, and their limitations are extensively covert in Ref. [78]
and [48] and will not be discussed here. Once the signals are brought into a digital form, they
can be manipulated with computational methods and algorithm studied within the field of
digital signal processing (DSP). A comprehensive introduction to the field is given in Ref. [78]
and most information used in this section have been taken from that book.
4.2.1 Signals and their representation
Signals describe how one parameter, for example voltage, depends on another parameter e.g.
the time. Similar to a function in mathematics the parameters in a signal are usually not
interchangeable.
In its digital form a signal is discrete, it is divided into samples, single containers that provide
the dependent parameter for a particular value of the independent parameter. Furthermore,
the signal is quantized, this means the dependent variable can only be represented by a limited
set of discrete values. Often the number of levels is limited due to the technology used in the
analog to digital converter (ADC). Nevertheless, the precision of any number in digital form is
restricted, as it has to fit in a limited memory space.
As already discussed in Sec. 4.1.1, the signal can either be represented in the time domain
or the frequency domain. Both representation are equivalent in that they contain the same
information and can be converted into the other domain through a Fourier transformation. The
sampling theorem links the two domains by providing a relation between the sampling rate
and the maximal possible frequency called the Nyquist frequency. Claude Shannon phrased it
as follows [79]:
If a function x(t) contains no frequencies higher than B [Hertz], it is completely
determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/(2B) seconds apart.
The theorem therefore limits the amount of information that can be encoded in any given signal.
It is particular important for the conversion of an analog signal to a digital one. If a signal
is digitized at a sampling rate, such that it contains frequencies above the Nyquist frequency,
a phenomenon called aliasing can appear, mimicking frequency components in the frequency
spectrum of the digitized signal that were not present in the analog signal. The frequency
components above the Nyquist frequency must thus be removed with an anti-aliasing filter
before the signal is converted into a digital form.
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4.2.2 Digital linear systems
Digital filters are digital linear systems and follow the definition given in Sec. 4.1.1 for their
analog counterparts. In the time domain, these systems are characterized by the impulse
response h, that allows to calculate for any input signal x the output signal y, by performing a
convolution of the input signal with the impulse response (we only consider the discrete form
of a convolution):
y[i] =
M∑
j=0
h[j]x[i− j]. (4.22)
Although, the convolution is sufficient to calculate any response for a given input signal, it is
more practical to calculate a systems response with the recursive formula:
y[i] =
i∑
j=0
ajx[i− j] +
i∑
j=0
bjy[i− j]. (4.23)
This form not only includes the input signal but also uses the output signal calculated for
proceeding samples. This expression contains the recursion coefficients aj and bj which define
the system completely.
The most fundamental filters are the single pole low-pass, single pole high-pass and the
moving average filter. Their non-zero recursive coefficients are:
• Low-pass filter: a0 = 1− d, b1 = d,
• high-pass filter: a0 = (1 + d)/2, a1 = −(1 + d)/2, b1 = d,
• moving average filter: a0 = 1, ap = −1 , b0 = 1.
The parameter d, defines the decay on a sample basis and is related to the decay time τ by
the relation d = e−1/τ . The parameter p indicates the number of samples (length) that are
averaged in the moving average. The analog version of the low-pass filter and high-pass filter
have been previously encountered in Sec. 4.1.6 as the CR segment (low-pass filter) and the RC
segment (high-pass filter).
Shaping filters change the form of the input pulse into a form that has a better signal-to-noise
ration. Thus, their main purpose is to remove undesired regions in the frequency domain.The
above listed filters are not particular well suited as shaping filters, as in the frequency domain
their response function stretches over a relative large range of frequencies. Nonetheless, the
performance can be improved by applying a sequence of filters, one after the other.
The shaping time is the characteristic parameter of these filters and has been emerging
naturally from the discussion in Sec. 4.1.6. There are different ways of defining it. Sometimes,
the shaping time is the width of the moving window average filters, but more often it is the
width of the shaped signal. In this thesis the shaping time Ts is defined to be the full-width-
at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the shaped signal and it is related to the length of the moving
average filter p by p =
√
2Ts.
The most popular shaping filter in radiation detection systems is composed of consecutive
moving average filters of the same width. After the first moving average filter the impulse
response has the shape of a rectangular function, after the second moving average filter it
takes the form of a triangular function and then approaches with each further stage a Gaussian
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Figure 4.5: The different filter steps for a typical pile-up pulse. The upper panel illustrates the pole-
zero cancellation, the lower panel the MSEC and the pseudo-Gaussian shaping filter (6µs).
The pulse heights are not drawn to scale.
shape. Because of this similarity in shape, for more than 3 successive moving average filters,
it often is referred to as the pseudo-Gaussian filter. In analog electronics the pseudo-Gaussian
filter is often simulated by multiple CR-RC segments.
The simplicity of the pseudo-Gaussian filter is one reason for its widespread use, another
reason is that its performance is sufficient for most applications and compared to more complex
filters, it is extremely fast in execution.
Next to shaping filters also other filters are required to remove signal distortions caused by
the electronics.
4.2.3 Pole-zero cancellation
The charge sensitive preamplifier consists of a mechanism to reset the voltage at the output to
the initial value. Some very sensitive systems use optical feedback with a switch that shorts
the feedback capacitor once the output voltage reaches a certain value, causing a sharp step
back to zero. However, these systems are complex and expensive, thus most of the time a
feedback resistor is put parallel to the capacitor to continuously drain the charge collected on
the capacitor (see Sec. 4.1).
In the theoretical discussion of Sec. 4.1.4 it was assumed that the decay time τ = RfCf of the
signal caused by the drainage through the feedback resistor is large compared to the charge
collection time on the capacitor and can be neglected. Actual signals from a germanium
detector, however, must be corrected for the decay produced by the feedback loop to not
introduce a bias into the pulse height measurement. This requires the knowledge of the decay
time τ , which often is provided by the manufacturer of the preamplifier system. To gain a more
precise value for the feedback, the decay time can also be fitted from measured signals. Once
the decay time is known, it is possible to compensate the decay with a pole-zero cancellation
[48, p. 177]. This correction also allows to remove deficits caused by the decaying tail of a
previous event (as illustrated in Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.6: A scatter plot of the 1332.5 keV γ ray line collected with a point contact detector irradiated
with the 60Co isotope; left: no ballistic deficit correction (Gaussian shaping filter), center:
trapezoidal shaping with a top width of half the shaping time, right: MSEC method (with
Gaussian filter). The shaping time was always 6µs. The band at 400 ns is the Compton
background continuum. The blue color indicates the number of counts in the bins.
An intuitive method to perform a pole-zero cancellation can be found by studying the effect
of the RfCf feedback in the preamplifier. This is a simple single pole high-pass filter and
its recursive form was given in Sec. 4.2.2. The recursive high-pass filter can be inverted and
this inverse high-pass filter can be applied to the signal to eliminate the decay and return
to a step-like signal. As illustrated in the second panel of Fig. 4.5, the filter is incapable of
removing all effects; due to an initial offset of the baseline (the fraction of the signal before the
charge pulse), the output signal will have a nonzero slope. However, this slope can be removed
by a simple linear interpolation of the baseline before the charge pulse. The interpolation is
performed by dividing the baseline into two segments and calculate the average. From this the
offset and slope of the baseline is extracted and subtracted from the pulse.
It is convenient to have the shaping filters act on the current signal (delta-like) and not the
charge signal. Thus before shaping the pole-zero corrected pulse is differentiated.
4.2.4 Ballistic deficit correction
The time required to collect all the charge carriers in a HPGe detector depends on the exact
distribution and location of energy deposition sites in the detector. This dependence is reflected
in strong variation of the rise time of the measured charge pulse. In point contact detectors
for example, the rise time (the time the charge signal requires to rise to its maximal value)
of monoenergetic radiation can take any values between 0.2 and 1µs. If the shaping time is
not much larger than the variability in the charge collection time, the amplitude reconstructed
with the shaping filter underestimates the real amount of energy deposited in the detector,
particular for pulses with a long rise time. This effect is called ballistic deficit and illustrated
in the left panel of Fig. 4.6. The effect can be partially compensated by choosing a sufficiently
large shaping time. However, at high event rates the maximal possible shaping time is only
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a few microseconds, which is not sufficiently large to remove all effects caused by the ballistic
deficit.
In the past, three different approaches were proposed to correct ballistic deficits, which
mostly relayed on analog electronics. The first approach calculated a semi-empirical compen-
sation which depended on the input signal rise time and then was added to the final output
signal [80]. The second approach used a gated integrator after prefiltering the signal to in-
tegrate over the charge carrier drift time [81]. The third approach is to choose a particular
shaping filter, that convert the input signal into a trapezoidal form [82]. This filter is well
suited for correcting ballistic deficit effects but not optimal to minimize the signal-to-noise
ratio of the pulse height reconstruction. Implementing a correction with digital methods is
much simpler than with analog circuits, but usually follows the same principles.
The classical trapezoidal filter is made up of two moving average filters with different shaping
times. The length of the longer moving average filter defines the shaping time of the trapezoidal
filter, the length of the shorter moving average filter defines the width of the flat-top part of
the trapezoidal form. The flat-top part must be chosen sufficiently large to compensate for the
variability in the rise time, but should not be too large as it weights noise contribution too
high. The amplitude of the shaped signal must be measured at a fixed position of the shaped
signal, best towards the end of the flat-top part to be less sensitive to rise time variations. An
alternative approach has been chosen in this thesis by applying an additional moving average
filter to alter the top into a round shape and create a clear maximum. This method slightly
reduces the filters efficiency to compensate ballistic deficits, however it is much easier to define
the pulse height value. In the central panel of Fig. 4.6 this rounded-top trapezoidal filter was
used. It shows that the filter still is capable of compensating ballistic deficits.
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4.2.5 Multi site event correction (MSEC)
Another approach proposed by Thomas Kihm [83] is described in Ref. [84] and was exten-
sively studied within the scope of this thesis. Ballistic deficits are corrected with a multi-site
event compensation (MSEC) method, a non linear, non reversible digital filter. The name
MSEC refers to the filter’s capability to correct for events with energy deposits in multiple lo-
cations and indicates that the filter was mainly created for signals obtained from point contact
detectors.
The principle of the filter is similar to the method that uses a gated integrator, however it
does not prefilter the signal. Instead, the differentiated signal (current signal) is set to zero
for the duration of the charge collection process (see Fig. 4.8). The subtracted contributions
are then added to the position, where the pulse previously reached its maximal value. The
width of the window to which the filter is applied is found dynamically for each individual
signal. This is done by starting at the maximal value of the current signal and searching for
the first samples to the left and the right, that fall below a certain threshold. The threshold
level is extracted from the baseline of the signal. The altered signal then can be shaped with
an arbitrary shaping filter.
In the right panel of Fig. 4.6 ballistic deficits are corrected with the MSEC method (Gaussian
shaping filter), resulting in the energy peak being reconstructed for any rise time value at the
same position. The reconstructed energy spectrum for the three different filters discussed in
this sections is shown in Fig. 4.7. The difference between the trapezoidal filter and the MSEC
method is small, however if only a pseudo-Gaussian filter is used then the peak is considerably
deteriorated.
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4.2.6 Optimal filtering
The Wiener filter theory, established by Norbert Wiener in 1949 [85], describes a simple method
to find the best filter for a given frequency distribution of the signal and the noise. A simple
version of his theory states, that the optimal filter response is given by [78]:
H(ω) =
S(ω)2
S(ω)2 +N(ω)2
, (4.24)
where S(ω) is the signal and N(ω) the noise distribution in the frequency domain. The equation
defines the shaping function to weight each frequency by the amount of signal relative to the
sum of the signal and the noise. The definition requires the explicit knowledge of the entire
noise and signal frequency spectra, which usually is not given. Moreover, the equation leads
to a non-causal infinite pulse response in the time domain, which is unpractical for any real
application. It is possible to find an alternative definition of the above equation, that forbids
non-causal and infinite solutions but for a short theoretical study the above form is sufficient.
The signal and noise at the output of a typical charge sensitive preamplifier in the frequency
domain was calculated in Sec. 4.1. The signal was found to be Vout(ω)
2 = Q20/(ω
2C2f ) = A/ω
2,
where the preamplifier decay time was assumed to be large enough so that its contribution
can be neglected. The noise was obtained in Eq. 4.12 and can be reduced to the form v2out =
B + C/ω2, where the contribution from 1/f noise was neglected. Thus the optimal shaping
filter in the frequency domain is given by:
H(ω) =
A/ω2
A/ω2 + (B + C/ω2)
=
A
2τB
(
2τ
τ2 + ω2
)
, τ2 =
A+ C
B
. (4.25)
The entire frequency dependence is collected in the second factor. This expression has a simple
known equation for the corresponding signal in the time domain: A two sided exponential. Thus
the impulse response of the filter in the time domain is given by:
H(t) =
A
2τB
e−|t|/τ . (4.26)
This is the form of the so called cusp filter and as shown in its derivation it provides the
best signal-to-noise ratio for a input delta signal and a system that is free of 1/f noise. The
exponentially decaying tails of the cusp filter imply that the impulse response stretches to
infinity, which is not practical in an actual analysis as data are only available in a very confined
range. The loss in resolution, however, is small if the signal is cut of at a few decay times distant
on each side. The cusp filter used within this thesis has been cut off at 5 times the decay time
on each side.
In the analog to digital conversion a sufficiently large range around the signal is stored
to disk and thus the filter can also make use of information that would be inaccessible in
analog electronics as they happen in the future. This can be used to synthesize the cusp filter
oﬄine with simple recursive methods; the recursive form of the cusp filter is composed of two
bidirectional low-pass filters.
The form of the cusp filter’s impulse response has a very sharp peak at its maximum. As
discussed in the previous sections such a impulse response is not capable of correcting ballistic
deficits. The sharp peak of the classical cusp filter thus has been flattened with an additional
moving window average within the scope of this thesis. This creates a cusp like form with a
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Figure 4.9: A fit to the 1332.5 keV line in the energy spectrum from a point contact detector (see
Sec. 5.2.1). The different components of the fit are represented individually.
rounded-top (rounded-top cusp filter) similar to the one discussed by Kalinin and Bednyakov
[86]. Although, this form is not considered optimal in theory, in a practical application such
as done here, this filter proved to be very powerful to minimize noise (see Sec. 7.1).
4.2.7 Energy resolution
The signals measured with a germanium detector usually are amplified and then filtered (see
Sec. 4.1 and Sec. 4.2.2) to reduce the amount of noise introduced by the read out electronic
and amplification stage. The height of the signals is then analyzed and filled in a histogram
(energy spectrum).
Ideally, monoenergetic γ-rays would produce a sharp line in the energy spectrum. However,
no detection system is ideal. Noise induced from electronic components (see Sec. 4.1.4) and the
statistical fluctuations in the ionization process (see Sec. 2.3.2) are responsible for broadening
the line.
Each of the two contribution follows a normal distribution that when superimposed on each
other produce again a normal distribution. The two contributions thus broaden the sharp line
into a Gaussian peak, which is defined by the variance σ2, the amount of events in the peak
Sg and the peak position x0 in the spectrum:
g(x) =
Sg√
2piσ
exp
(−(x− x0)2
2σ2
)
. (4.27)
The detector resolution is typically either expressed as the variance of the Gaussian distribution
or the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM). In radiation detection, the convention is to use
the FWHM and this convention will be followed here. The FWHM can be found by multiplying
the square root of the variance σ by 8 ln(2) ≈ 2.3548.
One consequence of the two contributions following a normal distribution is that they can
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be added in quadrature to calculate the total variance σ2T :
σ2T = σ
2
S + σ
2
E = FE + 
2Q2n. (4.28)
The contribution from statistical fluctuations σ2S is proportional to the Fano factor F and the
energy of the incident radiation particle E. The average energy required to create an electron-
hole-pair  is used to convert a number of electrons to units of energy. Thus the contribution
from electronics noise σ2N is found from the equivalent noise charge Qn, that usually is expressed
as the number of electrons that correspond to the average noise in the system and which is
independent from the energy of the radiation. The noise resolution and the equivalent noise
charge are thus identical (up to a conversion constant) and will be used as synonyms.
In reality, there are additional effects that distort the shape of a typical energy peak. These
contributions usually do not follow a normal distribution and should not be added in quadra-
ture. The most important distortion is caused by charge trapping in the detector. As discussed
briefly in Sec. 2.2.2, trapping sites can capture some of the charge carriers and either absorb
them or release them with a certain delay. The typical time a charge carrier is trapped in such a
site follows an exponentially decaying distribution. Depending on the strength of trapping, the
events are reconstructed at slightly lower energies. Counts are removed from the peak forming
an exponentially decaying distribution below the main peak [87]. However, this feature is also
broadened by the electronics noise and charge carrier statistics – the actual form of the low
energetic tail can be described by a convolution of the exponentially decaying distribution with
a Gaussian function [88]:
t(x) =
St
2β
exp
(
x− x0
β
+
σ2
2β2
)
· erfc
(
x− x0√
2σ
+
σ√
2β
)
. (4.29)
In this equation, often referred to as the Hypermet function, β is the decay constant of the
exponentially decaying distribution, σ and x0 are the parameters defining the Gaussian broad-
ening and St is the number of counts in the peak. The Hypermet function was not correctly
normalized in Ref. [88], however it is corrected here. The Hypermet function is also referred
to as exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) and for example used in Chromatography for
peak reconstruction [89].
This distortion of the peak can be large enough so that it must be taken into account for
calculating the detector resolution. This leads to an ambiguity in the definition of the detector
resolution. If one is only interested how precisely the initial γ-ray energy can be reconstructed,
then the FWHM is calculated including this additional distribution. On the other hand, if
one is interested in material characteristics such as the Fano factor, then the tails must be
subtracted to gain a unbiased value of the variance of the distribution. For most of this thesis,
the detector resolution will be provided as a FWHM value that includes the spread through
the tailing term. When calculating the Fano factor the resolution will be given as the variance
σ of the Gaussian distribution only.
The distortion needs to be also considered when measuring the number of events in a peak.
In that situation the contribution from the tail and the Gaussian must be added Stot = St+Sg.
It is rarely the case, that a peak is background free. Particularly, Compton scattered event
create a continuum underneath the peak. Ideally, this background component is a step function
with a constant offset, but also this distribution is broadened, resulting in a function falling
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over a certain width defined by the square root of the variance σ:
s(x) =
A
2
· erfc
(
x− x0√
2σ
)
+B. (4.30)
A defines the height of the step and B is the overall offset.
The three terms g(x), t(x) and s(x) are illustrated in Fig. 4.9, representing a fit to data
of the 1332.5 keV line from a 60Co source. The fit has been performed with the Levenberg-
Marquardt technique adopted from the C-based library MPFIT [90]. The algorithm has been
implemented into a special routine for fitting the presented equations to a peak in the energy
spectrum. The routine has been used for any fit that will be presented later on in this work. In
Fig. 4.9 it can be see that the description presented her fits well to the data. For data of good
quality, the term describing the low energetic tail is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller
than the Gaussian peak and therefore has a rather small effect. However, inaccuracies in the
analysis or faulty detectors can increase the term substantially.
4.2.8 Energy calibration
The reconstructed peak height depends not only on the number of charge carriers, but also
on characteristics such as the preamplifier gain and pulse shaper properties. The absolute
energy of a pulse height value is accordingly not computed directly but evaluated through a
calibration procedure. This procedure involves the identification of structures (usually energy
peaks) in the spectrum, that are known in advance, and assigns them to their original energy
values. If a spectrum is obtained that does not contain sufficient features to allow a clear
identification of the energy scale, then additional measurements with calibration sources are
required. Standard calibration sources are well described through a few typical energy peaks
that are measured at high precision; famous examples are 60Co, 241Am, 228Th and 133Ba. The
energy of the used calibration peak should be as close as possible to the structures measured
to avoid additional errors caused by nonlinearities of the spectrometer system. Often multiple
sources are used simultaneously to cover the entire energy range evenly. Such a procedure
however requires, that the detection system is sufficiently stable and does not vary between
the calibration measurement and the actual measurement. A simple way to assure the stability
of the system is to perform at least before and after the measurement a measurement with the
same calibration sources. If many different peaks are contained in a calibration measurement,
it is possible to derive the calibration curve, that relates pulse height values to energy values
over a large range of energies. Most of the times a linear interpolation inbetween peaks is
sufficient, but also higher polynomial least square fits are commonly used.
4.3 Germanium analysis toolkit
The GErmanium ANAlysis (GEANA) toolkit was initiated by Thomas Kihm [83] as an inde-
pendent, fast analysis software for studying the data obtained in the Gerda experiment (see
Sec. 1.2.4 for an introduction to Gerda). It runs on a basic Unix like system without any
special dependencies and contains all the important methods for analyzing any data from ger-
manium detectors. The existing frame was adopted from his work and extended to automatize
the analysis of data collected in the scope of this thesis. Particularly, new methods for data
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input/output and some new algorithm to use the program for data measured with a variety
of radioactive sources (e.g. peak finding methods, rise time analysis, etc.) has been added. In
the following sections some main aspects of GEANA will be presented.
4.3.1 Program organization
GEANA consists of three main blocks, first a collection of important methods organized in
libraries, second a set of small programs that perform particular tasks of the data analysis
chain of germanium detectors and finally a few scripts that are used for controlling the analysis
chain.
The core of GEANA is an extensive set of C-style functions, that are organized in five
different libraries. The libraries provide most of the functionality required for analyzing data
obtained with a germanium detector, thus aside from the standard libraries available on most
Unix systems there is no special dependency. The libraries can be individually build, are
compatible with C/C++ and are also used for a variety of other projects that require similar
methods. The methods provided by the libraries include plotting, filling of histograms, filtering
of signals, reading data from and writing data to the disk, fitting peaks in histograms, finding
peaks in histograms, etc.
These libraries then are used to implement five small programs, that are specialized to
perform a specific task in the sequence that ultimately leads to a reconstruction of the energy
of each signal. Similar to the libraries, the individual programs are all implemented in C and
compatible with C++. The main task of these programs will be discussed in Section 4.3.4
and can be summarized as indicated in Fig. 4.10 as follow: data organization, filter parameter
extraction and optimization, calibration, energy reconstruction.
The sequential call of the individual programs is controlled by a few additional scripts that are
implemented in the scripting language BASH. The main script only requires a few fundamental
information about the data set and is from there on capable of automatically perform the entire
analysis of the provided data set. Some other scripts can be used for some more advanced
plotting and fitting task and make heavy usage of GNUplot [91].
4.3.2 Data flow
A few basic configure parameters need to be given to the programs in order to be functional.
These parameters can be defined in a header style setup file, that then is used to compile
the five main C-programs. Often these parameters change slightly from one type of analysis
to another, in such a case it is most convenient to use a separate version of GEANA with a
particular header file. However, often analyses are similar enough, so that the same setup file
can be used. It is for example possible to run the entire data set of the Gerda experiment
with a single setup file.
The files produced during the analysis are most conveniently kept in a separate directory,
that is consecutively updated as the analysis progresses. The folder contains initially only
a file defining the detector layout (if the measurement was performed with more than one
detector), but later in the analysis process other files are added. The first files that are created
for example contain information about the organization of the files that need to be analyzed.
Each program adds extensive logging files and a few important histograms to the folder, so that
the individual steps can be checked for their validity. Each programs additionally calculates
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a few new parameters that need to be passed to the next stage. These information flow from
one program to the next by storing them in a configuration file that is consecutively updated
by the different programs.
If requested, the final programs also produce some event based file lists. These files are
organized in an ASCII format and contain all the important values of an individual event, such
as time stamp, reconstructed energy of the incident radiation, veto flags, coincidences with
other detectors etc. A small portion of the signal can also be added to the list to be further
used to define additional background suppression parameters.
At the very end of the analysis, all important information and plots are collected on a single
html web page, that is stored to the same folder and allows to easily confirm that the analysis
process was performed satisfactorily.
4.3.3 Implemented methods
In Sec. 4.2 different methods to improve the pulse height reconstruction have been discussed.
All of them are implemented in GEANA and can either be directly selected or automatically
optimized. Before the main shaping filters are applied to the signals, the pole-zero cancellation
must be performed. Then the MSEC method that was discussed in Sec. 4.2.5 can optionally be
conducted to reduce ballistic deficit effects. Only at this stage the signals are filtered with the
shaping filters. There are three basic filters; the pseudo-Gaussian filter composed of 4 moving
window average filters of the same length, the rounded-top trapezoidal filter composed of 4
moving window average filters of different length, and the rounded-top cusp filter created from
two bidirectional low-pass filters and an additional moving window average filter. After the
shaping filter the pulse height is found by a simple maximum search in a confined range around
the charge pulse.
These method all require that some parameters are defined in advance:
• Pole-zero: Decay time,
• MSEC: Enabled/disabled,
• pseudo-Gaussian filter: Shaping time,
• rounded-top trapezoidal filter: Shaping time, rounded-top width,
• rounded-top cusp filter: Decay of the two sided exponential, width of rounded top,
• location of the amplitude (pulse height) measurement: Time range within which a max-
imum search is performed.
GEANA contains mechanisms that can be used to establish the values of all these parameters
automatically, even the optimal filter type. However, such a procedure is computational in-
tensive and it is better to only search the optimal parameters from a very limited number of
preselected values.
Once the filter parameters are established the peak height spectrum can be calculated and
a calibration curve extracted. The calibration curve requires the knowledge of the energies
of the γ-rays that were used for the calibration measurement. GEANA contains some simple
methods to match these energies to the respective peaks in the spectrum in an automated
manner.
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Figure 4.10: Overview of the programs in GEANA and their specific tasks.
4.3.4 Modular analysis
The division of the analysis in small programs leads to a natural sequential organization with
particular tasks being performed at different stages. At each stage a specific task is executed
and certain information collected, that are made available for other programs by storing them
into a central configuration file. Unfortunately, this sequential structure requires that the same
data will be processed multiple times as it is not possible to extract all the important infor-
mation in one step. However, the required processing time can be reduced by not processing
the entire data set at each level, but only gather enough statistic to evaluate the required
parameters with sufficiently high precision.
The following section will give a brief explanation about the various task being performed
in each stage of the analysis chain.
Mapping
In Section 4.2.8 it was discussed, that in certain situation it is inevitable to take some special
measurement to calibrate the energy range in the pulse height spectrum. The two types of data,
those that contain sufficient calibration information and those that do not (physics data) must
be separated and organized as they will be treated differently through out the analysis process.
The first category is classified as the calibration data set and each individual measurement
serves as a reference point in time with a known, well defined relationship between pulse
height and energy. According to some predefined rules the physics data are then assigned to
the calibration data set. In GEANA this is done automatically by mapping the data set to
the calibration measurement that was taken closest in time. In certain situation this is not
optimal, and a manual mapping will be the favored method.
The initial steps (filter parameter search/calibration) of the analysis chain are only conducted
with data that contain enough information for defining the energy range; the physics data are
only used in the very last step once all the filter parameters are defined.
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Filter parameters
The filters described in Sec. 4.2.2 only work if some fundamental input parameters are given.
The most crucial parameter is the decay time of the preamplifier required to perform the pole-
zero cancellation, which will be evaluated by the second stage of GEANA. One way to find the
exact value of the decay time is to sum up a specific amount of input signals and to calculate
the average signal shape. This signal will have a decaying tail with a decay constant close to
the decay time of the preamplifier. However, this value can be distorted by preceding events
(pile-ups). To correct this, the decay constant in the region before the pulse is additionally
calculated and subtracted from the value found in the tail.
The average signal provides some additional information. The position of the rising edge of
the pulse can be found to reduce the range of the following filters to a small region around this
edge and define the range in which the maximum search is performed.
Filter optimization
The next stage is to find the optimal set of filters: The ballistic deficit may or may not be
corrected (MSEC on/off), and the filter type and shaping time must be defined.
Thus, a method was implemented that optimizes the filter type, shaping time and MSEC
by filtering a part of the calibration data set for all possible combinations of a user provided
parameter list. The energy resolution of a specific energy peak is determined and the parameter
set with the best energy resolution is selected. As the number of filter combinations increases
quickly with an increasing number of parameters, it is beneficial to reduce the set of parameters,
that need to be checked, to a minimum.
Filter calibration
The optimal set of parameters is used in the next stage to filter the calibration data set. In the
mapping process calibration data sets were organized into blocks, and each calibration data set
is individually filtered to take into account changes between consecutive measurements. The
errors that are introduced by the nonlinear response of the data acquisition systems can be
reduced by having numerous calibration peaks available. The energy range between peaks is
linearly interpolated.
The matching between observed peaks in the pulse height spectrum and the γ-ray lines can
be automated. A simple approach used in GEANA is to calculate ratios between the energy
peaks and then compare them to ratios between γ-ray lines to look for the best match.
If shifts between two calibration measurements are too large both calibrations are rejected
and the data sets taken between the two calibration measurement excluded from the analysis.
Data filtering
In the last stage, the filtering of the physics data is performed. In this process, a calibrated
energy spectrum (histogram) is produced by applying the previously defined calibration rela-
tions. In addition, in that process also the event lists, that contain all the information on an
event-by-event basis, are created. Often, it is also required to have calibrated histograms and
event list of the calibration data sets, these data sets are thus processed again to create all
required output files.
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After finalizing the analysis, all relevant information will be collected from the different
output files and the html web page will be created with all relevant information about a given
analysis.
4.4 Pulse shape simulation
The underlying physics of signal formation can be studied by performing simulations. For
this purpose an existing library (simulation toolkit), the Agata Detector simulation Library
(ADL3) was adopted [92]. The Advanced GAmma Tracking Array (Agata) is a European large
scale γ-ray spectrometer project that tries to make use of segmented high-purity germanium
crystals to accurately determine the energy, time and position of every interaction of γ-rays
[93]. The reconstruction of the interaction position from the pulses acquired at the different
segments requires very precise simulations of pulses at different interaction positions, thus the
need for such a simulation library emerged.
In ADL3, the structure and calculation of the different potentials and fields is partially
based on a commercial software [94]. The simulation of the pulses from these fields then was
newly implemented and is based on algorithm and physical models studied by the Agata
collaboration [95, 96].
The initial library was extended for the work presented in this thesis with field calculations
that take variable permittivity in the medium into account and with geometrical models for
detector types that were used for the Gerda experiment (see Sec. 1.2.4 for more information
about Gerda). The field calculation is similar to an algorithm developed by part of the
Majorana collaboration in Oak Ridge, Tennessee [97], and was tested carefully. The extended
ADL3 library is currently used by other groups within the Gerda collaboration and a group
of Agata at the University of Liverpool [98].
ADL3 is implemented in C, compatible with C++ and only depends on the standard C
libraries available on most Unix like systems. The main functionality is collected in libraries,
that then can be used to write dedicated programs.
The library is divided in two parts, one dedicated for calculating the electric and weighting
potential, the other for calculating the signal shape for given potentials and a specific interaction
location. This division is usually also kept in the usage of the library, as the calculation of the
potentials takes some time, but they can be conveniently stored to a file and then be reused
by many different programs for the simulation of the detailed pulse shape. Furthermore, the
evaluation of the potential is already sufficient to study some characteristics of the detectors,
such as the depletion voltage.
4.4.1 Field simulation
The first step in simulating the pulse shape of an event is to calculate the electric potential and
the weighting potential for a given detector geometry. The next sections describe a method to
achieve this for any predefined detector geometry.
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Electric potential and field
The electric potential is derived from the Macroscopic Gaussian Law, one of the four Maxwell
equations:
~∇ · ~D = ρf , where ~D = ε ~E and ~∇φ = − ~E. (4.31)
In these equations ρf is the free charge and φ the electric potential. The displacement field ~D
is related to the electric field ~E by the permittivity ε, which in the most general case can be a
matrix and a function of the position. In the field simulations presented here, the permittivity
was considered to be a scalar, however it was not considered as constant throughout the
simulation volume so that a combination of different materials can be simulated. From equation
4.31 the following equation can be derived (the position dependence of all variables is for clarity
indicated explicitly):
∇2φ(~x) · ε(~x) +∇φ(~x) · ∇ε(~x) = ρf (~x). (4.32)
In most situations, this equation is sufficient to evaluate the potentials in a germanium detector.
It incorporates the space charges within the detector bulk, that is created by electrons and
holes moving along the electric field into the highly doped medium. Moreover, it also takes
into account variabilities in the permittivity and thus correctly calculates the potentials in
regions that are not built from germanium. If such regions are neglected the permittivity can
be assumed as constant and the equation reduced to the Poisson equation:
∇2φ(~x) = ρf (~x)/ε, (4.33)
where the permittivity usually is simplified to be ε = ε0 · εr with εr = 16 in germanium and
ε0 being the vacuum permittivity. In certain cases the space charge is zero and the Laplace
equation can be used:
∇2φ(~x) = 0. (4.34)
Equations 4.32, 4.33 and 4.34 are all implemented into ADL3 in order to be capable of per-
form the simulations presented in later chapters. To solve the respective differential equation a
method called ‘successive over relaxation’ [99] is used. For this purpose the detector structure
is represented on a grid, with each grid point having specific attributes (a value for the permit-
tivity, space charge and electric potential). In multiple steps, by iterating over the complete
grid, the physical solution of the differential equation is approached until a certain predefined
precision is reached and the algorithm is stopped. In each step, a new value is calculated at
every point of the grid, by averaging the nearest neighbors and weighting this value with the
last value at this position. This approach converges fast.
From the electric potential the electric field can be derived by solving the third equation in
4.31.
Weighting potential
The Shockley-Ramo theorem was discussed in Sec. 2.2.6 and the weighting potential defined
that facilitates the calculation of the induced charge into an electrode. Here, a simple recipe
for the calculation of the weighting potential is provided to summarize the most important
findings:
• The selected electrode is at unit potential (=1).
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Figure 4.11: The arrangements of germanium atoms in the diamond lattice: one atom is at the center
of four atoms arranged in a regular tetrahedron. The blue/red dots indicate the position
of the atom, the arrows indicate the lattice directions.
• All other electrodes are at zero potential.
• All charges are removed.
The weighting field can accordingly be found by solving the Laplace Equation 4.34 with the
successive-over-relaxation method.
4.4.2 Charge trajectory
In 1956 Sasaki et al. [100] observed that electrons and holes in germanium have an anisotropic
mobility. This means, that the drift velocity will not be parallel to the applied electrical
field, instead, it is influenced by the orientation of the field with respect to the crystal lattice
directions.
The atoms in germanium are aligned in a diamond structure as illustrated in Fig. 4.11 (which
is the same as for silicon and diamond). In Fig. 4.11, the coordinate system is aligned with
the principal 〈100〉 lattice directions. The 〈100〉 form is part of the Miller indices notation
and denotes the set of all directions that are equivalent by symmetry (such as [100],[010] and
[001]). The growth method of germanium crystals in long cylindrical ingots assures that the
axis along the height of the ingot is aligned with one of the 〈100〉 directions, the two other
〈100〉 directions thus must lay in a perpendicular plane.
The drift velocity can be divided into a longitudinal and a transversal part, by projecting it
onto the electric field, accordingly the anisotropy can also be separated in a longitudinal and
transversal anisotropy, respectively. The diamond structure is invariant under some particular
rotations. The invariant rotational axes are along the 〈100〉, 〈110〉, and the 〈111〉 directions. If
the electric field is aligned with one of the rotational axes then the transversal anisotropy must
be zero, as otherwise the rotational invariance of the crystal lattice would be violated. Thus,
along the symmetry axes of the diamond crystal the drift velocity is entirely defined through
its longitudinal part. The longitudinal drift velocity vl along the 〈100〉 and 〈111〉 directions was
measured for different electrical field strength and a practical empirical function was derived
at 77 K [101]:
vl =
µ0E
(1 + (E/E0)β)1/β
− µnE. (4.35)
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At low fields (E  E0) the equation reduces to the normal proportional dependence vl = µ0E,
at intermediate electric field strength the deviation from this dependence is modeled through
the fit parameters β and E0. A negative differential mobility [102] has been observe at high
electric field (above 3 kV/cm) therefore the term µnE has been added to account for this effect.
In order to calculate the drift velocity for any orientation of the electric field to the crystal
lattice, the details of the band structure in germanium must be studied. Only the band
structure in close vicinity of the energy gap is of importance as phonon losses prohibit the
population of high energetic levels. The parameters defining the shape of the energy band
near the band gap for a given orientation of the electric field to the crystal lattice are the
effective masses, which are known from other experimental studies [101]. Both, for electrons
and holes, there exist some simplified empirical formula, that adds two more fit parameters to
define these dependencies and fix the drift velocity for any orientation of the electric field and
the crystal lattice [95, 96, 101]. In typical germanium detectors, the additional term for the
negative differential mobility can be neglected as the field strength is below 3 kV/cm. For each
charge carrier type there are 6 remaining empirical parameters, β and E0 to define the drift
velocities for a given field strength along the 〈100〉 and 〈111〉 directions respectively and two
more parameters to perform a transformation to any orientation of the field and the crystal
lattice. This model agrees with experimental data in that not only the magnitude of the drift
velocity varies, but also a non zero transversal component appears, that points towards the
axes with the highest longitudinal drift velocity.
The details of the models that define the drift velocities are implemented in ADL3 and the
necessary empirical fit parameters can be either evaluated by a global fit to measurements or
by assuming the detector material to be close to the one used in the publications describing
the respective models.
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A large variety of different PCGe detectors is being used in fundamental research. Some of the
choices for a particular detector shape and point contact size can be found in consideration in
regards to the research that should be conducted with the detector. However, also limitations
in the fabrication process do affect the PCGe detector geometry.
The impact of differences in the shape and size of the point contact has not yet been experi-
mentally investigated in detail. The largest study of variations in detectors so far was conducted
by the Gerda collaboration during a characterization campaign of the 30 new BEGe detectors
[63]. Furthermore, also the Majorana collaboration has recently released first results on the
characterization of their detectors [103]. The collected data show that crystal variation are
dominant and that there is practically no correlation between specific geometrical features.
The reason for this is rather simple – the detectors have different impurity concentrations and
not all the material could have been processed simultaneously, thus the crystal quality varies.
Furthermore, it is often hard to entangle intrinsic properties of the crystal from effects caused
by the design.
In order to circumvent the material and diode variability, the study presented in this disserta-
tion tries to go into a new direction. Instead of measuring a large amount of different detectors,
data from only two detectors are gathered, that are consecutively modified by varying only
the least amount of parameters necessary (as discussed later on the groove and point contact
size). This approach allows to study the detectors response to the geometrical modification
under constant conditions in terms of intrinsic material properties. The study is performed
with two almost identical detectors simultaneously to rule out systematic effects and confirm
the observations with a second set of measurements.
The detectors that are study have been produced by Canberra N.V. in Olen, Belgium and
follow the typical shape of their Broad Energy Germanium (BEGe) detectors, with a groove
between the two electrodes. The discussion here will be limited to this type of detectors.
The first part of this chapter will describe how the design of the detectors has been defined
with simulations in ADL3. In the second part the geometry of the two actually produced
detectors will be described.
5.1 Simulation-based investigation of geometrical modification
In this section it is assumed that a detector of a given volume should be fabricated. The
starting point is a Gerda-like detector with 3.5 cm height and 3.5 cm radius, thus a volume
of 134.7 cm2 and a weight of 717 g. This design then is consecutively altered to study how
the performance can be optimized for particular applications. It must be kept in mind that
this discussion is primarily aimed at applications in fundamental research. In this field the
detectors require are large volumes with a low surface-to-volume ratio, low energy threshold
and little noise.
The electric field simulated with ADL3 are used to study the effects of geometrical mod-
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Figure 5.1: The depletion voltage of two different detector configuration are shown as a function of the
aspect ratio (radius/height) for a detector of 717 g. In addition also the surface-to-volume
ratio is indicated. The impurity concentration was chosen to be constant throughout the
detector and at 1010 /cm3. Simulated with ADL3.
ifications on detector properties. To distinguish a good geometry from a not so good one,
it is necessary to define a quality factor (figure of merit). This is not straight forward. An
important factor in a detector is a homogeneous electric field distribution to assure complete
charge collection throughout the detector volume. PCGe detectors are relatively suboptimal
in that concern, the fields in coaxial detectors are usually more homogeneous. However, PCGe
detectors have other beneficial features (see Sec. 3) that must be conserved. Thus homogeneous
fields are important as long as they do conserve the other features, such as low capacitance
and good pulse shape properties. The homogeneity of the field can be controlled by the oper-
ational voltage of the detector, which must be well above depletion. However, the operational
voltage should not exceed ∼ 5 keV as effects from leakage currents more likely affect the diodes
performance at high voltages. As a good homogeneity of the field for a given voltage usually
coincides with a low depletion voltage, the depletion voltage is chosen to be the figure of merit
for the detector geometry and can easily be simulated in ADL3 and compared for different
geometries.
5.1.1 Aspect ratio
The importance of a homogeneous electric field must be weighted against a certain surface-
to-volume ratio, as the geometry with the most homogeneous field most likely is not the one
with the best surface-to-volume ratio. Fig. 5.1, shows the depletion voltage as a function of
the aspect ratio of a detector (the ratio between the radius and the height) for two different
point contact radius (8 mm and 4 mm). It can be observed that at the best surface-to-volume
ratio the depletion voltage is highest, thus the field configuration not at the optimum. At an
aspect ratio of 1-1.2 there is a small dent in the depletion voltage and for higher aspect ratio
the depletion voltage decreases slowly. It seems reasonable to choose the aspect ratio such,
that it is placed at the value of the dent in the depletion voltage. Below the dent the depletion
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Figure 5.2: The voltage gradient at zero radius for three different aspect ratios (h for height, r for radius)
with the same mass (717 g). The configuration is chosen to be at the depletion voltage and
the space charge density is linear from either−0.5×1010 /cm3 at the top and−1.5×1010 /cm3
at the bottom (solid line) or −1.5×1010 /cm3 at the top and −0.5×1010 /cm3 at the bottom
(dashed line). Simulated with ADL3.
voltage increases strongly thus the field configuration is less ideal while above the dent only
a small improvement in the depletion voltage is gained, with a large lost in surface-to-volume
ratio. The exact position of the dent is not only defined by the aspect ratio, but can also be
controlled by the impurity concentration in the detector.
The dent for a 717 g detector is found at a height of 30 mm and a radius of 38 mm and the
best surface-to-volume ratio is reached at roughly 55 mm height and 28 mm radius. These two
geometries together with the one of an aspect ratio of 1 will be considered in the next section
for studying the effect of the impurity concentrations.
5.1.2 Impurity concentration
The impurity concentration in a detector defines how much space charge is found in a certain
region once the detector is depleted. As discussed in Sec. 2.2.6, the electric potential in a
detector can be split up into two contributions, one that only represents the potential caused
by the electrodes (zero space charge) and one that only considers the potential created by
the space charge (zero voltage on all electrodes). The first potential decreases from the high
voltage electrode continuously to the central electrode at zero potential and thus is by definition
without a local maximum or minimum (this is equal to saying that the electric field strength
is nowhere zero). The space charge potential is defined to be zero on all the electrodes and
as only p-type material (negative space charge) is considered, will have a local minimum in
the detector volume. In a depleted detector the total electric potential can not contain a local
minimum as this would entail that the region around the minimum is not depleted. Thus the
contribution from the electrodes must be sufficiently strong to eliminate the local minimum
created by the space charge contribution. The strength of the electrode contribution is simply
regulated by the applied bias voltage which can be considered to be a simple scaling factor for
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the electric potential created by the electrodes at unit voltage. The voltage that needs to be
applied to exactly remove the local minimum is the depletion voltage.
This discussion reveals the actual impact of space charge onto the electric field configuration
in a diode: If the space charge is zero, which requires that there are no impurities (intrinsic
material), then the diode is depleted at any bias voltage. At non zero space charge, the electric
potential is modified by the space charge in that the gradient in some regions is increased,
while in others reduced. In the production of PCGe detectors, low impurity concentrations are
usually favored as this leads to less trapping, however impurity gradients are very practical to
create a more uniform field and remove regions with low drift velocities.
The effect is represented in Fig. 5.2 that assumes an impurity concentration gradient along
the height of the detector. It can be seen that for either aspect ratio the field (derivative
of the potential) is more homogeneous if the space charge is chosen to be more negative on
the bottom (the side with the point contact) than on the top. In all configurations but the
short cylinder one (30 mm height, 38 mm radius) the depletion voltage is also lower for that
configuration. The figure also highlights that the field configuration is worst (long stretches of
low field strength) if the aspect ratio is chosen to be ideal in regards to the surface-to-volume
ratio and is better the shorter the cylinder is chosen to be. However, choosing a very short
cylinder will cause low field regions along the radial direction, which is also suboptimal.
The long straight stretches of some of the curves in Fig. 5.2 furthermore explain an obser-
vation made later in the experimental evaluation of the detectors – an undepleted bubble in
the center of the detector. The curves in Fig. 5.2 are drawn just at the depletion voltage. The
electric field falls off continuously from the high voltage electrode to the depletion border in
the n-type material. If the applied voltage is slightly reduced the curves with long straight
stretches would obtain a local minimum in the center of the detector. Such a local minimum is
not physical, instead of reaching a local minimum the electric potential in that region takes a
constant value. A constant potential (zero electric field) means that this region is not depleted.
Instead, a local undepleted bubble is formed.
5.1.3 Point contact size and groove width
In Sec. 3.3 it has been discussed that the strength of a PCGe detector is the small capacitance
related to the small size of the point contact. Accordingly, it is desirable to reduce the size of
the point contact, but this should not be on the expense of a homogeneous field distribution
in the detector.
Fig. 5.3 shows the relation between the point contact radius, the width of the groove (mea-
sured from the point contact to the high voltage contact) and the depletion voltage for the
three geometries described in the previous sections. The left plots show that there is a small
band along a particular set of parameters where the depletion voltage is minimal. Therefore,
the width of the groove can be carefully selected as a function of the point contact radius
to stay within the band of minimal depletion voltage. In the right plot it can be seen, that
if one chooses the groove width accordingly then indeed the increase in depletion voltage is
small. A maximal increase of 200 V when going from a radius of 10 mm to a radius of 0.1 mm
is measured. The change is less drastic in the case of a long cylindrical shape, that shows a
stable curve at a relatively high voltage compared to the other two geometries. The figure also
shows, that there is an almost linear relation between the point contact radius and the optimal
groove width. A large point contact radius asks for a small groove width, a small point contact
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35 mm height, 35 mm radius, constant −1× 1010 /cm3 space charge density:
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55 mm height, 28 mm radius, constant −1× 1010 /cm3 space charge density:
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Figure 5.3: The depletion voltage dependence on the point contact size and the groove width for three
different geometries. The right plot contains the configuration that minimizes the depletion
voltage at a given point contact radius. Simulated with ADL3.
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size for a large groove width. A large groove width, however, means a large passivated region,
which is suboptimal for leakage currents.
Going from a short cylindrical shape to a long cylindrical shape the groove width also needs
to be increased. At the configuration with the most optimal surface-to-volume ratio, the
groove almost spans over the entire base of the cylinder. This finding is in good agreement
with Table 3.1, where it can be seen that for example Majorana, with detectors that are
more tailored to an optimal surface-to-volume ratio, have a very limited wrap around of the
high voltage electrode onto the base with the point contact.
5.2 Experimental study of point contact detectors
In the previous section it was discussed how geometrical changes affect a PCGe detector. It has
been found that an aspect-ratio of 1 is a reasonable choice. If an impurity gradient is present,
then the point contact must be located on the side of the crystal with the more negative
impurity concentration. Furthermore, for a given point contact size, the depletion voltage can
be kept small if the groove width is accordingly adopted. In order to test these prediction two
detector should be purchased with an initial large point contact size. In multiple steps the point
contact size should then be reduced to a size that theoretically should allow to measure some
of the research topics discussed in Sec. 1.2. At each configuration, the detector is characterized
with dedicated measurements and a very stable experimental setup, so that systematic effects
can be excluded. This procedure eliminates furthermore most systematic that are related with
the germanium crystal such as a precise knowledge of the impurity concentration, the crystal
dimensions and crystal defects that cause incomplete charge collection. These parameters
should not be affected by a rework and thus be constant for the entire process.
The second detector is intended to further reduce systematic and allow for the eventuality of a
detector breaking. The two detectors are characterized simultaneously at the same conditions.
In the case that the experimental phase is successfully terminated, the total weight of the two
detector would be sufficient for a measurement such as coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering
and compete with the currently ongoing efforts in the related fields.
Because of the good experiences with Canberra N.V. in Olen, Belgium, it has been decided
to work with this manufacturer. Its main business is standardized commercial production. The
employees have therefore extensive experience with their own products and can assure a stable
yield. However, the technologies available to them and their experiences beyond the standard
geometries is limited.
5.2.1 Purchased detectors and their configurations
The two fabricated and stepwise modified detectors are typical BEGe detectors, up to the
arrangement of the groove and point contact. An example of such a detector is depicted in
Fig. 2.5. Their dimensions are listed in Table 5.1. They were named Asterix and Obelix.
The name does not translate to their geometrical appearance – the two detectors have almost
identical aspect ratios and mass. They have an aspect ratio close to 1 and are slightly larger
than the detector geometry studied in the previous section thus have a marginally improved
surface-to-volume ratio of 1.11 cm−1. Fig. 5.4 shows, that by choosing an aspect ratio close to
1 means that both detectors are slightly to the right of the bend in the depletion voltage. As
previously discussed, a geometry that is located in the bend is a good compromise between a low
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Name Asterix Obelix
Canberra ID 14161 14158
Weight 762 g 764 g
Radius 3.59 cm 3.59 cm
Height 3.58 cm 3.59 cm
Top imp. con. −0.83 · 1010 cm−3 −0.94 · 1010 cm−3
Bottom imp. con. −1.00 · 1010 cm−3 −1.00 · 1010 cm−3
Lithium layer ∼ 0.8 mm ∼ 0.9 mm
Phase 1 2 3 1 2
Cont. rad. 8.4 mm 5.0 mm 2.5 mm 8.2 mm 5.2 mm
Groove width 4.2 mm 9.0 mm 12.5 mm 4.6 mm 8.6 mm
Operational voltage 3000 V 3000 V 2500 V 4000 V 4000 V
Table 5.1: The selected parameters for the two detectors ordered from Canberra and the different point
contact size configurations. The outer contact stretches all the way to the groove.
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Figure 5.4: The depletion voltage of possible detector designs, with the same size and impurity con-
centrations as those given by Aster ix and Bollix in the respective configurations that have
finally been produced. In addition also the surface-to-volume ratio is indicated, which is
valid for both Asterix and Obelix as their size is only marginally different.
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Figure 5.5: The depletion voltage dependence on the point contact size and the groove width for Asterix
and Obelix. The triangles on the left plot represent the actual configurations of the detector.
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depletion voltage and a good surface-to-volume ratio. The reason why the bend appears rather
at an aspect ratio of 1 instead of 1.2 (see Sec. 5.1.1) is the different impurity concentration
profile. The impurity concentrations in both detectors are close, however, Asterix has a slightly
higher gradient. The impurity concentration was chosen to be more negative on the side with
the point contact (bottom side). This choice reflects the finding from Sec. 5.1.2 and is common
practice at Canberra.
The point contact sizes were chosen to start at a relatively large value and should reach in
the final configuration a diameter of roughly 5 mm. The groove width was determined with
the simulations according to a chosen point contact radius; the exact dependencies are shown
in Fig. 5.5. The actual contact radius and groove width have been defined by the available
driller sizes at Canberra and deviate slightly from the optimum (see left panels of Fig. 5.5).
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In this chapter a brief overview of the experimental setup, that was especially put together
for the characterization measurements of the two detectors is provided. Furthermore, also the
most important measurements will be discussed.
6.1 Experimental setup
The measurements are performed on ground level. This means that the overburden is very
small and most of the cosmic radiation still can reach the detector. However, the measurements
used in the characterization all involve relatively strong radioactive sources, which induce a
signal much stronger than the cosmic background. Thus, this location, although not optimal
is sufficient.
The room is equipped with an electronics rack, a computer and two measurement tables and
a picture of it is shown in Fig. 6.1.
6.1.1 Cryostat and dewar
The two detector are mounted in two separate 7500SL Canberra cryostat (see Fig. 6.2). The
cryostat housing (end-cap) is made of 1.5 mm thick aluminum, that allows γ-rays above a
few tenth of keV to penetrate into the cryostat and hit the detector. The housing contains
a vacuum chamber with the detector and some parts of the preamplifier placed in vacuum.
The vacuum chamber is connected to a long dipstick, that is insert into the neck of a 30 liter
dewar filled with liquid nitrogen. The dipstick transfers heat from the detector to the liquid
nitrogen and assures that the detector is kept at a constant operational temperature. The
boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen is 77 K however the detector is usually kept at a slightly
higher temperature.
The cryostat is equipped with a 2002CSL charge sensitive preamplifier. Parts of the pream-
plifier, in particular the field-effect transistor (FET), is kept at low temperature to reduce
noise, while the remaining preamplifier is at room temperature. The preamplifier is equipped
with a 5 GΩ feedback resistor and a 0.5 pF feedback capacitor. After the first amplification
the signal is pole-zero corrected, differentiated and integrated to finally obtain a decay time
of roughly 50µs. The pulser resolution is according to Canberra 360 eV. A simplified diagram
of the preamplifier setup is given in Fig. 6.3. The preamplifier has two outputs, one named
’energy’ and one named ’timing’. The signal at the two outputs only differ marginally, for
the characterization measurement only the energy output was used. The preamplifier has two
inputs, one for the high voltage and one for a test pulser. A test point furthermore allows to
measure the leakage current of the detector.
The detectors have been installed after each reprocessing step into the same cryostat to
assure that there are no changes in the preamplifier setup. During the characterization mea-
surement of the first configuration (Phase 1) the FET of Asterix broke and needed to be
replaced. All measurements have been repeated after the replacement of the FET. The setup
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Figure 6.1: A picture of the experimental setup. To the left the automated scanning table, to the right
the static table and in the center the electronics rack.
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Figure 6.2: The 7500SL cryostat assembly produced by Canberra. The picture is taken from [104].
Figure 6.3: A simplified diagram of a typical Canberra charge sensitive preamplifier setup. [104].
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then remained unchanged for the rest of the characterization measurements except for the
removal and installation of the detector before and after the reprocessing.
6.1.2 Electronics modules
The output of the charge sensitive preamplifier is amplified with a GENIUS Shaper. the
GENIUS Shaper was developed by the Max-Planck- Institut fu¨r Kernphysik, Heidelberg, and
trimmed for low noise (0.8 nV/
√
Hz) and a wide bandwidth (300 MHz-3 dB). Three different
modules were used, each configured to amplify the signal so that it fits a particular energy range
(0-250 keV, 0-1500 keV and 0-2750 keV). After this amplification stage, the signal is directly
fed into the flash analog to digital converter (FADC).
The signal is digitized by a Struck SIS3301 VME FADC and processed with a 2 GHz VME
CPU that is mounted into the same VME crate. The VME CPUs is configured to run Linux
and equipped with an Ethernet connection, which allows to access the CPU over the network
and to send the collected data to an external storage facility. The timing information is
received from a Multi-Purpose Programmable I/O Controller (MPIC), mounted in the same
VME crate. The FADC module accommodates up to eight input channels and is equipped
with an integrated anti-aliasing bandwidth filter.
The signals are sampled in 10 ns steps and quantized at 14 bit resolution. For data reduction
four samples are always summed up and then stored to the binary file. The length of the
compressed signal is defined to be 164µs and the rising edge of the induced pulse is in the
center of the signal. Additionally in a 8µs windows around the rising pulse edge the high
frequency information at 100 MHz was stored to the same binary file. In some rare cases (for
example the analysis of the noise distribution) the entire 164µs range was stored directly at
100 MHz to the binary file.
The setup furthermore contained a single ISEG NHQ 246L module [105] that can provide
a high voltage of up to 6 kV and a current of up to 1 mA for two independent channels. The
relative voltage stability of the module is specified to be below 3× 10−5. The high voltage can
be regulated over RS232 interface that was connected to the VME CPU.
For the duration of the entire characterization measurement the amplification and channel
layout was kept unaltered to reduce any systematics coming from the read out chain. The
HV module was found defective during the measurements of the second configuration (Phase
2) and was replaced with a similar module. No changes in the noise of the setup have been
observed after the exchange. Prior to the characterization measurement possible sources of
external noise have been identified and removed through a thorough grounding of the entire
setup and by avoiding any unnecessary grounding loop.
6.1.3 Measurement tables
The main measurements are performed on a static measurement table (see Fig. 6.1 on the
right). This is a relatively robust table like structure, with a roughly 12 cm wide gap from one
edge to the center. The end-cap of the detector can be placed in this gap and a variety of
radioactive sources placed on top of the end-cap. The end-cap and the source holder then are
surrounded by a layer of copper and a layer of lead bricks, each having a width of 5 cm.
Next to the static table the experimental setup also consists of an automated scanning table
(see Fig. 6.1 on the left). The table was designed by a subgroup of the Gerda collaboration
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working at the University of Padova [106] and also used during the characterization measure-
ments of the 30 new BEGe detectors in Belgium [63]. The scanning table is an automated
apparatus to perform surface scans. In these measurements a highly collimated 5 MBq 241Am
source (in our case with an hole diameter of 1 mm) is pointed at different locations on the sur-
face of a detector. 241Am has one single line at 59.5 keV with a penetration depth of roughly
1 mm in germanium and roughly 5 mm in Aluminum [44]. The γ-rays emitted by that source
have a good chance to penetrate through the aluminum end-cap but will be absorbed close
to the surface of the detector. Therefore only a very limited part of the detectors volume is
exposed to the source, which for many applications can be assumed as almost point like. The
table contains a movable arm that can be rotated between 0 and 359◦ and brought either in a
vertical or horizontal position depending on if the measured position is located on the top or
side surface.
6.2 Measurement protocol
In this section the most important measurements performed for the characterization of the two
detectors are quickly discussed. The list however is not complete, additional measurements
have been performed for further analyses beyond this dissertation.
6.2.1 Source measurements
A set of radioactive sources have been organized to perform measurements with γ-ray lines at
well defined energies.
Single source measurements
The single source measurement have been all conducted on the static table. They use a single
radioactive isotope (except 228Th where also γ-ray lines from its decay chain are visible) that
produces a single or multiple lines in the spectra. The time a measurement requires to be run
and the distant at which the radioactive source is placed depends on its strength. The count
rate should not be too large as it leads to more pile-ups and thus a worse energy resolution
but also not too small as then the measurement takes a long time and the peaks might be lost
in the background. A count rate between 100-300 Hz was found to be a good value for most
of the sources. The interesting peaks must at least contain 10’000 events to have a statistical
uncertainty of a minimum of 1%, thus the required measurement time with each source can
be estimated. Measurements have been performed with the following isotopes: 241Am, 133Ba,
60Co and 228Th.
Mixed source measurements
To track the energy resolution over a large energy range it is beneficial to use a combination
of different sources that are placed such that the different peaks are roughly of equal height.
A particular useful measurement was conducted with a mixture of 241Am, 133Ba, 134Cs, 137Cs,
60Co, 152Eu and 228Th isotopes, which produce a spectrum with peaks in the entire energy
range between 59.5 keV and 2614.5 keV.
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High voltage scans
The resolution in an undepleted detector is deteriorated compared to a fully depleted detector
and usually reaches an almost stable value once the depletion voltage is exceeded. To find the
depletion voltage, at a variety of bias voltages a γ-ray spectrum is measured and compared to
those measured at other voltages. The behavior as a function of the bias voltage was found to
be more stable if one reduces the bias voltage from a value above depletion voltage towards
zero Volt. The measurement was performed once for 241Am and once for 60Co. The detectors
bias voltage was regulated from the operational voltage down to 500-1000 V in steps of 20 V
and each position has been measured for 5-10 min.
Surface scans with collimated 241Am source
The scanning table has been described in Sec. 6.1.3. It was decided on measuring a thin grid of
points along the surface. On the top surface the measurements have been taken along rings that
are aligned with the detectors center and separated by 2 mm distance. The average distance
between two measurements in one ring also is 2 mm, so at small radii there are less points
taken than at large radii. Along the side of the detector the measurements have been taken in
rings at a specific height. The distance between measurement in the same ring is again 2 mm,
the rings are separated by 4 mm distance.
The surface measurements allow to analyze in detail the signal shape from different locations
in the detector and estimate the drift time of the charge carriers. It has been shown for example
in Ref. [98] that such a measurement is sensitive to the anisotropic mobility of holes in the
crystal that was described in Sec. 4.4.2. Each point was measured for 5 min and in total there
were about 2000 points that needed to be measured for each detector.
6.2.2 Additional measurements
Some additional measurements have been performed that did not have the primary aim of
measuring any particular γ-ray line but some other effects and detector properties.
Pulser measurement
The most basic way to characterize the noise of an electronic circuit in radiation detection
systems is to feed a fast rising pulser signal into the test input of the preamplifier system.
The received output signal does not depend on the charge collection process, but only on
the rise time of the input pulse and the noise characteristics of the electronic circuitry. The
measurement requires a very stable pulser signal at the test input, as small deviation in the
height of the input signal will deteriorate the measurement. It was performed with a Hewlett
Packard 8007B Pulse Generator with a 5 ns rise time.
Background measurements
The energy spectrum of the detector enclosed by an outer lead layer of 5 cm thickness and an
inner layer of 5 cm copper was measured for 1-2 days. The trigger threshold was set into the
noise so that is was possible to observe the increased rate at low energies caused by accidentally
triggered noise fluctuations.
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Figure 6.4: A schematic representation of the setup used for the coincidence measurement.
Neutron source
A 252Cf source has been available in addition to the previously mentioned sources that emits in
roughly 11% of all decays a neutron with an energy that follows a Maxwellian distribution and
that has an average value of 2.3 MeV [107]. In the remaining cases it decays by emission of an
α-particle at high energies (∼ 6.2 MeV). Placing the source close to the detector will lead after
a few days to the formation of a line at 10.37 keV. The only explanation for its appearance
that could have been found in literature was proposed by the Gemma collaboration in [15].
They suggest that the γ-line at 10.37 keV might be due to the capture of neutron by 70Ge
isotopes (natural abundance of roughly 21%), which creates 71Ge. This is an unstable isotope
that decays (half life T1/2 = 11.4 days) by electron capture and the emission of a X-ray at
10.367 keV to 71Ga. The line is particular useful to define the low energy properties of the
detector. The line has been measured after roughly 3 days of irradiation with the 252Cf source.
Neutron capture takes place homogeneously throughout the detector volume, this distribution
accordingly is similar to what one would expect from rare physics events.
Coincidence measurement
The static table has in additional a large volume NaI(Tl) detector mounted on the flat surface
of the table. If required it can be moved over the cryostat end-cap that is placed in the center
of the table. The NaI(Tl) detector is of coaxial shape with an external radius of 12 cm, an
internal radius of 3.5 cm and a height of 30 cm (see Fig. 6.4). The NaI(Tl) detector is read out
by 6 photomultiplier tubes embedded into the detector volume.
In the bore-hole of the NaI(Tl) detector a 133Ba source has been placed. The emission
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of a 356.0 keV γ-ray from that isotope is always accompanied by an immediate emission of
an 81.0 keV γ-ray. This coincidental event can be exploited to better estimate the charge
collection time in a detector. The NaI(Tl) detector has a faster detector response than a typical
germanium detector (in the range of 100 ns). Accordingly if the 356.0 keV γ-ray is measured in
the NaI(Tl) detector in coincident with a 81.0 keV γ-ray in the germanium detector the signal
in the NaI(Tl) detector indicates the time of the energy deposition in the germanium detector
close to the surface.
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In order to achieve the best possible performance of a detector it is required to also use
appropriate filtering methods. Unfortunately, there is no one-size-fits-all approach – the ideal
filter parameters are strongly dependent on the data. In particular, the shaping filters must
match the characteristics of the data otherwise the quality of the results will be suboptimal.
In the following chapter some of the most vital dependencies will be addressed. The results
will be used in subsequent chapters to compare the different point contact sizes. Furthermore,
a detailed knowledge of the filter characteristics allows a measurement of the Fano factor, an
important material property for many spectroscopy applications. This is done in the last part
of this chapter.
7.1 Filter performance
A general expression for the equivalent noise charge was given in Eq. 4.20. Its form not only
depends on the transfer function of the preamplifier but also the shaping filter that is used for its
evaluation. The lower limit in resolution could be found by minimizing the equation describing
the equivalent noise charge, however, in an experimental situation this solution rarely leads
to the best result. Effects, such as ballistic deficits and incomplete charge collection, are not
described within the framework of the equivalent noise charge. Thus the ideal choice of a filter
strongly depends on the data that are analyzed and how well the filter performs in the presence
of these effects.
Possible filter implementations have been proposed in Sec. 4.2. Most of these filters have
not yet been discussed in literature and prior to using them for an analysis their most vital
dependencies must be disentangled.
In order to analyze the impact of the various filter parameters, one particular measurement
of Asterix in its Phase 2 configuration was selected. This measurement contains sufficient peaks
in the energy range between 59.5 keV and 1460.8 keV.
7.1.1 Shaping time effects of the pseudo-Gaussian filter
The pseudo-Gaussian filter is commonly used in applications with γ-ray spectrometers and thus
will be used as a reference for the discussion about filter optimization. The pseudo-Gaussian
filter only has a single characteristic parameter – the shaping time. However, the filter can also
be combined with the MSEC method described in Sec. 4.2.5. Therefore, a second parameter
is introduced that defines if the MSEC method is enabled or not.
Fig. 7.1 illustrates how the resolution depends on the two parameters at 1332.5 keV. The
energy resolution initially decreases with increasing shaping time, reaches a minimum and
then increases. This behavior is due to electronics noise that was expressed in Sec. 4.1.6 as
the equivalent noise charge. The equivalent noise charge is dominated by voltage noise at a
short shaping time and by current noise at a long shaping time. The optimum shaping time
is found at the position where the energy resolution is minimal and the two contributions are
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Figure 7.1: The energy resolution of the 1332.5 keV line as a function of the shaping time for the two
situations MSEC enabled and disabled. The pseudo-Gaussian filter was used. Uncertainties
are smaller than the markers and not indicated.
equal (the noise corner). Effects from ballistic deficits further broaden the resolution and shift
the optimum shaping time and the minimal reachable energy resolution to higher values. The
MSEC method corrects this effect and as displayed in Fig. 7.1 decreases the optimum shaping
time from 12µs to 6µs. The energy resolution at 1332.5 keV also decreases by roughly 4%
from roughly 1.67 to 1.61 keV. Consequently, the MSEC correction is a valuable tool to not
only reduce the optimum shaping time but also decrease the energy resolution.
The top panel of Fig. 7.2 presents the curve that relates the resolution to the energy. At low
energies the resolution is primary dominated by noise. With increasing energy the contribution
from statistical fluctuations in the number of charger carriers increases until it dominates the
energy resolution. Multi site events from Compton scattering are the most important reason for
variations in the pulse shape in PCGe detectors and thus the most important cause of ballistic
deficits. As has been displayed in Fig. 2.3, Compton scattering is surpassed by photoelectric
absorption as the dominant interaction channel below 100 to 200 keV. With the disappearance
of Compton scattering also effects caused by the ballistic deficit disappear. A correction of
ballistic deficits therefore is mainly important at higher energies, which explains the differences
between the curves with the MSEC enabled and disabled in the top panel of Fig. 7.2.
The bottom panel of Fig. 7.2 shows that above 400 keV the MSEC method improves the
energy in average by roughly 50 eV. The improvement is not energy dependent. Below 400 keV
the improvement quickly drops and below 200 keV the MSEC method actually increases the
energy resolution. The summing operation of the MSEC method allows more noise to pass
through the shaping filter and thus is responsible for the increased energy resolution. This
increase becomes only noticeable at energies where ballistic deficit effects do not dominate.
The MSEC method accordingly is not suited for the low energetic region.
A large shaping time is one way to correct for ballistic deficits. In the absence of any other
correction, differences in the amount of ballistic deficit at different energies also render the
optimum shaping time energy dependent. This effect is illustrated in the second panel of
Fig. 7.2. The effect is reduced considerably if the MSEC is enabled, but not entirely removed.
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Figure 7.2: The energy resolution (top panel) and optimum shaping time (in the center) of the most
prominent peaks in the measured spectrum. The pseudo-Gaussian filter is used. The bot-
tom panel shows the difference between the resolution found with the MSEC enabled and
disabled.
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Figure 7.3: The energy resolution measured in a single spectrum processed with the pseudo-Gaussian
filter (6µs shaping time for MSEC enabled and 12µs for MSEC disabled). The resolution
displayed in Fig. 7.2 that was found with different shaping times at different energies is
then subtracted from the energy found in that spectrum. This difference is indicated as a
function of energy.
This suggest that the MSEC method is capable of removing an important fraction of the effects
caused by ballistic deficits but not all of them.
In a typical analysis the shaping time optimization is not performed for each peak individu-
ally, but a single shaping time is chosen and the entire spectrum calculated with that shaping
time. Most of the peaks therefore are not reconstructed with the most ideal shaping time
and the minimum resolution is not obtained. Such an analysis has been performed for both
situations, MSEC disabled and enabled. The shaping time that was used to reconstruct the
spectrum was selected by finding the optimum value at 1332.5 keV (12µs for the MSEC disable
and 6µs for the MSEC enabled). The spectra obtained with only a single shaping time is then
compared to the resolution that was found when the shaping time was optimized at each peak
individually. Fig. 7.3 presents the difference of the energy resolution obtained with a single
shaping time and the value found with the optimum shaping time. The maximal deviation
when the MSEC method is disabled is roughly 150 eV. When the MSEC method is enabled
then the loss in resolution is below 40 eV. With the pseudo-Gaussian filter and the MSEC
method enabled it is accordingly possible to analyze the entire energy range from 59.5 keV
up to 1460.8 keV with a single shaping time without any important losses in resolution. Ac-
cordingly, the MSEC method is particularly important for an analysis that only uses a single
shaping time over a large range of energies. This is the case for most applications in γ-ray
spectroscopy.
7.1.2 Differences between filters
The pseudo-Gaussian filter is quite powerful, particularly in combination with the MSEC
method. However, there are alternative filters that can be used. In Sec. 4.2 two additional
filters have been introduced, one that is ideal in the absence of ballistic deficits and 1/f noise
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Figure 7.4: The energy resolution and the optimum shaping time of the 59.5 keV and the 1332.5 keV
γ-ray lines for different filters. The x-axis value represents the width of the rounded-top.
The spectrum was only analyzed for a few discrete values of the shaping time, uncertainties
are thus not provided. Fluctuations in the optimum shaping time are however possible and
caused by statistical fluctuations in the respective spectrum.
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– the cusp filter – and one that is practical for situation with strong ballistic deficits – the
trapezoidal filter. The two filters have not been proposed in their traditional form, instead
additional moving average filters are used to bring the top portion of the filter into a round
shape. These filters therefore have an additional parameter that controls the width of the
rounded-top portion. Furthermore, these filters can also be combined with the MSEC method
to improve their ability to remove ballistic deficit effects.
The lines at 59.5 keV of 241Am and 1332.5 keV of 60Co have been selected from the measure-
ment used in the previous section to compare the performance of these two filters to the one
of the pseudo-Gaussian filter. The respective data are presented in Fig. 7.4.
It was established in the previous section that above 400 keV ballistic deficit effects play
an important role in PCGe detectors. This is expected to also be reflected in the filters
performance at these energies. Indeed, at 1332.5 keV and with MSEC enabled all filters are
similarly efficient and the differences between the filters are within the uncertainties. Also the
optimum shaping time is found within a small range of values. In the energy range, where
ballistic deficits dominate, the choice of a specific filter therefore does not matter much as long
as MSEC is enabled.
The picture is different (still at 1332.5 keV) if ballistic deficits are not corrected and the real
sensitivity of the filters to these effects appears. In that case, all filters require a high value
for the rounded-top width to remove as much of the ballistic deficits as possible. Moreover, all
filters have a tendency to slightly higher shaping times as this also helps to remove ballistic
deficits. The rounded-top cusp filter is least suited to be used in the presence of strong ballistic
deficit effects and even with a large rounded-top width it is not capable of matching the
performance of the other two filters. The pseudo-Gaussian filter performs slightly better,
however, the most ideal filter of the three is the rounded-top trapezoidal filter, which reaches
a performance comparable to the situation with MSEC enabled. In this configuration, the
trapezoidal filter also reaches the lowest value in the shaping time and it is thus the best choice
if no MSEC can be used.
At 59 keV the situation is quite different. Here ballistic deficits are small, thus the MSEC
method is not ideal and the obtained energy resolution when using the method worse or similar
to the one found without the correction. With no ballistic deficits present the rounded-top
cusp filter reaches its full noise reduction potential and thus the best performance of the three
filters. Both filters with an adjustable rounded-top perform best when the rounded-top width
is chosen small.
Some of the features that have been discussed in Sec. 4.2 on a theoretical level thus have been
confirmed by data. The filter’s behavior is tightly linked with the presence of ballistic deficit
effects and their performance in reducing noise. When ballistic deficits are present it is vital to
correct for these effects. Best suited to do this is the MSEC method, but also a rounded-top
trapezoidal filter can be used. In the absence of ballistic deficits (i.e. at low energies) a cusp
filter (with a small rounded-top width) should be used as this is the most ideal filter when it
comes to noise reduction. It is however important to note, that because of its slow falling form,
the cusp filter requires a much larger signal range and is not very suited for high count rate
measurements.
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Figure 7.5: The effect of data compression on the energy resolution and optimum shaping time of the
1332.5 keV γ-ray line. The compression value describes the number of samples that are
summed up prior to filtering.
compression 1 2 4 6 8 10
initialization [hours:min] 02:47 01:42 01:10 01:07 01:09 01:02
filtering [hours:min] 01:30 00:50 00:30 00:22 00:20 00:18
filter rate [events/sec] 7002 12676 21048 27691 31385 34147
data input [MB/sec] 67 121 200 264 299 325
Table 7.1: Benchmark of a typical analysis for different data compressions (compression of 1 means
uncompressed). Indicated are only the CPU (user) time, the system time (used for I/O
operations) is compression independent and roughly 20 min for the initialization and 17 min
for the filtering. The size of the data set was roughly 355 GB which corresponds to 38 million
events.
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7.1.3 Data compression
There is an additional filter parameter that was not discussed so far – data compression. This
parameter is not intended to improve the energy resolution of an analysis but to accelerate
the analysis of large data sets. This can be done by compressing the input signals before
filtering by averaging over a certain amount of samples. While most analysis programs (e.g.
GEANA) perform calculation in double precision (64 bit), the data sets often have a much
lower encoding defined by the FADC (i.e. 16 bit for this analysis). By summing up samples,
the sampling frequency is reduced, but the number of possible quantization levels is increased.
Therefore, data compression does not have to lead to a loss in energy resolution.
In Fig. 7.5 the energy resolution of the 1332.5 keV line is plotted for different compressions.
It can be seen, that the loss in energy resolution for a compression of 2 - 6 is not significant
for the measured data set, only for higher compression the energy resolution is increasingly
degraded. The same figure also points out that there is a strong correlation between shaping
time and compression: the higher the compression the larger the optimum shaping time. So,
for data at a high event rate the compression factor can be of importance.
Furthermore, compressing the data before filtering also will affect the behavior and efficiency
of the different filters. The effect of compression is to converge the pulse response of the different
filters and thus differences in their performance are reduced. At high compression the filter
thus perform similarly well.
The time required to analyze the entire data set of the mixed source measurement that was
used to study the filter performance in the previous sections was measured for the analysis
software GEANA at different compression parameters. The runtime was split up into the filter
initialization time, which is the time required to evaluate all necessary filter parameters as
described in Sec. 4.3.1 and the data filtering time, which is the time required to filter the entire
data set once. For the optimization step, 10 different shaping times and 2 choices for the MSEC
parameter (on/off) were tested. Event list generation was disabled for the data filtering, so
that the processing time is not dominated by the write speed of the system. The analysis was
run on a single Intel Xeon E5-2660 2.2 GHz CPU.
Table 7.1 lists the results of this comparison study. There is an important reduction in
the execution time going from uncompressed to a compression of 2 and 4 for both the filter
initialization and the data filtering. Further compression only slightly reduces the execution
time. The table also points out that GEANA can process 7 k events per second on a single CPU,
compressed even up to 34 k per second, once all filter parameters are defined. It demonstrates
the efficiency and speed of the implemented filter methods and proves that the software meets
the requirements of a fast data verification tool kit. However, the high demands on the data
input (up to 325 MB/s) illustrate also the limitation of the approach taken with GEANA.
For most applications the trade off in energy resolution is negligible compared to the speed
up of the program, hence compression is a powerful tool to reduce computation time, without
affecting the data quality. However, in the following section it is necessary to run the analysis at
the best possible filter performance, thus the data have not been compressed prior to filtering.
7.2 Measurement of the equivalent noise charge
The resolution of an electronic system usually is measured with a high resolution pulser, that
is inserted into an input (often a separate test input) to the system and analyzed at the output
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Figure 7.6: The pulser peak at roughly 200 keV in a measurement over a few hours. Some drifts are
visible in the pulser peak. The breaks in the data are caused by the program saving the
data to the server.
with the same procedure that usually is applied to signals from the detector. It thus is the
experimental substitute to the equivalent noise charge, which has been theoretically derived in
Sec. 4.1.6.
The pulser has its own intrinsic resolution, which often strongly is affected by environmental
parameters and hence fluctuates in time (see Fig. 7.6). Thus the resolution measured at the
output is often not only given by the resolution that can be reached with the electronic system,
but also contains traces from the pulser uncertainties.
In what follows, a novel method will be introduced that allows to extract the electronics
resolution (equivalent noise charge) directly from the data collected with a FADC system
and thus does not require a special pulser measurement. This method is also not sensitive
to uncertainties of the pulser and should therefore be more reliable than the standard analog
pulser method. To the authors knowledge this method has not yet been described in literature.
7.2.1 Software generated pulser signals
A typical signal from a germanium detector is usually stored to disk in such a way, that there
are sufficient samples before and after the actual charge pulse. The data taken in this work
feature a range of 164µs with the charge pulse being roughly placed in the center. The samples
in front of the charge pulse (the baseline) are important to remove the DC offset of the system
prior to filtering. The samples after the charge pulse (tail) are important to measure the decay
time of the charge sensitive preamplifier. Most of the time there is no signal from the detector
present in the baseline and the fluctuations of the samples in that region are only caused by
electronics noise. Thus these samples are the perfect playground to study the noise properties
of the electronics system.
The equivalent noise charge can be measured by adding a pulser like signal to the baseline.
In the simplest case the added pulse consists of a fast rising edge (step function) that is followed
by an exponential decaying tail. The decay time of the tail can be extracted from measured
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Figure 7.7: The analog pulser (at the test input of the preamplifier) and the software generated pulser
compared at different shaping times. The most ideal filter at 59.5 keV has been used (cusp
with 0.3µs rounded-top width and MSEC disabled). The baseline is of the same length for
both the analog and software pulser. In the lower panel σS is the resolution of the simulation
and σP of the pulser (FWHM). Uncertainties in the top panel are smaller than the markers
and not indicated.
detector pulses and then used for the generation of a pulser like signal. This artificially created
pulser signal is then analyzed with the shaping filter in analogue to the signals measured from
the detectors. The width of the peak that is observed in the spectrum due to this added
signal corresponds to the equivalent noise charge of a given electronics system analyzed with
a particular shaping filter.
This method can not give a realistic representation of nonlinearities of the system. The
pulser is only simulated at a single energy and thus only sensitive to a small region where
nonlinearities can be neglected.
7.2.2 Software versus analog generated pulser
The described method was applied to a measurement with an analog pulser (at roughly 200 keV)
connected to the test input while the detector was irradiated with a 241Am source. A software
generated pulse has been added to the baseline of the signals and the resulting resolution
compared with the resolution from the pulser signal observed in the data. This can be seen
in the top panel of Fig. 7.7 as a function of the shaping time. There is an offset between
the two measurements, however the lower panel in Fig. 7.7 shows that the offset is shaping
time independent and roughly 70 eV (0.04% of the pulse height) in size. In Fig. 7.6 it can be
seen that there are some drifts in the pulser position of that measurement. The offset can
be easily explained by these fluctuations of the pulser. The value found by the method is
accordingly not affected by pulser drifts. Different filters and other data are in good agreement
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Figure 7.8: The baseline reconstruction noise as a function of the length of the available baseline. The
noise that emerges because of a suboptimal baseline reconstruction is calculated from the
best resolution σ80 at a baseline of 80µs and the resolution at a reduced baseline σt. The
filters are chosen with a shaping time of 2.5µs and a rounded-top width of 0.3µs for the
rounded-top cusp filter.
with the presented plot, which means that the value is a meaningful value for the equivalent
noise charge.
7.2.3 Baseline shortening
A good reconstruction of the baseline offset is an important ingredient for a good reconstruction
of the pulse height of the signal (see Ref. [108] and the references therein for a detailed discussion
of baseline effects). The uncertainties related to the baseline offset can be handled as an
additional source of noise and it should therefore add in quadrature to the total resolution of
the setup. The baseline reconstruction is performed prior to filtering, in a range before the
charge pulse, thus it should not be affected by details of the pulse shape and the filter and so
it can not dependent on the energy.
The method that simulates a pulse in the baseline only allows for a limited amount of baseline
before the simulated signal and thus the quality of the baseline offset reconstruction will be
decreased. First, the baseline available is only roughly half of the entire signal length. This is
furthermore reduced as the shaping filter must be executed within a certain window around
the pulse and thus the software generated pulse must be placed at a certain distance from the
center of the signal to avoid overlaps. The rounded-top cusp filter requires a window of at least
8-10 times the shaping time to reach a good energy resolution (the pulse response only drops
of slowly towards the edges), the trapezoidal and pseudo-Gaussian filter require 4 times the
shaping time.
The effect of the baseline reduction is studied with actual data where 80µs of baseline are
available before the pulse. Fig. 7.8 shows the results for the pulser peaks at 200 keV and
the 59.5 keV γ-ray line. It can be seen that, as expected, the amount of additional noise in
the system increases if the baseline is reduced. The dependence of the pulser peak and the
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Figure 7.9: The resolution as a function of the shaping time for the 59.5 keV γ-ray line with MSEC
disabled and enabled. In addition a pulse in the baseline has been simulated with an average
shape of a pulse in the 59.5 keV γ-ray line.
59.5 keV γ-ray lines are very similar which shows that the noise introduced by an insufficiently
reconstructed baseline offset is not affected by details of the pulse shape. Thus, if the noise
that is added due to an insufficiently reconstructed baseline is known for a specified filter at
one energy then the same amount of noise is induced at all the other energies as well.
The noise depends on the filter that is used. The reason for this is that the ranges used for
the baseline offset reconstruction and the filtering actually overlap. The rounded-top cusp filter
requires a larger filter window and therefore has a larger overlap with the baseline range and
therefore is more susceptible to the baseline reconstruction compared to the pseudo-Gaussian
or rounded-top trapezoidal filter. The later one was omitted in Fig. 7.8 but follows exactly the
behavior of the pseudo-Gaussian filter.
As previously mentioned, the baseline noise adds in quadrature to the contributions from
other sources that broaden the peak. However, none of the analysis presented within this
thesis actually is affected by the additional baseline noise. The effect either is corrected by
measuring the baseline noise at a certain energy and then subtracting it from the measurement,
or it cancels such as in the analysis of the Fano factor, presented in Sec. 7.3.1.
7.2.4 Special consideration for the MSEC method
The MSEC method involves a nonlinear operation that sums up samples in the pulse depending
on its width. This filter can not be used directly with a pulser as the response of the filter to
a pulser signal is not the same as for a typical detector signal. This applies to both, an analog
pulser signal fed into the test input of the preamplifier and a software generated pulser in the
baseline.
The situation can be approached by finding the average pulse shape of a certain peak by
summing up all pulses in that peak and then use this average pulse to simulate a signal in the
baseline. The procedure was applied to the 59.5 keV γ-ray line in Fig. 7.9. It can be seen that
in both cases, the simulation as well as the actual measurement, the MSEC method leads to
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Croft [61] Lowe [109] Lepy [110] Papp [111] Wiens[112] Harkness [98]
0.112± 0.001 0.1057± 0.0002 0.0953± 0.0005 0.05-0.082 0.095± 0.006 0.099
0.1084± 0.0008
Table 7.2: A few selected values for the Fano factor from recent measurements.
an increased resolution and a higher shaping time. This effect has been mentioned previously
in Sec. 7.1.1 and is caused by the summing operation that is part of the MSEC algorithm.
Fig. 7.9 shows that using the average pulse indeed reproduces roughly what has been observed
for the MSEC method enabled in the data. However, at low shaping times the simulated curve
increases faster than the data. This shows that an estimation of the equivalent noise charge
of an analysis with the MSEC enabled must be considered with care. Studies that involve
an estimation of the equivalent noise charge (either coming from actual data or a simulation)
should avoid the usage of the MSEC method.
7.3 Fano factor
Above about 100 keV the energy resolution of a PCGe detector is not dominated by noise but
by charge carrier statistics and thus the Fano factor. It is therefore surprising that the exact
value of the Fano factor in germanium still seems to be an open issue. In 1970 Zulliger [113]
considered the matter as basically settled with theoretical models and experimental measure-
ments converging on a value around 0.05. However, with the introduction of HPGe detectors
it became clear that the extrapolation to infinite charge collecting field conditions used by
many earlier authors underestimated the Fano factor. In 1991, Croft measured a value of 0.11
and asked for more measurements to finally settle the matter [61]. However his call remained
mostly unheard. Only recently, the interest in the Fano factor has been revived and a few
new studies [98, 110, 112] published that found values in agreement with Croft (see Table 7.2).
However, there are also other authors that measured much lower values, particularly in the
energy region below 20 keV [111]. Some basic consideration about the origin of the Fano factor
have been discussed in Sec. 2.3.2. The intention of this section is to follow Crofts call for more
measurements and use a few selected data of good quality to perform such an analysis.
7.3.1 Analysis procedure
Neglecting any loss in energy resolution that is due to incomplete charge collection, the Fano
factor is expressed as:
F =
(σ2T − σ2N )
E
, (7.1)
where σT is the energy resolution (variance not FWHM) of a γ-ray line at an energy E and σN
the equivalent noise charge observed with the same filter configuration as used to measure the
γ-ray line. The average energy required to create an electron-hole-pair  has been measured
for germanium and was found to be 2.96 eV, which will be used throughout this dissertation.
Eq. 7.1 states that to measure the Fano factor at a given energy it is required to know the
equivalent noise charge at a given energy. Often an additional pulser measurement is used.
However, it has been seen in the previous discussion that it can not be assured that the pulser
is stable over a sufficiently long time scale. Thus it is more convenient to use the procedure
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describe in Sec. 7.2 that finds the equivalent noise charge directly from a given data set, not
requiring a pulser being present. The equivalent noise charge must be calculated with the
same method that is also used for the analysis of the data. However, it only can make use
of a restricted amount of the total baseline. Accordingly, the baseline of the measured data
must be restricted to the same length as the range available for the equivalent noise charge
simulation. The effect of a reduced baseline affects both, measurement and extraction of the
equivalent noise charge in the same way. The effect accordingly cancels when calculating the
Fano factor.
Tailing effect in a peak are of different origin than the Fano factor (mostly from ballistic
deficit and incomplete charge collection). The tails should therefore not be included into the
energy resolution that is used for calculating the Fano factor. Instead the equation that has
been described in Sec. 4.2.7 is used for fitting the peaks and only the variance of the Gaussian
term taken for the analysis.
The evaluation of the Fano factor has been performed with the data set used in Sec. 7.1,
however, was reduced to the most prominent γ-ray lines (more than 105 counts in the peak).
Weak lines introduce strong uncertainties when it comes to the calculation of the Fano factor
(because of the subtraction of two squared resolutions) and it is more reliable to exclude them.
The entire data set has been processed for any possible combination of the pseudo-Gaussian,
rounded-top cusp and trapezoidal filter (a selection of rounded-top width was used) and a
variety of shaping times (2-14µs). The MSEC method was disabled. For each combination
of filter parameters the equivalent noise charge has been additionally found with the new
procedure outlined in Sec. 7.2 (software generated pulser). From Eq. 7.1 it is then possible to
calculate the Fano factor for a given γ-ray line.
7.3.2 Energy dependence of the Fano factor
The Fano factor is a constant defined by material properties and thus should not be dependent
on the filter that is used for the energy reconstruction. Nonetheless, if the filter is not ideal
it will leave artifacts in the peak shape that must be disentangle from the contributions of
charge carrier statistics. Particularly effects, such as ballistic deficits, that do not affect the
measurement of the equivalent noise charge in the same manner as the γ-ray line introduce
systematic uncertainties. This problematic can be avoided by choosing a filter that reduces
these effects sufficiently so that they can be neglected. The filter with the lowest FWHM
(including contributions from the tail) has therefore been chosen for each γ-ray line separately
to be used in the measurement of the Fano factor. The minimization of the FWHM assures
that the filter does neither produce strong tails nor a large variance in the peak.
The evaluation of the Fano factor depends on an exact measure of the equivalent noise
charge, thus the MSEC method should not be used and was disabled for the entire analysis.
The Fano factor as a function of energy is plotted in Fig. 7.10. There seems to be a slight
energy dependence, thus, a function of the form F (E) = A+B ·E was fitted to the data. Indeed
this fit is slightly better (χ2/dof = 4.6, with dof being the number of degrees of freedom) than
if the Fano factor is assumed to be a constant (χ2/dof = 4.7). The latter finds an value of
0.1076± 0.0005 for the Fano factor.
An energy dependent Fano factor has previously been observed in silicon [62] but not yet
been confirmed by other independent measurements. Moreover, in the absence of a good model
for the physics behind the Fano factor such an dependence can not be excluded. Therefore, the
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Figure 7.10: The measured Fano factor for the different γ-ray lines. The shaping time and the width
of the rounded-top (negative values correspond to the cusp, positive values to trapezoidal
and zero to the pseudo-Gaussian filter) are indicated for each line separately.
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Figure 7.11: A global fit to the energy resolution (here the variance not the FWHM) of a mixed source
measurement. The filter used is the trapezoidal filter with a top width of 3µs and 6µs
shaping time (MSEC disabled).
measured energy dependence can indeed have a physical background and must not be entirely
due to systematic effects. The difference between the two models however is small and thus
there is no conclusive evidence for an energy dependence.
In addition, the χ2/dof is large, which hints that there are some systematic effects that are
not entirely considered. The most probable origin of unconsidered systematics is the fitmodel
that has been used. This often does not perfectly describe the data, especially in the region
above and bellow the peak. The spectrum in that region can be polluted by contributions from
other γ-ray lines and thus not follow the model used in the fit. When it comes to finding the
resolution of the peak these deviation can affect the final value considerably.
7.3.3 Global fit of the energy resolution
When the same shaping time is used for all peaks in the spectrum, then also the noise resolution
at each line must be constant. The noise can then be handled as an additional fit parameter
and the energy dependence of the energy resolution fitted with Eq. 4.28.
The MSEC method affects the equivalent noise charge differently for different peak, thus it
can not be used in this study. Instead, the rounded-top trapezoidal filter with a rounded-top
width of 3µs is used. It has the best performance in the presence of ballistic deficit effects,
however, it is not very good when it comes to noise reduction. At low energy, compared to
other filter, more of the noise will remain. This however, should not effect the measurement of
the Fano factor as it increases both the resolution of the noise (equivalent noise charge) and
the energy resolution in the same way.
The results of a fit over the entire energy range are presented in Fig. 7.11. The value for the
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Fano factor of 0.1076± 0.0007 is identical to the value evaluated in the previous section. The
χ2/dof = 3.8 for the global fit is better as for the energy dependent fits. This measurement
seems therefore to be less affected by certain systematics.
The presented study strongly suggests that a Fano factor close to the value found by Croft
is most likely to be correct. Both method that have been presented found a value in good
agreement with each other and close to the value found by Croft. Although there is a hint that
the Fano factor might be energy dependent the trend is not compatible with a value in the
range around 0.05-0.08, even at very low energies. A possible explanation for the low values,
particularly at low energies, found by some studies might be a pulser measurement with slight
drifts. If these effects are not carefully monitored it is easy to overestimate the pulser resolution
and thus find a much lower value for the Fano factor. This is particularly true at low energy,
where the resolution is dominated by noise, not the Fano factor. In the energy range that
has been studied the contribution from statistical fluctuations in the number of charge carriers
dominates. Thus, the a value found in that range is less prone to systematics.
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This chapter will present the results from the characterization measurements of the two de-
tectors – Asterix and Obelix – that were introduced in Sec. 5.2. These two detectors have
been modified by changing the point contact size and the width of the groove. Asterix was
characterized in three configurations, Obelix only in two. Some of the studied objects have
been introduced in the previous chapter. The remaining topics will be briefly explained before
the results on the different point contact sizes are presented.
8.1 Energy resolution
The energy resolution is one of the most important characteristics of a germanium detector. As
discussed in the previous chapter, at low energies electronics noise has an important impact on
the energy resolution. Thus, the reduction of the point contact size should also translate into an
improvement in energy resolution. The resolution at high energies is dominated by statistical
fluctuations and not electronics noise. However, the size of the point contact is affecting the
pulse shape and with changes in the pulse shape the intensity of ballistic deficits changes,
thus introducing variations in the resolution. This effects are small, strong deviations between
different point contact sizes therefore hint that the detector is not functioning properly.
This section discusses these aspect by comparing the energy resolution of the γ-ray line at
59.5 keV of 241Am, the 1332.5 keV line of 60Co and the 2614.5 keV line of 228Th for the different
point contact sizes of the two detectors.
8.1.1 Low energy region (241Am)
It has been established that at 59.5 keV ballistic deficits are small and do not need to be
corrected (see Sec. 7.1.1). Therefore, the MSEC method for the analysis of the 241Am data
was disabled. Furthermore, in Sec. 7.1 it was found that the rounded-top cusp filter with a
rounded-top width of 0.3µs performs best of all the presented filters. This filter was accordingly
selected for the analysis of the measurements presented in this section.
The optimum shaping time is fixed through the evaluation of the noise corner, the shaping
time at which the resolution takes the lowest value. The respective curves are shown in Fig. 8.1
for the different detector configurations. The noise corner is shifted with each change in
point contact size to a lower shaping time. This reflects a reduction in voltage noise which
directly is affected by the capacitance of the detector. The energy resolution improves for both
detectors between the first and second configuration. The improvement is smaller after the
last reprocessing step of Asterix.
In Fig. 8.2 the shape of the 59.5 keV line in the up to three configuration is shown. Although
important in number, on a logarithmic scale, the differences between the configurations are
relatively small. The peaks follow nearly a Gaussian distribution, however, in the second
and third configuration there are also small tailing contributions. The amplitude of the tail
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Figure 8.1: The energy resolution of the 59.5 keV γ-ray line as a function of the filter shaping time
(rounded-top cusp with a rounded-top width of 0.3µs) for Asterix (top panel) and Obelix
(bottom panel). The uncertainties are small compared to the size of the markers and omitted.
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Detector γ-ray Config. Filter, MSEC, Opt. Shaping Resolution
line [keV] top width [µs] time [µs] FWHM [keV]
Asterix
59.5
Phase 1 cusp, off, 0.3 3.5 0.477± 0.001
Phase 2 cusp, off, 0.3 3.0 0.447± 0.001
Phase 3 cusp, off, 0.3 2.5 0.438± 0.001
1332.5
Phase 1 cusp, on, 1.8 4.0 1.571± 0.007± 0.008
Phase 2 cusp, on, 1.8 4.0 1.572± 0.004± 0.003
Phase 3 cusp, on, 1.8 8.0 1.595± 0.004± 0.004
2614.5
Phase 1 cusp, on, 1.8 8.0 2.370± 0.008± 0.008
Phase 2 cusp, on, 1.8 8.0 2.326± 0.008± 0.003
Phase 3 cusp, on, 1.8 8.0 2.330± 0.008± 0.005
Obelix
59.5
Phase 1 cusp, off, 0.3 2.5 0.521± 0.001
Phase 2 cusp, off, 0.3 3.0 0.461± 0.001
1332.5
Phase 1 cusp, on, 1.8 8.0 1.712± 0.008± 0.004
Phase 2 cusp, on, 1.8 8.0 1.702± 0.011± 0.006
2614.5
Phase 1 cusp, on, 1.8 8.0 2.637± 0.007± 0.015
Phase 2 cusp, on, 1.8 10.0 2.586± 0.007± 0.009
Table 8.1: The energy resolution (FWHM of Gaussian plus tails) for various γ-ray lines measured with
the two detectors in their different configurations. The first uncertainty of the FWHM is
from the fit. The second uncertainty comes from variations between different filters at higher
energies that all produce very similar results (only values from the rounded-top cusp with
a rounded-top width of 1.8µs are provided). At 59.5 keV only one filter has been studied
(rounded-top cusp filter with a rounded-top width of 0.3µs) thus there is no systematic
uncertainty coming from the selection of a particular filter.
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Figure 8.2: The 59.5 keV γ-ray line in the different configurations of the two detectors. The tails below
the peak are below the uncertainties and thus were not considered during the fit procedure.
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Figure 8.3: The γ-ray lines at 1332.5 keV and 2614.5 keV for the different point contact sizes of the two
detectors. The tails in some of the data are smaller than the uncertainties. In these cases
the tail was not drawn.
remains at least an order of magnitude smaller than the Gaussian peak. The resolution and
filter configurations of the γ-ray line depicted in that figure are also summarized in Table 8.1.
8.1.2 High energy region (60Co and 228Th)
In contrast to the low energy region, at higher energies ballistic deficits are of importance.
This not only requires the usage of the MSEC method, it also is not straight forward to
define the most ideal filter at these energies. The resolution of the respective γ-ray lines is
dominated by the charge carrier statistics, compared to which, both, the contribution from
electronics noise and the peak deterioration caused by ballistic deficits are small (at least when
the MSEC is enabled). The shaping time dependency of the resolution is therefore weak. In this
situation, not physical properties or filter efficiencies are defining the ideal filter and shaping
time, instead small fluctuations in the distribution of events within a peak are sufficient to
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favor one configuration over another.
In order to process the 60Co and 228Th data the rounded-cusp filter with a rounded-top
width of 1.8µs was selected. All filters perform similar, hence this choice is rather arbitrary
and might be better for a certain detector configuration than for another. The data are also
processed with 6 other filters to calculate the variation between the different filters. This
number is provided as a systematic uncertainty that describes the bias introduced by selecting
a particular filter instead of the optimum one for each configuration. These uncertainties are
indicated in Table 8.1 in addition to the uncertainties from the fit and are of the same order
of magnitude. The shaping time of each filter was selected by searching the noise corner.
At high energies, the resolution improves slightly when moving from the first to the second
configuration. The capacitance should only affect the electronics noise, which is a small contri-
bution to the resolution at high energies, therefore this small improvement is predicted. Unex-
pected is the behavior of Asterix at its third point contact size. The resolution at 1332.5 keV
is deteriorated with respect to the second point contact size while it remains constant at
2614.5 keV. It is not clear what the cause for this observation might be. Although great care
is given to exclude systematic uncertainties coming from the experimental setup it is hardly
possible to exclude them to this level of precision. The effect, however, seems to be consistent
and not only is observed in different measurements but also for three lines in the 228Th mea-
surement that are in close proximity to the 1332.5 keV 60Co γ-ray line: the 1620.7 keV line of
212Bi, the DEP at 1592.5 keV of 208Tl and the 1460.8 keV γ-ray line of 40K. If an understanding
of the increased resolution of these γ-rays is crucial to the operation of such a detector in a
certain experiment further investigation would be necessary, however, this is not the case here.
Fig. 8.3 presents the peak shape of the 1332.5 keV and 2614.5 keV lines for the two detectors.
None of the configurations has important tailing, the tails described by the hypermet function
(see Sec. 4.2.7) is usually one to two order of magnitude smaller than the Gaussian part of the
fit. Thus, neither incomplete charge collection nor ballistic deficit effects strongly impact the
peak shape at any of the studied energies.
8.2 Equivalent noise charge
It has been shown that the equivalent noise charge depends on the shaping time and that for
a low shaping time the voltage noise and for a high shaping time the current noise dominates.
A method to measure the equivalent noise charge has been outlined in Sec. 7.2. The method is
now used to extract the different noise contributions that are present in measurements of the
detectors with different point contact sizes.
8.2.1 Shaping time dependency
Three measurements of a similar length (1 h) with a single 241Am source at 15 cm distance from
the cryostat’s end cap and a dynamic range of 250 keV have been selected for this analysis.
The data have been processed for a variety of shaping times (0.6-7.0µs) once with a range
adopted so that a pulser could have been generated in software in the baseline, and once with
the normal range and no simulation of a pulser in the baseline. When a pulser is simulated in
the baseline then filters with a large shaping time have to use a small window to reconstruct
the baseline which creates additional noise (see Sec. 7.2.3). The two different analysis, one with
a long and one with a reduced baseline, allow to extract the additional baseline reconstruction
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Figure 8.4: The curves of the equivalent noise charge on a logarithmic and linear scale for the different
point contact sizes of Asterix. Additionally, fits to the current and voltage noise are displayed
(dashed lines). The uncertainties are smaller than the markers and omitted.
Detector, Point contact Opt. Shaping FWHM Voltage noise V Current noise I
Phase Radius [mm] Time [µs] [eV] [keV2 · µs] [keV2/µs]
Asterix, 1 8.4 3.5 348.8± 1.3 0.2007± 0.0003 0.0186± 0.0001
Asterix, 2 5.0 2.5 310.8± 1.9 0.1298± 0.0007 0.0183± 0.0001
Asterix, 3 2.5 2.5 299.3± 1.6 0.1026± 0.0004 0.0194± 0.0001
Obelix, 1 8.2 2.5 408.1± 1.4 0.2144± 0.0008 0.0332± 0.0001
Obelix, 2 5.2 2.5 335.9± 1.9 0.1458± 0.0019 0.0204± 0.0004
Table 8.2: An overview over the important parameters of the noise analysis for the two detectors at
different point contact sizes. The fit parameters V and I to the voltage, respectively, the
current noise are given in the last two columns.
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Figure 8.5: The curves of the equivalent noise charge on a logarithmic and linear scale for different
point contact sizes of Obelix. Additionally, fits to the current and voltage noise are displayed
(dashed lines). The uncertainties are smaller than the markers and omitted.
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Detector, Radius Leakage current [pA]
Phase [cm] Canberra Fit
Asterix, 1 0.84 20 29.4± 0.1
Asterix, 2 0.50 10-20 28.8± 0.2
Asterix, 3 0.25 10-20 30.9± 0.2
Obelix, 1 0.82 50-60 55.5± 0.2
Obeliix, 2 0.52 10-20 32.6± 0.7
Table 8.3: A comparison between the leakage current extracted from the fit (assuming a 5 GΩ feedback
resistor at 110 K and Fi = 1 for an infinite cusp filter) and the values measured by Canberra
with a picoampermeter.
noise from the 59.5 keV γ-ray line. This noise can then be subtracted in quadrature from the
pulser simulation to find a corrected estimation of the equivalent noise charge.
Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5 present the outcome of this procedure for the three configurations of
Asterix and two configurations of Obelix, respectively. As expected, the reduction of the point
contact size improves the noise resolution. Furthermore, the noise corner is shifted to lower
shaping times with decreasing capacitance. The resolution at the noise corner and the optimum
shaping time are indicated in Table 8.2. For both detectors the value of the equivalent noise
charge continuously improves when the point contact size is reduced. The best equivalent noise
charge obtained is roughly 300 eV at the smallest point contact size of Asterix. This value is
roughly 20% better than the manufacture’s specifications of the preamplifier system.
8.2.2 Behavior of the voltage and current
The dependency of the noise resolution on the shaping time has been fitted with a function of
the form:
Q2(Ts) =
V
Ts
+ I · Ts +A (8.1)
This formula follows Eq. 4.20 with the fitting variables corresponding to the voltage noise
V = e2nFeC
2
tot and the current noise I = i
2
nFi at the shaping filters output. The 1/f noise has
been found negligible in any of the fits and thus A was set to zero. The values found for these
two variables in the fitting procedure are listed in Table 8.2.
The electronics setup has not be altered in the different configuration, thus the only value
that is allowed to be changed must be related to the detector capacitance. Next to the 1/f
noise which has been neglected only the voltage noise is affected by the detector capacitance.
The voltage noise is proportional to the square of the sum of the capacitances in the electronics
circuit C2tot and thus with a reduction of the point contact size also the voltage noise is expected
to be lowered. This behavior indeed can be observed for both detectors after the point contact
size has been altered.
The entire surface between the two electrodes was refurbished in the process of changing
the size of the point contact. This area is the most probable origin of leakage currents and
thus any alteration of the point contact changes leakage currents. Together with the feedback
resistor, leakage currents contribute to the current noise. The current noise thus is also affected
by the reprocessing of the detector. According to Canberra the feedback resistor is 5 GΩ and
kept at roughly 110 K, thus it is possible to calculate the leakage current from the fit. The
respective values (see Table 8.3) agree reasonably well with the measurement conducted by
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Canberra before shipping the detectors. The fit to the current noise for Asterix suggests that
the current noise was reduced with the first reprocessing and then increased with the second
reprocessing, however, the differences are relatively small. On the contrary, after reprocessing
Obelix the current noise is reduced considerably. Obelix started with a relative high current
noise and approached in the second configuration what was previously observed for Asterix.
Still, the current noise in Obelix remained slightly worse, than what have been observed in any
configuration of Asterix. Overall, the observed leakage currents are rather on the high side and
currently the limiting contribution to the current noise. This must be taken into consideration
to improve the resolution any further and might actually require some considerable efforts such
as another rework of the groove.
The voltage noise at the output of the shaping filter is proportional to the square of the
sum of the capacitances. Furthermore, the total shunt capacitance can be split up into the
contributions from the detector and other capacitance in parallel to the detector Ctot = Cd+Cp.
The reduction of the contact size only affects the detector’s capacitance Cd while the sum of
the remaining capacitance Cp is constant. Although the total voltage noise can be found from
the fit for each detector geometry, it is not possible to entangle the multiplication factors e2nFe
and the two shunt capacitances Cd + Cp without any assumptions. A relation between the
detector capacitance and the point contact radius has been provided in Eq. 3.1. If we assume
that this form is correct for the two detectors, then the voltage noise can be expressed as:
V = e2nFe (Cp + 2piε0εrr)
2 , e2n =
8kT
3gm
, (8.2)
where r is the radius of the point contact. The shaping factor Fe can be calculated from the
impulse response of the shaping filter. Its value is 1 for the infinite cusp which should be
close to the filter used in this analysis. The equation does not include the conversion factors
required between V and en which can be derived from the definition of the equivalent noise
charge. Thus the equation consists of two free parameters, so if at least two configurations of
the point contact size have been measured then the system of equations is determined and the
individual values can be calculated. A fit of this function to the point contact sizes at which
the current noise was evaluated is shown in Fig. 8.6 for Asterix. Only two data points are
available for Obelix, the displayed curve corresponds to a simple calculation of the two free
variables and no uncertainties are provided. In both cases, the value for Cp is larger than what
is expected from just the feedback capacitance (according to Canberra Cf = 0.5 pF). On the
other side, the value for the transconductance gm of the order of 10 mS indeed is in the typical
range of a FET.
Next to this model it was also tested if it would be more accurate to assume the point
contact detector as a parallel plate capacitor. In that case the capacitance is related to the
radius through:
C =
ε0εrpir
2
d
, (8.3)
where d is the separation of the two plates in the parallel plate capacitor. In order to test
this model a certain value for the transconductance needs to be assumed. For simplicity the
value found by the first model was used. The fit of this model to the data points of Asterix in
Fig. 8.6 is a more accurate description of the observed curves. The value for Cp, however, is of
the same magnitude as what was found by the first model. Still, this shows that the studied
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Figure 8.6: Fit of different models to the observed voltage noise. The variables are the amplifiers
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by the equations mentioned in the labels. The first model follows Eq. 3.1 the second assumes
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h. The second model uses the value found for the transconductance in the first model as a
fixed value.
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geometry is closer to a parallel plate capacitor and the point contact not sufficiently small so
that Eq. 8.6 is a good description.
If it is assumed that no component of the voltage noise except the capacitance of the de-
tector changed then the presented results show that the voltage noise is not dominated by the
detector’s capacitance, instead other capacitances in the system are dominating. Therefore, a
potential improvement requires an adequate upgrade of the electronics.
8.3 High voltage scans
High voltage scans are important to establish the voltage at which a detector is fully depleted
and thus can be best operated. The measurements have been performed at voltage steps of
20 V (from 700 V to the operation voltage) with an 241Am source and the smallest setting for
the dynamic range. An additional measurement has been taken with a 60Co source and the
intermediate amplification stage, however the results are almost identical. Thus, the discussion
here is limited to the 241Am source measurement. The data set has been processed with a
rounded-top cusp filter with a rounded-top width of 0.3µs. The measurement at the highest
measured voltage has been taken as the reference measurement. The data sets have all been
processed with the method that simulates a pulser in the baseline.
8.3.1 241Am and pulser resolution
The resolution of the simulated pulser and the 241Am line at 59.5 keV are represented in the
top and middle panel of Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8 for Asterix, respectively, Obelix. For both detec-
tors, the two configurations with the larger contact size are quite similar and also comparable
between detectors. A region of a fast decreasing resolution is followed by a region of slowly
increasing resolution before finally a constant value is reached. The point where the resolution
reaches a constant value usually is the depletion voltage, but as the resolution increases only
weakly over a relatively large voltage range it is hard to pinpoint the exact location of full
depletion. A possible explanation for the intermediate slowly decreasing region is provided
by Eq. 2.6. Once the p-type region is depleted also depletion into the p+ region takes place.
Thus, the capacitance still decreases above the voltage where the p-type region is depleted.
This further reduces electronics noise and improves the resolution. At high voltages the field
configuration in the detector furthermore is more uniform, which reduces regions of low drift
velocity that are prone to charge trapping. In both situations the depletion voltage would be
found where the intermediate region and the region with a fast decreasing resolution meet.
This is also supported by the simulated depletion voltages from Sec. 5.2.1. They were found
to be approximately 1640 V for Asterix and 1720 V for Obelix in these two configuration and
therefore lower than what is observed in the measurements.
In the third configuration of Asterix the intermediate region does not exist and a fast drop
in resolution can be observed at roughly 1760 V. This voltage is in good agreement with the
simulated depletion voltage of 1720 V. The fast drop at this voltage is most probably caused by
the formation of an undepleted bubble in the center of the detector that exists just below the
depletion voltage. The effect was discussed in Sec. 5.1.2. The electric field in the bubble region
is zero and charge carrier displacement limited to diffusion. The pulse shape is not clearly
defined and the charge collection efficiency is low which explains a sharp change in resolution
once the undepleted bubble disappears.
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Figure 8.7: The resolution of the 59.5 keV γ-ray line, the simulated pulser (noise) and the charge
carrier statistics as a function of the voltage for Asterix. The charge carrier statistics is the
difference (in quadrature) of the two other curves. The transparent shaded areas are the
uncertainties of the respective measurements.
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of the respective measurements.
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In the bottom panel of Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.8 the difference between the resolution of the
59.5 keV line and the pulser (subtracted in quadrature) is plotted as a function of the depletion
voltage. This corresponds roughly to uncertainties from charge carrier statistics and is the
same as the Fano factor. Above the depletion voltage it is constant, which supports the
assumption of complete charge collection made in Sec. 7.3.1. Below the depletion voltage,
the value increases, which means that effects such as incomplete charge collection and pulse
shape variations are the main source of uncertainties. The value classifying the charge carrier
statistics is still constant well into the region where the resolution slowly is increasing. This
furthermore supports a depletion voltage that lays at a voltage well below the constant region.
It is possible to explain the discrepancy between simulated depletion voltage and measure-
ments with uncertainties in the description of the impurity concentration in the detector. Next
to a gradient along the height there most likely is also a radial gradient, that was not consid-
ered. Furthermore, the exact values of the impurities were given with a precision of roughly
10%. This leaves plenty of space for alternative impurity distributions that can explain the
observed effects.
A specific systematics that needs to be considered for high voltage scans are hysteresis effects.
The detector must not behave in the same manner when the voltage is increased than when
it is decreased. In both cases, once the voltage reaches a certain level it takes a certain time
for the detector to settle and reach constant operation conditions. In order to exclude these
effects additional measurements with 241Am and 60Co have been conducted for all detectors
configurations. These measurements are all consistent with what has been presented here.
As previously mentioned the voltage scans have been performed from the operational voltage
downwards. In that way no temporal effects (i.e. relaxations) have been observed.
8.3.2 Relative peak position and pulse rise time
The depletion of a detector furthermore can be studied through the relative position of the re-
constructed peak in the energy spectrum. Fig. 8.9 shows this dependency for the two detectors.
Similar to what was observed for the resolution, the curves for the first two configurations are
very similar to each other. The final peak position is only slowly approached with increasing
high voltage. Around 2000 V for Asterix and 2400 V for Obelix there seems to be a weak dent
in the peak position, which might be related to the full depletion of the detector. Above this
voltage the peak position still deviates by about 5% from the highest value. The same expla-
nations that were given to describe the slowly increasing region in the previous section also
apply here. Instead of the capacitance, in this case however the depletion width is relevant.
The detector at high voltages is depleted further into the p+ region; charge carriers can drift
closer to the central electron before being absorbed, will reach higher values in the weighting
potential and induce a larger pulse into the electrode.
The situation is again different for Asterix at the geometry with the smallest point contact
size. There is a fast drop around the depletion voltage and below the fast drop the recon-
structed position increases again for roughly 50 V. The increase can be as well explained by
an undepleted bubble. Such a bubble forces the charge carriers to diffuse and thus they are
either lost or collected with a delay. This is furthermore supported by the average rise time of
events, depicted in the bottom panels of Fig. 8.9. The charge pulse of events at this voltage
takes considerably longer to rise; the pulse shape of these events is very similar to slow events
originating in the transition layer. It can be assumed that the mechanics governing their shape
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Figure 8.9: Top panel: The relative position of the 59.5 keV line for Asterix (top) and Obelix (bottom).
The measurements have been calibrated in relation to the measurement at the highest volt-
age. The uncertainties on the position are not visible. Bottom panel: The rise time (10-90%)
as a function of the high voltage. Also here are the uncertainties small.
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is also alike and thus should be diffusion.
The operational voltage of Asterix was fixed at 3000 V for its Phase 1 and 2 configuration and
2500 V for its Phase 3 configuration; the one for Obelix at 4000 V for both configurations. The
operational voltage, thus, is sufficiently into the plateau to exhibit a constant resolution and
peak position. However, only a few hundred of Volts below the operational voltage degradations
starts to play a role. Effects in the range 2-5% are easily realized.
8.4 Collimated measurements near the surface
Two sets of collimated measurements have been taken at the operational voltage of the detec-
tors. The first set has been taken on the scanning table with an 241Am source. The automated
procedure allows to take measurements on a fine grid (roughly 2 mm separation between two
points). The second set has been taken with a 133Ba source that was placed in the bore-hole of
a large Na(I) detector to track the coincidental emission of two γ-rays at energies of 81.0 keV
and 356.0 keV. This measurement was performed manually and therefore restricted to a single
horizontal line along the center of the detector (5 mm spacing). In both measurements the
collimated γ-rays interact close to the surface in a confined space. Thus, results from measure-
ments can be compared to simulations from ADL3, without requiring extensive Monte Carlo
simulations to establish the distribution of interactions within the detector.
The simulated pulses represent the charge that is induced into the electronic circuit not the
actual pulse shape that is measured. The measured pulse is affected by the electronics chain
which adds some shaping and noise to the signal. In theory, the effects of the electronics can be
studied by measuring the response of the system to a sharp pulser signal. Such a measurement
has been performed, however, suffers from two weakness:
• The pulser feed into the test input of the preamplifier must have a very sharp rising edge
to not affect the pulse response measurement through the finite rise time of the pulser
signal. The Hewlett Packard 8007B Pulse Generator has a rise time of roughly 5 ns,
however, it seems that this still affects the impulse response of the electronics system.
• Many pulser signals will be measured, which need to be averaged, to reduce the effect
of electronics noise. The averaging procedure requires some sort of alignment. The
measured signals have been aligned by the maxima of their current pulse. However,
this method also adds a bias. The results would have been more precise, if the pulser
signal were additionally feed into the FADC to establish a coincidence. Unfortunately,
until recently, this method was not thought off, therefore such a measurement was not
performed.
Furthermore, a measurement also contains traces of special pulses (i.e. slow pulses) that
are explained by a simplified model and not yet implemented in ADL3. Even if it would
be possible to consider all these effects it is still not assured that the electrical field in the
detector can be perfectly described by the simulation. Particularly the effect of gradients in
the impurity concentration on the electric field is large, however, impurity concentrations can
not be measured completely throughout the detector.
As a discussion of all these problematics is complex and far beyond the scope of this dis-
sertation only a generic comparison directly between simulated pulses and measurements will
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be made and all the complications left aside. It will be seen, that the gain from a generic
description is satisfactory.
8.4.1 Coincidental measurement with a NaI(Tl) detector
The radio isotope 133Ba emits two coincidental γ-particles at energies of 81.0 keV and 356.0 keV.
Thus, when an event is observed in the 81.0 keV peak it should coincide with an event of
356.0 keV in the NaI(Tl) detector. The energy resolution in of the NaI(Tl) detector that is
used in this study is poor. However, the response is sufficient to track the onset of the signal.
The position of the maxima of all peaks, that are observed simultaneously with a 81.0 keV event
are located. The time difference between the position of this signal in the NaI(Tl) detector
and the maximum of the current pulse is then filled into a histogram. The observed spectrum
is flat except for the location where the coincidental γ-ray is detected and where a sharp peak
is observe. This peak provides a rough estimation for the position-dependent drift time of the
charge carriers in the germanium detector.
The results are plotted in the right panel of Fig. 8.10 at different radii. As expected, with
increasing radii also the drift time increases. On the left panel of Fig. 8.10 the same effect
is represented from simulation. It can be seen that the shape of the curve matches the data.
Also the relative differences between the different point contact sizes is well explained by the
simulation. The absolute values of the simulations and the measurements do not match: For
simulations the onset of the pulse can be defined relative precisely, for the measured data the
location of the maximum of the NaI(Tl) signal was used. The response time of the NaI(Tl)
detector is about 100 ns, which corresponds roughly to the observed difference between data
and measurement.
The coincidence measured in the NaI(Tl) detector can be used to correctly align the signals
in the germanium detector. This procedure was used to find the average pulse shape of signals
from a given radius represented in Fig. 8.11. The difference between the simulated signal and
the measured signal comes from electronics components, which shapes the signal obtained from
the germanium detector and thus brings it into the measured form. Except of these differences
the signals seem to match the simulation well, particularly the drift time of the average pulse
roughly matches what the simulation predicts. However, signals that originate close to the
center of the diode rise slightly faster in the data while signals at a large radius rise slightly
slower than simulated.
8.4.2 Relative position
Measurements with a collimated 241Am source at various radius can be used to investigate
regions with charge trapping within the detector. In these measurements, energy is deposited
close to the surface in a very restricted area of the detector. The charge carriers then drift
through the entire detection volume, to be collected at the point contact. If they encounter a
region with increased charge trapping then some of the charge carriers will not contribute to the
signal that is induced into the electrode and the pulse height and shape altered. Even, if charge
trapping is homogeneous throughout the detector, it should be visible in this measurement, as
the length of the charge carrier’s trajectory depends on the initial position. With long tracks
the chance for a charge carriers to be trapped increases, thus trapping effect must be stronger
at large radii from the center of the detector.
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Figure 8.10: The average drift time of a signal that originates from a given radius for the two detectors
at different point contact sizes. The left panel represents simulations, the right panel actual
data.
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Figure 8.11: The average pulse shape from the coincidence measurement (solid lines) as a function of the
distance from the center for Asterix in its second configuration is compared to simulations
(dashed lines).
As discussed in Sec. 6.2.1, measurements have been taken on rings with a constant radius,
with a separation of approximately 2 mm between both, individual rings and measurement
positions along the ring. The uncalibrated spectra for the individual measurements along a
ring were added and then the position of the peak at 59.5 keV evaluated with the peak fitting
routing mentioned in Sec. 4.2.7. The relative position of the peaks is represented in the left
panel of Fig. 8.12 for different radii. It can be seen, that the peak position at large radii is indeed
shifted relative to the peak position at the center of the diode. Results from simulations are
represented in the right panel of Fig. 8.12, which show that the measurements can be explained
without including charge trapping. For the measurement the rounded-top cusp filter has been
used (300 ns rounded top width), which is sensitive to variations in the pulse shape. The pulse
shape of a signal changes as a function of the radius (see Fig. 8.11). This change is sufficient
to introduce a ballistic deficit that is not only visible in simulations but also in the data. The
shape of the effect agrees well between the simulation and the data. The effect however is more
pronounced in the simulation than in the data. For the first point contact sizeof Asterix the
ballistic deficit predicted by the simulation is twice as large than observed. There is no simple
explanation for this effect, other than the pulse shape not being accurately modeled by the
simulation. Asterix furthermore, has the strongest radial lost from ballistic deficit in its third
configuration, not in its first configuration, as predicted by the simulation. Obelix is in good
agreement with simulations.
8.4.3 Rise time
The collimated measurement also provides information about the anisotropic mobility dis-
cussed in Sec. 4.4.2. The electric field within a point contact detector is such that the charge
carriers initially drift in a radial direction. The radial drift of charge carriers is affected by the
anisotropic mobility in such a way, that depending on the orientation of the trajectory to the
crystal lattice, the drift velocity changes. Thus, the time to reach the central contact depends
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Figure 8.12: In the right panel a measurement of the relative peak position as a function of the ra-
dius is shown.The points are measured on the top surface of the respective detectors. At
each radius the spectra of all available measurements are summed up to reduce statistical
fluctuations. In the left panel a simulation of the same situation is given
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Figure 8.13: The angular dependence of the rise time. The measurements have been taken at the side
surface, close to the bottom of the detector. In the left panel simulations are represented,
in the right panel measurements at the same locations.
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on the angle at which the charge is deposited relative to the crystal lattice. Particularly, the
onset of the signal is sensitive to this effect, thus the rise time 2-70% is used to measure the
anisotropic mobility. When the rise time from 2-70% is plotted against the angle, characteristic
oscillations appear as represented in Fig. 8.13. The oscillations can be observed in any of the
different configurations, however, for Asterix in its third configuration they are relatively weak.
The oscillations are predicted by ADL3, as the anisotropic mobility is included in the simula-
tion. However, the figure also shows that the absolute values of the rise time do not agree well
between simulation and measurements. Especially, the third configuration of Asterix does not
follow what was predicted by the simulation: It is in average not found at a lower rise time
than the other two configurations, instead it is shifted to a higher value, similar to its Phase 1
configuration.
8.4.4 Effects observed with collimated measurements
In the previous sections it was shown that there is quantitative agreement between simulations
and measurements, when it comes to the radial and angular variations between different points
along the surface. However, it was also discovered that absolute measurement values do not
match the predictions well. Particularly the third configuration of Asterix seems not to behave
according to the simulation, while the first and second configuration of Asterix and Obelix
follow the overall predictions. This agrees with the results from the high voltage scans (see
Sec. 8.3), where also the third configuration of Asterix is different from the larger point contact
sizes.
These discrepancies can not be easily explained as they do not show up in the simulations.
The operational voltage of Asterix in its third configuration was lowered to 2500 V as leakage
currents were increased. The lower operational voltage, however, can not explain the observed
effects then the reduced depletion voltage was considered in the simulation.
The effect could be caused by an insufficiently precise knowledge of the impurity concentra-
tions. It is possible, that the impurity gradient not only varies along the height of the diode
but also in the radial direction. Furthermore, with roughly 10% precision (measured by Can-
berra), also the variation along the height could be different from the value considered in the
simulation. Differences in the impurity gradient might explain both observation, an increased
depletion voltage compared to simulations in the first two configurations and differences in the
shape of the signal in the third configuration.
Except the odd behavior of Asterix, it has been shown, that effects that are predicted by
simulations show up in the data. Even though the data and measurements do not match
perfectly, most of the differences can be contributed to the effects described in the beginning
of this section, especially that the electronics response function was not considered. The
qualitative agreement, is sufficient to understand the physics behind the signal formation and
explain why certain effects arise. A complete description of the system including all the effects
that were left out in this discussion would not add a lot of new information. The overall
discrepancies most likely can not be resolved in such a manner, but rather hint some systematics
in the simulation. Therefore, the approach to neglect these details and mainly search for a
qualitative understanding of the processes is justified.
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8.5 Pulse shape discrimination
The size of the point contact alters the electric fields and accordingly the trajectories of charge
carriers. This influences the funnel effect – the channeling of trajectories close to the point
contact (see Sec. 3.5). Double beta decay experiments exploit the funnel effect to suppress
backgrounds in their region of interest, which is typically at a few MeV. They differentiate single
(signals) and multi site events (background) by their pulse shape. The methods to differentiate
the signals are described in Ref. [72, 114] and use the amplitude of the current pulse divided
by the uncalibrated energy (A/E) as their discrimination parameter. This discrimination
parameter was previously described in Sec. 3.5.1. The method will be applied to the different
configurations of the detectors to explore if there has been any change in the suppression power.
8.5.1 Calculation of suppression efficiencies
The method to calculate the pulse shape discrimination efficiency is based on two γ-ray lines in
the energy spectrum of a radioactive 228Th source, the double escape peak (DEP) at 1592.5 keV
and the single escape peak (SEP) at 2103.5 keV. These peaks have been selected by the Gerda
experiment because of their proximity to the Q-value of the two-neutrino double beta decay
at 2039 keV. Events in these peaks originate from electron-positron pair production and the
subsequent annihilation of the positron. The two γ-particles created in this reaction, can both
deposit their entire energy in the detector and thus the event is reconstructed at 2614.5 keV,
the full energy peak (FEP). If both of them escape, only the energy of the remaining electron
will be registered in the detector and thus will induce a signal close to a single site event in the
1952.5 keV peak. If one of them escapes, then the second energy deposition of the annihilation
photon is most likely at a certain distance from the electron and a typical multi site structure
is observed at 2103.5 keV. Thus, the DEP is mostly dominated by single site events, that are
signal like and the SEP by multi site events, that are background like. Hence, the two peaks
can be used to define the efficiency of a pulse shape cut. Additionally to the efficiencies in
these two peaks also the efficiency in the FEP of 212Bi at 1620.7 keV and 2614.5 keV of 208Tl
will be reported to allow a comparison with the above cited works. The A/E distribution in
the peaks is calculated within a range of 9 times the variance of the peaks and the background
from both sides of the peak is subtracted. A lower A/E cut then is placed such that roughly
90% of the DEP events will survive and the survival fractions in the other three peaks for
this cut evaluated. The A/E value is slightly energy dependent. This dependence is corrected
by measuring the Compton distribution in two energy regions that are free of peaks (1200-
1400 keV and 1850-2050 keV) and correcting the energy dependence with a linear interpolation
according to these two regions.
8.5.2 Comparison of pulse shape discrimination performance
Table 8.4 lists the survival fractions of the different peaks in the different detector geometries.
The survival fraction in the DEP is by definition close to 90% (Compton background was
subtracted). The other peaks have high fractions of multi site events, thus low survival fractions
are preferred. It can be observed, that with the contact size also the survival fraction decreases.
This is valid for both detectors and applies similarly to all three γ-ray lines. The values found
for the three configurations are in the range to those reported in Ref. [63], with the Phase
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Figure 8.14: The A/E distributions in the SEP at 2103.5 keV, the DEP at 1592.5 keV and the FEP at
2514.5 keV for Asterix (all with 20 ns shaping). The height of the distributions has been
fixed to 1 for better visibility.
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Name, Shaping Acceptance (Survival fraction) [%]
Phase time DEP FEP SEP FEP
[ns] 1592.5 keV 2614.5 keV 2103.5 keV 1620.7 keV
Asterix, 1 20 89.9± 0.4 19.2± 0.5 12.2± 0.2 18.5± 0.3
Asterix, 2 0 90.2± 0.4 12.7± 0.4 7.7± 0.2 13.8± 0.3
Asterix, 3 160 89.7± 0.5 7.2± 0.1 5.2± 0.1 9.7± 0.1
Obelix, 1 40 89.8± 0.4 22.3± 0.6 14.5± 0.4 20.6± 0.5
Obelix, 2 20 90.2± 0.4 13.7± 0.4 7.7± 0.2 14.9± 0.3
Table 8.4: The survival fractions of the two detectors in their various configurations. The values have
been evaluated for 6 different shaping times (0 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 80 ns, 160 ns, 320 ns) and the
results with the lowest survival rate in the SEP are listed in the table.
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1 configuration of Asterix and Obelix being on the high side and their respective Phase 2
configuration around the average of the reported values. The Phase 3 value of Asterix is in
good agreement with the best values found in that reference.
The A/E distributions of Asterix in its three configurations are shown in Fig. 8.14 for the
SEP, DEP and FEP (2614.5 keV). On the left shoulder of the DEP there is a secondary structure
visible that disappears once the point contact is reduced. This non-Gaussian structure of the
DEP has been also observed in Ref. [63] for some detectors. Furthermore, the SEP and the
FEP distribution are shifted to the left as the point contact size is reduced which is the origin
of the improve discrimination efficiency. The same observations are also valid for the two
configurations of Obelix shown in Fig. 8.15.
The reduction of the point contact size increases the funnel effect by confining the weighting
field to an even closer region around the point contact. The improvement is therefore expected,
however, has not yet conclusively been proven. The successive improvement of the pulse shape
discrimination efficiencies with a reduction of the point contact size observed in this work
is a strong evidence, that a small point contact is indeed beneficial for a good pulse shape
discrimination performance of a detector. The suppression power is limited as inevitably there
are some single site event-like signals in both the FEPs and the SEP. However, the presented
study proves, that there is still some space for improvements compared to the detector geometry
of Ref. [63]. Detectors produced according to the geometry studied in this dissertation might
be highly interesting for a further detector production of this or other neutrinoless double beta
decay experiments.
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So far the measurements that have been presented focused on the range between a few tens
of keVs up to a few MeV. Other than in neutrinoless double beta decay experiments PCGe
detectors are mainly used for measurements at energies of a few keV or less. The potential
of the two previously discussed detectors (Asterix and Obelix) for such experiments will be
examined in this chapter.
9.1 Data acquisition trigger
The FADC system (SIS3301 VME) used in this dissertation samples the analog signal from
the detector at 100 MHz with a resolution of 14 bits. This corresponds to 175 MB data per
seconds and would require large storage facilities. However, most of this analog signal does not
contain any useful information. The data thus can be considerably reduced by selecting only
regions that contain signals from the detector. For this purpose most digitizers are equipped
with a trigger system. This is a simple filter that searches the data stream for regions with
signals and starts the data acquisition once such a region is encountered. The decision to store
a signal region to disk usually is based on a limiting value (threshold or discrimination level)
which must be exceeded by the signal. All the signals that do not trigger the data acquisition
are irreversibly lost. Thus the lower end of the energy spectrum (energy threshold) is defined
by the trigger condition.
9.1.1 SIS3301 VME trigger
The trigger condition can be calculated both, with analog electronic modules or in digital form
after analog to digital conversion. The SIS3301 VME FADC system has an internal trigger. It
is composed of two moving window average filters that are separated by a gap. This shapes the
signal in a trapezoidal shape and thus is identical to a trapezoidal filter (without a rounded-
top). The gap between the two moving window average filters is defined from the first sample
of the first window to the first sample of the second window. Both the width of the moving
window average and the gap can be configured individually but are limited to a maximum
length of 255 samples (2.55µs). Once the difference between the values from the two windows
exceeds a certain threshold the event is stored to disk. For most of the data presented in this
dissertation a window length of 120 samples and a gap of 130 samples was used. However, this
size was found to be too short and was extended for the data presented in the last section of
this chapter to 240 samples with a gap of 250 samples. This is close to the maximum possible
value.
9.1.2 Trigger rate
The trigger threshold of the FADC can be set arbitrarily low, however at some point fluctuations
of the signal caused by electronics noise will exceed the trigger level. The trigger level normally
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is set sufficiently high so that these fluctuations are not of importance. However, in order to
investigate physics at low energy it is required to trigger as low as possible well into the region
where this fluctuations increase the rate at which noise events are triggered considerably.
The amplitude distribution of the noise is Gaussian (for small 1/f noise), thus one would
expect that the amount of counts from random noise excursions above the discrimination
level follows the error function. However, the trigger filter induces a time correlation between
different samples. The shaped signal does not vary on a sample to sample basis but roughly on
the time scale of the filters shaping time. This will affect the amount of accidentally triggered
signals at a given discrimination level. The effect was extensively studied by Rice in Ref. [115,
116]. He found that at a discrimination level d the rate of accidentally triggered signals by
random noise is described by:
N(d) = N0 exp
(−d2
2σ2N
)
. (9.1)
The variable σN is the width of the random noise distribution at a given shaping time and
thus corresponds to the equivalent noise charge. N0 is the trigger rate if the threshold level is
set to zero. It corresponds to half of the number of zeros (or zero crossings) in the entire signal
per second when the signal is distributed around zero. In Ref.[48, p. 171] N0 is evaluated for
a RC-CR shaper and was found to be approximately equal to 1/(4
√
3Ts), with Ts being the
shaping time.
9.1.3 Accidentally triggered signals in the energy spectrum
In order to reconstruct the energy of a signal the acquired data are processed with the procedure
described in Sec. 4.3. The final energy spectrum also contains the accidentally triggered signals
that originate from electronics noise. If the trigger threshold is set at a level so that an
increased rate can be observed from these events then these accidentally triggered events also
appear in the energy spectrum. With decreasing energy the number of counts in the spectrum
continuously increase forming a peak just above the cut off from the discrimination level.
The filters that are used in the signal processing step are more elaborated than the filters
used for defining the energy threshold. Thus the distribution of the accidentally triggered
events in the final energy spectrum differs from what the data acquisition has been triggered
on. If the mismatch between the two filters is large unwanted artifacts in the spectrum appear.
Furthermore, even for small mismatches it is almost impossible to describe the shape created
by accidentally triggered signals in the energy spectrum. This, however, is required to define
an energy threshold, up to which the data can be trusted and pollutions from accidentally
triggered events are small.
Trigger artifacts
The discrimination level induces a hard cut off in the data selection; data not meeting the
trigger condition will not be stored and hence are not available for further analysis. This
cut off has no impact on a measurement performed far away from the trigger threshold, as
it is improbable, that a large detector signal does not meet the trigger criteria. However, a
measurement close to the trigger condition can be biased due to the cut off condition.
For a given event, the filter used for the energy reconstruction during the analysis of the
data can find a different result as the filter used for evaluating if the trigger condition is met. If
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the energy reconstructed during the analysis is lower than the one reconstructed by the trigger
the event is reconstructed below the trigger cut off and instead of observing a straight cut off,
the drop to zero spreads over a certain range. However, if the trigger condition reconstructs
an event below the threshold but the shaping filter would have reconstructed the event above
the trigger threshold then data are wrongly rejected and missing from the energy spectrum.
This effect was observed for measurements near the energy threshold and its effect caused
spectral distortions up to an energy of a few keV. The effect is represented in Fig. 9.1, where
the energy determined by the data analysis filter is plotted against the energy found by the
trigger filter. The measurement has been taken after irradiation of the detector with the 252Cf
source leading to a peak at 10.4 keV from deexcitations of the isomer 71mGe. The cut off by the
trigger is represented as a vertical line in the spectrum, below which no events can be found.
The small deviation from a straight cut are caused by small differences in the algorithm used
for reconstructing the trigger filter value in software and the actual algorithm implemented
in the FADCs (the details of the algorithm were not accessible and could only be reproduced
with limited precision). The energy of many events in that figure are reconstructed by the
two filters at different energies. The upper band that contains the peak at 10.4 keV consists of
events that were reconstructed with a similar energy in both filters. The lower band consists
of events that were reconstructed at a much lower energy with the trigger filter. These events
are mostly slow pulses that originate from external γ-rays depositing energy in the transition
layer (see Section 3.4). The rise time of slow pulses is often large (> 1.5µs). These events thus
can not be reconstructed correctly with a filter of only 1.2µs width. The value for the energy is
accordingly underestimated. The cusp filter that was used during the signal processing on the
contrary has a sufficiently large shaping time to reconstruct the energy correctly. The lower
band with the slow pulses extends all the way down to the trigger threshold and is cut off by
the threshold between 0.8 and 1.5 keV.
Figure 9.2 shows the spectrum that was reconstructed with a cusp filter of 4µs shaping time
for a variety of measurements taken with different trigger filter settings. It can be seen, that
the smaller the shaping type of the trigger filter the more pronounced is the appearance of
a fake peak in the region between 0.8 and 1.8 keV. If the shaping time of the trigger filter is
chosen to be close to the maximum value (2.4µs), the trigger filter is capable of reconstruction
also the energy of slow pulses and the fake peak disappears.
In order to avoid these effects near the threshold it is thus important to already implement
a sufficiently powerful filter for data triggering. For an analysis with a PCGe detector the
trigger implemented in the VME FADC module might be sufficient when choosing the longest
available window length. In experiments that try to perform physics measurements close to
the threshold it is however beneficial to use an external trigger instead of the one implemented
in the FADCs to avoid this bias at all cost.
Distribution of accidentally triggered signals
The analysis of the detailed distribution of the noise spectrum above a certain discrimination
level is extremely complex on a theoretical level, and beyond the scope of this thesis. The
discussion here is thus limited to some simple considerations that are used later on for fitting
the spectrum of accidentally triggered events.
The simplest description of the energy distribution of accidental triggered events can be
derived from the amplitude distribution of random noise, which is Gaussian. If each individual
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Figure 9.3: The distribution of the reconstructed energy (rounded-top cusp filter,2.4µs shaping time,
0.3µs rounded-top width) from baseline segments without a signal from the detector. The
measurement was performed with Asterix in its third configuration.
sample (a random noise value) is filled into the energy spectrum then the amplitude distribution
should directly translate into the spectral energy distribution. There are 108 samples per
seconds at 100 MHz thus the integral of the Gaussian (the number of counts in the spectrum
from noise) should roughly correspond to that number. The chance of a large excursion from
the average value is small and the rate of these events small. Events observed far away from
zero thus can be considered as rare fluctuations of single samples and thus should roughly
follow a Gaussian distribution. This description however neglects correlation between different
samples introduced by the shaping.
The correlation is considered by the rate of accidentally triggered events at a certain dis-
crimination level in Eq. 9.1. Assuming that the energy reconstruction takes place with a filter
sufficiently close to the trigger filter, then every accidentally triggered events will be recon-
structed at an energy above the threshold. This must be valid for any discrimination level.
Thus from Eq. 9.1 the spectral shape of accidentally triggered events can be derived. The
trigger rate is the number of events above a certain threshold which is equal to the integral of
the spectral distribution from the threshold to infinity. The energy distribution derived from
Eq. 9.1 thus is of the form:
dn
dE
(E) =
N0
σ2N
E exp
(−E2
2σ2N
)
, (9.2)
with E being the energy and dn/ dE the number of counts in a bin. If two different filters are
used for the trigger condition and the energy reconstruction then this equation is no longer
valid. Furthermore, all the filters used within this dissertation depend on finding the maximal
amplitude in a certain range. Such a maximum search furthermore introduces a bias to the
reconstructed value of accidentally triggered events to higher energies. In his paper, Rice
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found that if the discrimination level is sufficiently large, the number of maxima laying above
the discrimination level can be approximated by an expression that is identical to Eq. 9.1.
Furthermore, as already discussed, also any sort of shaping will finally affect the number of
accidental counts above a certain threshold.
The real distribution of the distribution of the reconstructed energy of the rounded-top cusp
filter applied to randomly selected pieces of the baseline is shown in Fig. 9.3. It can be observed
that there indeed is a strong bias to positive values coming from the algorithm that looks for
a maximum in the signal. However, it is also possible that the reconstructed value is below
zero. The average value of the baseline is reconstructed in a large range compared to the region
where the maximum is search. Thus there indeed is a small chance that the samples in the
region where the maximum is searched are all negative with respect to the average value of the
baseline. The distribution is fitted with Eq. 9.2 and a Gaussian distribution close to the point
where the function drops to zero on the right side. Both distribution model the actual noise
spectrum far away from zero well and the differences between the two descriptions are small.
In the following discussion the second model based on Eq. 9.2 is used.
It is required to model the shape of accidentally triggered events in the energy spectrum
for physics measurements close to the threshold. First, if the model can be trusted then it is
possible to subtract the expected distribution of accidentally triggered events from the energy
spectrum and thus physics measurements into the region with an moderately increased count
rate should be feasible. This procedure is limited as at some energy events will not efficiently
be triggered anymore. Thus, it is important to understand the trigger efficiency curve to
understand the limit of such a procedure. Second, even if the model is only an approximation
of the real spectral shape then it can help to extract a lower energy threshold up to which
the data can be trusted. The rate of accidentally triggered events above this energy threshold
should be small.
9.1.4 Energy threshold of the two PCGe detectors
The two detectors, Asterix and Obelix, that were investigated in the previous chapter have also
been measured at low energies to define the lowest accessible energies with these two detectors.
Unfortunately, only data for Asterix are available with an increased trigger window.
9.1.5 Best limits on energy threshold
The last configuration of Asterix has been measured with a much larger shaping time (2.4µs)
for the trigger filter. Thus, it is possible to find the best limit of the energy threshold of the
detector in its current state.
The spectra for different shaping times near the onset of the peak from accidental noise
signals are displayed in Fig. 9.4 for the rounded-top cusp filter with a rounded-top of 0.3µs.
The measurement has been taken without any radioactive sources, however, the experimental
setup has been installed at ground level. Even though lead and copper were used for shielding,
the induced Compton background is large. Near the threshold the background level is roughly
1 event/s/keV. However, the aim of this measurement was not to reduce the background but
to explore the threshold level. Thus this high count rate is acceptable. The spectral shape
above the noise peak follows close to a straight line. The spectrum in the range where noise
can be neglected has been split in two parts and individually summed up to find an equation
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for the straight line segment. This equation has been subtracted from the spectrum. The
remaining spectrum has been fitted with Eq. 9.2. The upper limit of the fit range has been
defined so that after subtraction only positive bins remain in the fit range; the lower limit of
the range has been defined by minimizing the χ2/dof of the fit result, where dof stands for
degrees of freedom. The respective fits are represented in the top panel of Fig. 9.4 and the
residuals between the initial spectra and the fit function indicated in the bottom panel. There
is no unexpected deviation visible in the residuals. It seems thus reasonable that the spectrum
follows a straight line and is surpassed by accidentally triggered events that are described by
Eq. 9.2.
In Fig. 9.4 it can be seen that a shaping time of 2.4µs seems to be close to the optimum
for reaching the lowest energy threshold. The assumption of a distribution from accidentally
triggered events following Eq. 9.2 seems plausible in the studied range, thus the chance of a
signal being caused by a noise fluctuation even at a high discrimination level never is zero. The
onset of the noise thus will be found at higher energies if the rate of actual signals from the
detector is reduced. The onset of the peak from accidental triggers can be characterized by
defining arbitrarily a number of noise counts per seconds that can be allowed to penetrate into
the spectrum. This noise rate then will define a location in the spectrum – the energy threshold
– that allows to compare different shaping times and detector geometries. The energy threshold
has been plotted for different shaping times and noise rates in the lower panel of Fig. 9.5. It
can be observed that the energy threshold indeed is lowest (∼ 0.65 keV) at a shaping time of
2.4µs. The energy threshold furthermore strongly depends on the allowed number of counts
above that threshold.
In the top panel of Fig. 9.5 the variance in terms of FWHM (2.3548 · σ) of the fit to the
distribution of accidental noise events is compared to the noise resolution found with the pulser
simulation method. The two curves are in good agreement, however at low and high shaping
times they deviate. This indicates that indeed the shape of the spectrum close to the trigger
threshold follows Eq. 9.2. However, it also shows that this is only valid in a very confined
range. Even close to the onset of the noise peak the approximation of this equation is not
entirely correct.
9.1.6 The energy threshold dependence on point contact size
It has been discussed in Sec. 8.2 that with a reduction in the size of the point contact also the
noise from electronics is reduced. The equivalent noise charge is responsible for the width of
the region with increased accidentally triggered events and thus the energy threshold should
be reduced with a smaller point contact size.
It has been seen that a mismatch between the trigger filter and the data analysis filter can
produce unwanted artifacts close to the threshold. Unfortunately, the measurements of the
detectors in their first and second configurations have been taken with a relative small trigger
shaping time (1.2µs). The only way to avoid these artifacts hence is to also restrict the analysis
filter to a similar length. It has been found that the cusp filter with a shaping time of 1.2µs
(and a rounded-top width of 0.3µs) produces good results in restraining from introducing
unwanted effects near the threshold, but still be little affected by the increased resolution of
such a filter choice. It must be kept in mind that in this analysis neither the energy of slow
pulses will be reconstructed correctly, nor will the energy threshold be minimized. The sole
purpose of this analysis is to compare the different detector geometries.
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Figure 9.6: The energy spectrum for the two detectors at very low energies around the trigger threshold.
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The energy spectra near the threshold for the two detectors in the different configurations
are represented in Fig. 9.6. The spectral shape close to the threshold of Asterix in its first
configuration deviates strongly from the other configurations and the count rate increases
already at energies of around 4 keV. The events that make up the difference between this and
the other spectra have been investigated and are not related to electronics noise, but have
been found to be normal single site events. The most probable explanation, thus, is that
these events originate from a contamination in the cryostat close to the point contact and
penetrate through the point contact or the passivation layer into the detector. Because of the
additional contribution the threshold level for this measurement has been chosen too high and
the real onset of the noise peak can not be seen. Accordingly, it is not possible to compare
this configuration with the later ones.
The remaining spectra follow the expected behavior with roughly constant signal level from
Compton backgrounds that are surpassed at low energies by the peaks from accidentally trig-
gered noise events. The data near the threshold have been fitted as described in the previous
section and the respective value of σN are indicated in the figure. The values found for σN are
close to the values for the equivalent noise charge at a shaping time of 1.2µs indicated in Fig. 8.4
and Fig. 8.5. This explains why the difference between the second and third configuration of
Asterix is basically not visible – the improvement in the equivalent noise charge between the
two configuration is also small. The energy threshold for these two configurations is roughly
∼ 850 eV at an accidental noise count rate of 0.1 counts/s above the energy threshold.
The effect of the point contact size on the energy threshold, however, can be observed between
the two configurations of Obelix. The improvement in noise between the two configurations
of this detector is large enough so that also an improvement in the energy threshold can be
observed. The energy threshold shifts between the two configurations from (1105 ± 17) eV to
(906± 6) eV at an accidental noise count rate of 0.1 counts/s above the energy threshold. The
ratio of both reflects perfectly the predictions of Eq. 9.1, from which a relation between the
two configurations can be derived:
d1
d2
=
σ1
σ2
=
465.2 eV
385.8 eV
∼ 1.21. (9.3)
The improvement in energy resolution therefore indeed translates directly into an improvement
in the width of the energy threshold.
9.2 Application in physics research
The experiments with the two detectors were performed at ground level and high back-
grounds from cosmic radiation and the surround of the order of 2 × 105 counts/keV/kg/day
are observed. In typical low background experiments this number is reduced to the order of
1 count/keV/kg/day in the low energy region. It was proven by group members [117] that
background levels below this value are accessible even at a shallow depth, such as it is required
near a reactor site. It thus is important to know which energy thresholds can be obtained at
these background levels.
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9.2.1 Extrapolation to low background levels
In Fig. 9.7 the measurement with the lowest energy threshold (Asterix) is shown on a logarith-
mic scale in counts/keV/kg/day. The gap between the background level from the performed
measurement and the actual background levels observed in low background experiments is
large. The only hint of how the number of accidentally triggered noise events scales over the
five orders of magnitudes that lay between measurements and the region of interest is the fit
of Eq. 9.2 to the data.
Under the assumption that the fit describes the spectrum of accidentally triggered events
down to this level, an energy threshold of (1018 ± 3) eV is found for one accidental triggered
event per day (only the uncertainty from the fit is considered). In a low background environ-
ment, thus, the energy threshold is found at a considerably higher value than observed at high
background rates in the previous sections. However, this detector still has almost a sub-keV
energy threshold at typical low background conditions.
The expected signal from coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering is additionally drawn in
Fig. 9.7. It was simulated from a spectrum of the expected recoil energy that was analyti-
cally calculated by Thomas Rink (Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Kernphysik). The expected recoil
spectrum was shown at the very beginning of this dissertation and is repeated in Fig. 9.8. The
spectrum is valid for a reactor antineutrino flux of 1013 /s/cm2 and a neutrino spectrum that
follows the distribution given in [3] and [4].
Only a fraction of the recoil energy can be observed as an ionization signal in the detector.
The remaining recoil energy is transferred to lattice vibration in the form of phonons. The
ionization signal and the recoil spectrum are related to each other by the quenching factor.
The quenching factor is energy dependent and has been measured down to energies in the keV
range. An overview over measurements and models is given in Ref. [8]. The Lindhard model
that is described in that publication was used to transform the recoil spectrum into a spectrum
representing the ionization signal (see Fig. 9.8). The ionization signal then can be convoluted
with the detector resolution to obtain the expected signal in the detector.
The expected signal is many order of magnitude smaller than the distributions coming from
accidentally triggered noise events and therefore not accessible with the current detector layout.
The trigger efficiency is in addition indicated in Fig. 9.7. It was extracted by simulating
events in the baseline with a randomly selected pulse height from a flat distribution between
zero and twenty keV. These event are then checked for if they would be triggered or not. At
some threshold energy not all of the signals are triggered and these events are missing from the
flat spectrum. The trigger efficiency measured with this method starts to drop around 800 eV
thus around where accidentally triggered signals start to be recognizable. The trigger efficiency
can be improved by reducing the trigger threshold, however, this will considerably increase the
number of accidentally triggered events. At some point the data acquisition system can not
handle the increased rate.
9.2.2 Sensitivity to coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering
With the two detectors in their current state it is not possible to measure the signal expected
from coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering at a reactor site. However, all the required indigents
are presented to study in which way the detectors would need to be improved for being sensitive
to this signal. The following discussion is based on the ionization signal that was simulated
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Figure 9.9: The energy at which the signal from coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering is surpassed by the
accidentally triggered events as a function of detector resolution. Furthermore, also the en-
ergies at which the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering surpasses two constant background
levels.
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Figure 9.11: The signal-to-noise ratio in the region from 1 keV to the location where the coherent signal
is surpassed by accidentally triggered events.
in the previous section and assumed a neutrino flux of 1013 neutrinos/cm2/s at the location of
the detector. This assumption is realistic, the Gemma collaboration reported a flux of 2.7 as
much in their experiment [17].
The ionization energy observed from coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering near a detector
site ends at roughly 350 eV (see Fig. 9.8). However, it is spread out by the detector resolution
to energies above this point. The location in the energy spectrum, where the signal from coher-
ent neutrino-nucleus scattering has the same strength as the signal from accidentally triggered
events is indicated in Fig. 9.9 as a function of the resolution of the detector. At energies below
this value the coherent signal is lost in accidentally triggered events and thus not easily acces-
sible. Furthermore, it is assumed that background events from external sources are constant in
the range where the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering can be observed. Different lines are
indicated in the figure for the location in the energy spectrum where the signal from coherent
neutrino-nucleus scattering is at the same level as the respective backgrounds. Between these
two limits the coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering signal can be observed (region of interest).
The extend of the region of interests deviates only by roughly 50 eV when different back-
ground levels are considered (see Fig. 9.9). Because of this also the number of counts expected
in this region (represented in Fig. 9.10) does not depend much on the background levels. How-
ever, at a detector resolution above 160 eV the region of interest is only a few tens of eV and
the number of counts observed in this region low. Not only the number of events coming from
the signal is reduced with the window size but also the number of counts from external back-
grounds. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio remains relatively high for all values of the detector
resolution. In the range from 120 eV to 190 eV the signal-to-noise ratio is between 1-4 which
hints that the signal can be detected. However, the region of interest has a width of not more
than 50-100 eV at these detector resolutions and thus it is questionable if a signal in such a
small region can be measured.
The window can be increased beyond the range where the coherent signal dominates the
spectrum. The signal-to-noise ratio in the region from 1 keV to the location where the co-
herent signal is lost in accidentally triggered events, which is a more realistic range for an
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actual experiment, is plotted in Fig. 9.11. In this case the level of external backgrounds is of
importance because in the added region these backgrounds are dominant. In order to obtain
a signal-to-noise ratio of at least one, a detector resolution below 150 eV to 180 eV is required.
This number is roughly half of the current value of ∼ 300 eV (see Sec. 8.2).
So far, in this sensitivity study it was neglected that the accidental triggered events can
be removed from the spectrum. One method to achieve this at a reactor site is to perform
a measurement with the reactor turned on and one with the reactor turned off. The two
spectra can be subtracted. The number of accidentally triggered events should be equal in
both spectra. Thus such an experiment is sensitive beyond the point where the coherent signal
is exceed by the accidentally triggered events. At some point however the high number of
accidentally triggered events introduce large statistical uncertainties when the two spectra are
subtracted and thus statistical fluctuations dominate over the coherent signal. Nevertheless,
such a measurement has a large potential to increase the sensitivity to detectors with a noise
resolution above 200 eV.
9.2.3 Possible detector improvements
In order to improve the resolution by a factor of two it is required to improve both, current
and voltage noise by a factor of four. This is not easily achievable. The voltage noise can
be improved by reducing the total capacitance. If the fit to the data can be trusted then the
system is not dominated by the detector capacitance. The detector capacitance is roughly
1.6 pF, while the total capacitance of the system is about 10 pF. The difference between the
observed total capacitance and the detectors capacitance is most likely found somewhere in the
preamplifier and can thus be replaced by adjusting the circuit. An improvement by a factor
of four, however, might be hard to obtain. Furthermore, there is no reason to think about a
further reduction of the point contact size as it doesn’t seems to be the dominant source of
voltage noise.
A reduction of the current noise, however, would be more important. A reduction of the
current noise not only reduces the detector resolution but also shifts the noise corner to a higher
shaping time. The effect of the shaping time has been neglected in the previous discussion but
it was discussed that N0 in Eq. 9.1 should scale inversely with the shaping time. Thus the
height of the peak from accidentally triggered events N0 would be reduced. Shifting the noise
corner from currently 2.5µs to 10µs would reduce N0 by a factor of five. However, N0 only
has a small impact on the energy threshold. An improvement by a factor five only translates
to a reduction of 20 eV.
The leakage current produced by the preamplifier usually is small. This has not been con-
firmed for the preamplifier system that was used for the two detectors, but it is likely that
the observed current noise is indeed dominated by the detector’s leakage current. The leakage
current of a detector can not easily be reduced. A rework of the detector might be required
but there are no guaranties that such a procedure really helps.
The current preamplifier system is optimized for a large energy range. In measurements near
the trigger threshold it is not required to have a good resolution up to the MeV range. The
preamplifier could be optimized to the low energy region and a small improvement might be
gained.
The question remains if such improvements really will decreases the noise resolution by a
factor of two. However, there are previous studies that suggest that this is feasible. Barbeau
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et al. reported a PCGe detector with a resolution of 140 eV [2]. There detector is of a very
similar design as those studied in this dissertation so there is no practical reason why such a
resolution should not be reached.
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Discourse surrounding future large scale germanium detector based experiments has gained
attention in academia. Currently the largest experiments working with germanium detectors
such as Gerda utilize not more than 30-40 kg of germanium. Many scientists in this field
agree that an experiment of the order of several 100 kg or tons of germanium is necessary to
advance research on neutrinoless double beta decay and dark matter. Thus, it is doubtful
that the interest in germanium detectors, especially that for point contact germanium (PCGe)
detectors, will subside. However, building an experiment of this order of magnitude is connected
with many technological (electronics, radio purity, etc.) and logistical (production, storage
and handling of large amounts of germanium detectors) pitfalls. Furthermore, the costs for an
experiment on this scale would be extensive and it would require a minimum of a decade to
obtain crucial results. Nevertheless, given that the technology is not going to disappear any
time soon, it is vital to understand PCGe detectors beyond the current limitations.
The problems related to a large scale experiment do not arise in experiments near a nuclear
reactor. For instance only 1-10 kg of germanium detectors are sufficient to explore the not yet
observed coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering at a nuclear reactor. Such an experiment could
be constructed in a foreseeable time frame and would not require a large collaboration. This
dissertation mainly focuses on the potential of PCGe detectors in such an application, however,
not exclusively.
The PCGe detector technology was explored with a commercially available detector type,
the broad energy germanium detector (BEGe) produced by Canberra N.V., Olen, Belgium.
The successive modification of a single germanium crystal removes the main systematics of
a study of the point contact size – variability in the quality of the material. For this study,
two almost identical detectors of roughly 760 g were used and allowed for a comparison of the
obtained results. The characterization of the detectors with different point contact sizes led to
the following main results:
• It has been possible to experimentally establish a link between the size of the point
contact and noise from electronics. The FWHM noise resolution has been measured to
be (349 ± 2) eV FWHM at 8.4 mm, (311 ± 2) eV FWHM at 5.0 mm and (299 ± 2) eV
FWHM at 2.5 mm point contact radius for the first detector. Similar improvements have
been observed for the second detector (from (408±1) eV FWHM at 8.2 mm to (336±2) eV
FWHM at 5.2 mm).
• Two simple models for the capacitance as a function of the point contact radius were
tested. The model, with the capacitance being proportional to the area of the point
contact and not the radius, describes the data better. The detector is thus close to a
parallel plate capacitor. The capacitance of the detector is then given as Cd = r0pir
2/h,
with the vacuum permittivity 0 = 8.85×10−12 F/m and the relative permittivity r = 16
in germanium. This model predicts a capacitance of 1.6 pF for the smallest tested point
contact size.
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• Thanks to an improvement in noise the energy resolution of the 59.5 keV γ-ray line im-
proved continuously with a reduction in point contact size from (477±1) eV to (438±1) eV
FWHM. As expected, the resolution at 1332.5 keV and 2614.5 keV remained unaffected
for one detector (∼ 1.58 keV and ∼ 2.3 keV FWHM, respectively) and improved slightly
for the second detector (to ∼ 1.70 keV and ∼ 2.59 FWHM). This is in agreement with
expectations; the dominant contribution to the resolution at high energy is from fluctu-
ations in the number of charge carriers created in the energy deposition.
• The pulse shape discrimination efficiency is defined as the survival fraction in the single
escape peak (SEP) at 2103.5 keV with respect to 90% acceptance in the double escape
peak (DEP) at 1592.5 keV. A good pulse shape discrimination method removes most of
the background like events (multi site events) in the SEP while signal like events (single
site event) in the DEP must be conserved. The size of the point contact affects the electric
fields, thus, the drift of charge carriers in the detector and the shape of the pulses induced
into the electrode. The pulse shape discrimination efficiency improves from (12.2±0.2)%
to (7.7 ± 0.2)% and to (5.2 ± 0.1)% when going from the largest to the smallest point
contact size in the first detector. The second detector improves from (14.5 ± 0.4)% to
(7.7± 0.2)%.
• The number of accidentally triggered events from noise fluctuations above a certain dis-
crimination level d follows, as predicted, the relation:
N(d) = N0 exp
(−d2
2σ2N
)
, (10.1)
with σN being the noise resolution and N0 the number of counts at zero discrimination
level. At a typical background rate of a low level experiment (1 count/kg/keV/day) an
energy threshold of approximately 1 keV is predicted.
In order to find the most optimal width between the two electrodes of a PCGe detector at a
given point contact size, simulations were conducted. For this purpose, the ADL3 software [92]
was extended, amongst other things, with models of the two detectors and new algorithms for
the electric field calculation. The high performance of the two detectors confirmed the validity
of this procedure. The library was further used during the characterization of the detectors:
• Measurements with collimated sources that induce events close to the surface of the de-
tector are compared with simulations. Qualitative agreement has been observed between
measurements from various locations and simulations in the position of the 59.5 keV γ-
ray line (relative to a reference measurement) and the rise time (2− 70%). The shape of
the pulse does not entirely agree and cannot be explained by simplifications used in the
simulation. This suggests that the electric field within the detectors was not simulated
correctly. Deviations are most likely caused by an insufficient description of the impurity
concentration distribution throughout the detector volume.
Good signal processing techniques are as important as a good detector fabrication to achieve
a high performance with germanium detectors. The existing program GEANA [83] was tweaked
and extended to fit the requirements of the analysis presented. The program contains many
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traditional but also some new filter routines. This dissertation, furthermore, carefully evalu-
ated the performance of the different filter techniques that are implemented in GEANA. The
evaluation found the following:
• The novel ballistic deficit correction method is capable of removing deterioration caused
by variability in the shape of pulses at energies above 200 keV. So the γ-ray line at
1332.5 keV was improved from (1.82± 0.01) keV to (1.61± 0.01) keV.
• At energies below 200 keV a ballistic deficit correction is not required, instead, it is more
beneficial to use a cusp like filter at these energies to find the best signal-to-noise ratio.
The presented rounded-top cusp filter improved the resolution at these energies well
beyond the specification of the manufacture of the detectors.
• A data set that ranges from a few keV to a few MeV can be processed thanks to the
ballistic deficit correction with a single shaping time without any major loss in resolution.
Between 59.5 keV and 1332.5 keV the loss in resolution compared to an analysis, that finds
the best filter for each γ-ray line individually is less than 40 eV.
• The Fano factor is nearly constant over the range 59.5 keV to 1332.5 keV, however, it
slightly increase at higher energies. Two presented methods found consistent results
when the Fano factor was assumed to be constant, the better result is 0.1076 ± 0.0005.
The first method consists of a constant fit to the values of the Fano factor that were
calculated at individual γ-ray lines. The second method fits the function describing the
energy dependence of the energy resolution to an energy spectrum that was evaluated
with a single shaping time.
For the presented study a large amount of data were collected; some could not be analyzed.
These data still offer some potential for interesting investigations. Furthermore, it might also
be required to gather some additional data. Some further topics are:
• A careful evaluation of the details of the collimated measurements along the surface of
the detectors can be used to refine the model of impurity concentration gradients in the
detectors. This should finally produce a good match between the simulation and data
and could also be applied to the data presented in [63].
• With a neutron source (252Cf) the 10.4 keV γ-ray line from isomer 71mGe deexcitations
was induced. This line is an appropriate proxy for signal like events in the low energy
region. This region is dominated by slow pulses, which have a special shape that can
be distinguished from those expected from coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering, neu-
trino magnetic moment or dark matter interactions. The 10.4 keV γ-ray line can be used
to study the efficiency of different pulse shape discrimination methods at low energies.
Such methods can be of particular importance to reach background level of less than
1 count/keV/kg/day that would facilitate a potential coherent neutrino-nucleus exper-
iment. Such a study could be further extended with the purchase of a thin entrance
window to measure γ-ray lines at this range of energy.
• The measurements were conducted above ground without a veto system against signals
from cosmic radiation and without extensive efforts to shield the detector from exter-
nal backgrounds. Contaminations from these sources in low background experiments
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are roughly 5 orders of magnitude smaller. The background composition and energy
threshold at these background levels have not been studied in this dissertation.
The presented results, particularly those from the characterization measurements of the two
detectors, have some important implications. The results on the pulse shape discrimination
of the two detectors is relevant for potential large scale experiments that try to measure neu-
trinoless beta decay. A small point contact size in the order of 5 mm radius or less helps to
improve the pulse shape discrimination performance of PCGe detectors. This might help to
control the variability observed in Ref. [63].
The obtained noise resolution is still too large to measure coherent neutrino-nucleus scat-
tering. The sensitivity study, that was presented, shows that a FWHM noise resolution of less
than 150−180 eV must be reached in order to detect the coherent signal. Thus, it is inevitable
to improve the detector’s resolution before such an experiment can be envisioned. An upgrade
or exchange of the electronics certainly is capable of slightly improving the resolution, par-
ticularly in regards to the voltage noise. However, it is doubtful that it will be sufficient. In
order to reach the required resolution the current noise must be reduced. The electrical com-
ponents used in the preamplifier only make up a small contribution to the observed current
noise. The measured current noise must be dominated by the detector’s leakage current. This
noise source cannot simply be removed by an electronics upgrade as leakage currents are a
property of the detectors bulk and surface. Reworking the groove might help, but ultimately
the only way to efficiently remove the leakage currents is by using other detectors with a lower
leakage current. The most promising way of achieving better noise conditions is to move to
smaller detectors. Reducing the size to 500 g has been shown to considerably improve the noise.
This dissertation has been limited to the detectors of a single manufacturer. Other companies
have similar products with a slightly modified design, that might be better suited for such an
application. Low background techniques are additionally vital to the successful conduction of
a coherent neutrino-nucleus experiment. Background levels of 1 count/kg/keV/day need to be
achieved to measure coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering. These levels of background recently
have been obtained for a germanium detector operated at shallow depth of a few meters rock
overburden in the energy range 40-50 keV [117]. Combined with pulse shape discrimination
methods it seems reasonable to achieve the required background levels. Studying pulse shape
discrimination methods in the low energy region and at low background levels is amongst the
next milestones towards the realization of a coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering experiment.
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